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Sebastian Aho drives the Hurricanes with his production, competitiveness
By Chip Alexander
The Carolina Hurricanes often are portrayed as a team
without a true superstar — no Connor McDavid or Sidney
Crosby, Alex Ovechkin or Auston Matthews.
But the Canes, in the Stanley Cup playoffs for a third
consecutive season, have several players capable of being
super and starring in any game. And perhaps no player has
done that any better or more often than center Sebastian
Aho.
Aho is the Canes’ leading scorer. He centers their top line.
He’s also their top-paid player. He’s not very big, but he’s
smart and crafty, and he’s stronger on the ice than one might
think.
For a fourth season in a row, Aho has been named the
Canes’ Most Valuable Player in voting by the Carolina
chapter of the Professional Hockey Writers’ Association.
That only underscores just how vital he has been during the
team’s return in relevance.
“He’s very competitive. I love that about him,” Canes coach
Rod Brind’Amour said recently. “I think his overall game has
gotten better. Just watching him grow as a player has been
really a pleasure.”
Brind’Amour initially was hesitant in using Aho at center
when he took over as head coach. He’s not the prototypical
NHL center with his size, and the Finn needed work on other
aspects of his game. Like faceoffs, to name one. Aho wasn’t
very good on faceoffs.
But Aho, 23, has made a believer of Brind’Amour. His work
ethic is everything his coach would want, and his focus
always sharp, both in practice and games. He’s a player who
burns to win, and Aho said Brind’Amour has continued to
push him to be better each year.
“I just want to be a good player and a good leader on this
team and do my best to help the team to win,” Aho said
Wednesday when informed of his PHWA award.
“Getting in the league as a young guy, I expect myself to be
physically stronger every year and build some confidence
through that on the ice, and obviously that’s what has been
happening, I feel, every year. Be stronger and faster, things
like that. With earlier experiences, you learn from those. I
think confidence is the biggest thing.”

Aho again has the numbers. Playing all 56 games in the
2021 regular season, he led the Canes in goals (24), assists
(33) and points (57). He topped the Canes with seven gamewinning goals and was tied for the team lead with his seven
power-play goals and 18 power-play points. He was at 52
percent on faceoffs.
Since forward Teuvo Teravainen returned from a concussion
on April 27, Aho’s line with Teravainen and Andrei
Svechnikov has been as productive as almost any in the
league.
Aho’s hat trick against the Chicago Blackhawks on May 3
was the fourth of his career and the only one of the season
for the Canes. His third goal that night was an empty-netter
but he had to ward off the Blackhawks’ Patrick Kane to score
it and get some hats flying at PNC Arena.
“It’s funny. You always have the feeling you can be better,”
Aho said after that game. “There are so many situations on
the ice where you think, ‘I could do that better or this better.’
That’s the kind of mindset I have, to make every shift matter.”
Positive mindset for the playoffs
That’s the mindset needed for the playoffs. The Canes and
Nashville Predators are lined up for the best-of-seven
opening round.
Brind’Amour said Wednesday he did not yet know the playoff
schedule. He said he did hope to have a full complement of
healthy and available players whenever the playoffs begin.
Brind’Amour did not commit to a starting goalie for Game 1
— Alex Nedeljkovic received the Carolina PHWA chapter’s
Joseph Vasicek Award for his cooperation with the media
this season and was the first Canes rookie to win it.
Aho starred a year ago when the Canes swept the New York
Rangers in a best-of-three qualifier in the 2020 postseason in
Toronto. His undressing of former Rangers defenseman
Tony DeAngelo and quick backhander to beat goalie Igor
Shesterkin has been aired on many NHL highlight packages.
But the Canes then lost to the Boston Bruins in the playoffs
for a second straight year, adding another layer of
disappointment.
“Those losses the last couple of years built some hunger,”
Aho said Wednesday. “We are very hungry.”
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Here’s the Carolina Hurricanes’ schedule for the first round of the Stanley Cup playoffs
By Chip Alexander
It took longer than expected but the National Hockey League
on Thursday finally announced a full schedule for the 2021
Stanley Cup playoffs.
The Carolina Hurricanes and Nashville Predators will play
Game 1 of their best-of-seven opening-round series Monday
at PNC Arena, and Game 2 is set for Wednesday. Both
games have an 8 p.m. starting time.
The series then shifts to Nashville, Tennessee. Game 3 is
set for Friday (May 21) at 7 p.m. and Game 4 will be played
Sunday (May 23) at Bridgestone Arena.
If necessary, Game 5 will be at PNC Arena on May 25 and
Game 6 in Nashville on May 27. If a seventh game is
needed, it will be at PNC Arena on Saturday, May 29.
“You get re-energized by this time of year,” Canes forward
Jordan Martinook said Thursday. “It’s so much fun to play in
these games, especially when you’ve seen both sides of it
when you haven’t made it and how fortunate you are to play
in these games.
“It’s a lot of fun. I’m pumped to get going.”
Preparing for the playoffs
The Canes closed out the regular season Monday at
Nashville. Then began the wait for the NHL to set up the
schedule as the North Division of Canadian teams finished
up their games.
Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said the wait would not
adversely affect the team’s playoff preparations. Nor, he
said, has the team’s expectations changed as they enter the
playoffs for a third straight season.
“It’s no different for me than our first year. Our goal was to
win,” he said Wednesday. “I know people made a big deal
because we hadn’t done anything in forever, but we were
disappointed that we didn’t win. The expectation here is to
win. We’ve got a long road ahead of us. We’ve got a huge
challenge but that’s the expectation.

“It has been a long, hard journey to get to this stage. We
didn’t start the season saying we wanted to make the
playoffs, but you had to make the playoffs to have a chance
to win the whole thing. We’re here, now everybody that’s left
is here and we’re starting over.“
The Canes, the Central Division champions, also could start
over with a full roster, Brind’Amour said. Forwards Brock
McGinn and Cedric Paquette have been out of the lineup
because of injuries, McGinn missing the last 19 games of the
regular season with an upper-body issue.
First PNC Arena playoff game in almost two years
Monday’s game will mark the first Stanley Cup playoff game
at PNC Arena in almost two years. On May 18, 2019, the
Canes were beaten 4-0 by the Boston Bruins in Game 5 of
the Eastern Conference finals, a sour end to what had been
a special season.
The coming of the pandemic suspended the 2019-20 season
in March and left the 2020 Stanley Cup playoffs in jeopardy,
with the possibility of not awarding a Cup. But the league and
players agreed on a 24-team postseason format and the
games were played in the bubble cities of Toronto and
Edmonton, with no fans allowed in the arenas.
With COVID-19 restrictions differing in each state, the Canes
will be limited to about 6,000 fans for their home playoff
games. A request made by the team to the state to increase
the allowed capacity before June 1 but it was denied, team
president and general manager Don Waddell said.
The Predators might have as many as 14,000 fans at their
games at Bridgestone Arena, which concerns Brind’Amour.
“That’s a big advantage, there’s no doubt about it,”
Brind’Amour said. “Obviously that’s out of our hands. ... It
would be nice if we could definitely do that. Our fans have
been great. They might have to put a little extra effort in if
they don’t have that many people in there.”
The Canes were 6-2-0 against the Predators during the
regular season, winning the first six games.
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The 10 most important Hurricanes for a first-round victory over the Predators
By Sara Civian

8. Cedric Paquette

As Dom Luszczyszyn’s series preview for The Athletic so
deftly pointed out, the Hurricanes have an advantage in
pretty much every aspect of their upcoming first-round
playoff series against the Predators. That’s to be expected of
a No. 1 seed — and a top-tier team — and it shouldn’t come
as a shock to anyone. But the Canes are only a year or so
removed from their “underdog” era, and they know as well as
anyone not to sleep on a team in that situation — especially
a team coming in hot like the Predators.

Aside from his dog, this is why the Hurricanes traded for Cup
champion Paquette. He’s the classic sandpapery fourth-liner
every Cup team needs, with the added benefit of not being
90 years old. The Predators have clearly been trying to make
a toughness statement to the Canes that a guy like Paquette
needs to respond to.

You expect your best players to be your best players and all
the other cliches, but here are 10 people that specifically
need to perform to lift the Canes past the Predators:

6. Jordan Staal

10. Rod Brind’Amour
The noted Jack Adams frontrunner’s coaching has garnered
respect around the league for a reason.
Vincent Trocheck told me something a month or so ago that
sums it up well.
“I feel like I compliment him so often in the media, but he’s
just been incredible,” he said. “I can’t say enough great
things about Roddy. He’s been awesome to play for. He’s
been one of my favorite coaches to play for, ever. He’s a
great player’s coach. He makes sure we’re all prepared
every night. Even just coming into the locker room before the
game and giving his pregame speeches. It seems like every
night, he has something new to fire us out. Every game, it’s
like, how does he keep doing this? He makes me want to run
through a brick wall.”
The “How does he keep doing this?” is the key, here.
Brind’Amour’s ability to find unique ways to motivate players
has never been more important than it is during a season
that’s been brutal for a laundry list of reasons.
Aside from the motivation factor, Brind’Amour’s in-game
adjustments in pursuit of ideal matchups have been
fascinating this season. They haven’t always worked, but
those regular-season adjustments have been practice for the
playoffs. I’m so curious to see what they’ll look like next
week.
9. Sebastian Aho
Aho is so low on this list because there’s virtually no question
or worry about him at this point. He’s had a sturdy slow-butsure development into a full-blown first-line center, and he
built on his consistency again this year with 24 goals and 57
points in 56 games. With Teuvo Teravainen coming back
from injury and crushing it, and Andrei Svechnikov rounding
into form, the SAT line should be the least of anyone’s
worries against Nashville.
Don’t worry about them; worry about how the other skaters
will be able to support them.

7. Dougie Hamilton
Just score the power-play goals, Dougie.

Staal’s scoring flare has been a nice touch this season, but
his importance has nothing to do with that.
How will he operate as an extension of Brind’Amour in the
motivation realm? How will he continue to lead by example?
There’s no doubt in my mind that he will, but he simply needs
to play the game the right way — his way — from the first
shift, to set that standard and refuse to lower it for the rest of
the team.
5. Brett Pesce
Jaccob Slavin is day-to-day, but Brind’Amour is relatively
hopeful he’ll have his full lineup for Game 1. What if Slavin
does come back and isn’t 100 percent, though?
Pesce is going to have to take on a responsibility those who
watch him know he can probably handle. Remember that
time he played 28:18, aka almost half of the game, on April
22? He was in on every situation and excelled. After the
game, Brind’Amour called him the most underrated player in
the league, and he has a serious case.
With two years of playoff experience under his belt, you get
the feeling Pesce could make a huge impact on this series
just by keeping things stable amidst uncertainty.
4. Vincent Trocheck
Trocheck has somewhat surprisingly been a gigantic factor in
the Hurricanes’ top-of-the-league success this season. He,
Martin Necas and Nino Niederreiter have provided a level of
secondary scoring that has long been one of the biggest
issues with this team.
Trocheck had 17 goals in 47 games, but he’s cooled off with
zero goals (seven assists) in his past 14 games.
The Canes will need him to return to form for an easier time
dealing with the Predators.
3. Nino Niederreiter
The Athletic’s Predators writer Adam Vingan (give him a
follow!), Braden Gall and I discussed Niederreiter on
Vingan’s podcast yesterday.
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Niederreiter is coming off an excellent regular season
featuring 20 goals and 34 points in 56 games, but Nashville
fans probably know him better for being an absolute pest
who refuses to leave the front of the net. He rarely if ever has
to actually drop the gloves, but a few times per game it
seems he has his opponents ready to do so. He’s also super
underrated on the defensive side of things.
This particular set of skills will be crucial playing a team as
physical as the Predators, especially with physicality being a
potential weakness for the Hurricanes and with the way the
Predators were clearly trying to set a tone in game 56.
2. Andrei Svechnikov
Svechnikov has compiled an impressive postseason resume
and an equally elaborate target on his back to match in his
third NHL season. When he’s on, those targeting him look
more like cats scratching at a laser pointer projected onto a
wall, but when he’s off, it’s stick-infraction city.
These are the trials and tribulations of being a young star
with a rare combination of skill and physicality.
Svechnikov generally embraces the big moments, though.
Remember last postseason’s hat trick? Plus, he’s been
rounding into form at the end of the regular season, with two
goals and five points in his past five games. If he can remain
unfazed and play his big game, there’s a good chance he’ll
have the most game-breaking impact of any skater in the
series.
1. The starting goaltender
Remember that “most important” player doesn’t necessarily
mean “best” player for our current purposes. I have a take

about the Hurricanes’ three-goalie rotation, and I can’t decide
if it’s the stupidest thing I’ve ever thought in my life or if it
actually makes sense, but hear me out.
It doesn’t matter if it’s Petr Mrazek or Alex Nedeljkovic in this
scenario, but imagine the Canes roll either one out for Game
1 and it’s a mediocre-to-above-average performance, then
the next one starts Game 2 and it’s about the same. You’re
probably going to roll with that type of rotation for at least a
few games.
I’m not expecting the following to happen because both have
been solid all season, hence the “good problem” the
Hurricanes find themselves in. But what if whomever the
Canes roll with for Game 1 has an objectively terrible game,
then the next guy comes in for Game 2 and is mediocre to
above average, then comes back for Game 3 and is above
average to great, then he keeps building on that?
Or what if the goalie the Canes start is amazing off the bat
and they keep riding him?
It’s almost certainly not going to be that linear, no matter
what happens — that’s the trouble with hard-and-fast
goaltending decisions. But you sort of assume that if the
Hurricanes are going to make a long run, they are going to
end up with a 1a and a 1b, and you’d prefer to figure that out
sooner rather than later.
“It’s good if the goaltending is bad, actually” is probably the
galaxy brain of the year, but is anyone with me on this?
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2021 NHL Playoffs: Predators vs. Hurricanes schedule, TV channel, games, scores, guide
to the first-round series
By The Athletic NHL Staff

Game 4: at Nashville, Sunday, May 23, time TBD (TV TBD)

In this Central matchup, the No. 4 Nashville Predators will
face the No. 1 Carolina Hurricanes in the first round of the
2021 NHL Stanley Cup playoffs. To find out who has the
advantage in the series, check out Dom Luszczyszyn’s odds
and probabilities, Craig Custance’s playoff tiers and watch
for predictions from our experts in the days to come.

Game 5*: at Carolina, Tuesday, May 25, time TBD (TV TBD)

Schedule/TV/results
Game 1: at Carolina, Monday, May 17, at 8 p.m. ET (CNBC,
SNE, TVA Sports)

Game 6*: at Nashville, Thursday, May 27, time TBD (TV
TBD)
Game 7*: at Carolina, Saturday, May 29, time TBD (TV TBD)
(* – IF NECESSARY)
Predators-Hurricanes history
NHL playoff matchups

Game 2: at Carolina, Wednesday, May 19, at 8 p.m. ET
(CNBC, FX-CA, TVA Sports)

Up next in the Central Division: Lightning-Panthers

Game 3: at Nashville, Friday, May 21, at 7 p.m. ET (USA,
FXX-CA, TVA Sports)

East Division: Bruins-Capitals | Islanders-Penguins

North Division: Jets-Oilers | Canadiens-Maple Leafs

West Division: Wild-Golden Knights | Blues-Avalanche

Down Goes Brown: The Team Chaos fan’s guide to the 2021 Stanley Cup playoffs
By Sean McIndoe

First Round

On Tuesday, I came up with a ranking of all 16 playoff teams
based on how much fun they’d be as a bandwagon pick.
After all, half of the league’s fan bases don’t have a team in
this year’s playoffs, meaning we have a lot of fans with
nothing to root for right now. If that’s you, I figured I could
help by offering up a ranking of all the teams you have to
choose from.

Let’s start with what’s probably the most fertile ground for
Team Chaos to do some work: the North Division. As you
may have noticed, Canadians can be a little bit touchy when
it comes to hockey, so everything that happens up here is
magnified, amplified and nitpicked to death. It’s pretty great.

Except, I left one team off the list. And it was my favorite
team. It’s probably yours too. We need to talk about Team
Chaos.
Rooting for Team Chaos is way more fun than just cheering
on one particular team, especially in the modern era of
parity. Team Chaos never takes a night off. Team Chaos
never gets sent home early. Team Chaos is always in it for
the long haul, from the opening faceoff of Game 1 until the
final buzzer of the Stanley Cup Final, and sometimes
beyond. The best part of rooting for Team Chaos is that you
never know when you’ll be surprised and delighted by some
random bounce or bad break or missed call that turns the
entire postseason into flaming Elmo dot jpg.
That doesn’t mean that a Team Chaos fan should just sit
back and passively wait for the madness. No, we should
focus our energy in certain directions, because some
matchups create more potential for chaos than others.
What does that ideal scenario look like? That’s where I come
in. I’ve run through all the possibilities, and come up with one
vision of what could be the most chaotic possible path
through the upcoming playoffs. This isn’t the only option —
the beauty of Team Chaos is that they can beat you in so
many ways — and if you have your own, feel free to dip into
the comments and share it. But here’s how I could see it
playing out …

And this year, we’re finally going to get to see a Team Chaos
dream matchup we haven’t seen since the 1970s. It’s Leafs
vs. Habs, and you know something crazy is going to happen.
I’m almost hesitant to ask the hockey gods for anything
especially chaotic here, because they’ve no doubt already
got something in store for us that’s far worse than anything
we could imagine. If a Toronto/Montreal series goes seven, it
will separate the country. No, I mean literally — Canadians
will raid their toolsheds, saw a line along the Ontario/Quebec
border, and then push.
But what result seems like it would be the most chaotic? As a
reminder, we’re talking about a heavily favored Toronto team
that features the best roster in modern Leafs history and that
just traded every draft pick they have for deadline
reinforcements. The Leafs could not be more all-in and are
under enormous pressure to at least win a round or two. By
contrast, the Canadiens stumbled their way to being the last
team to clinch a playoff spot, and they’ve looked awful for a
month. On paper, this might be the most lopsided series
there is.
So what do Team Chaos fans want to see? Come on. It has
to be a Canadiens sweep. Preferably on four straight Carey
Price shutouts while the Leafs goaltending implodes and four
different guys get starts.
Look, there are absolutely some tantalizing Team Chaos
possibilities down the line if Toronto can make a run. A
Stanley Cup Final against the Bruins, complete with a
patented Game 7 collapse? Amazing. One against Brian
Burke and the Penguins? Intriguing. One against Colorado,
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featuring a Nazem Kadri/Joe Thornton rematch? Fantastic.
One against the Islanders that ends with captain John
Tavares accepting the Stanley Cup from Gary Bettman as
the last hockey moment at the Coliseum? Look man, this is
supposed to be a fun column, let’s not go there, nobody
needs to get hurt.
But no, let’s not get greedy. Have the Habs roll over a starstudded Leafs team that chokes in the playoffs yet again,
and the country will lose its mind. Montreal in four, and Team
Chaos is off to a great start.
In the other North matchup, we’ve got the Oilers and Jets in
a series that features lots of offensive talent, including the
best player in the league. It’s tempting to follow a similar
script to Toronto/Montreal here, with the Jets shutting down
Connor McDavid and sending Oilers fans to another
existential crisis. Connor Hellebuyck might even be able to
make it happen. But with apologies to the Jets, they’ve never
been a Team Chaos favorite. They’re just too likable. So
instead, let’s hold off on torturing Oilers fans and give
Edmonton the win. Specifically, we’ll let Winnipeg jump out to
a 3-1 series lead, then have Edmonton come all the way
back in an “oh God it’s all happening again” repeat of the last
Oilers/Jets meeting in 1990.
Let’s head to the East. Team Chaos fans don’t really need to
worry about who wins the matchup between the Capitals and
Bruins, as long as Tom Wilson and Brad Marchand spend
the entire series one-upping each other as hockey’s top
villains. It goes without saying that Taylor Hall has to either
be the best player in the series or completely invisible, with
nothing in between. And the Zdeno Chara factor will be
crucial here, especially if he does something in Boston that
makes Bruins fans wonder if it’s OK to boo him. Then have
the Capitals win the series, at which point Chara declares
them the best team he’s ever played on.
The Penguins/Islanders matchup is intriguing, and there’s an
obvious answer here: You have the Islanders pull off the
upset in overtime of the seventh game, giving every
Pittsburgh fan instant flashbacks to this. While I’m not sure
who the David Volek on this year’s Islanders team would be,
I know I’d love to find out. But I think this is one of those
matchups where Team Chaos has to play the long game.
While an Islanders win would offer instant gratification, the
Penguins advancing to face the Capitals gives us more fertile
ground to work with in Round 2. So with regret, I have to go
with the Penguins taking this one, and closing down the
Coliseum in the process. I’d apologize to Islanders fans who
are reading this, but it’s cool, none of them made it past the
Tavares thing up above.
The Central offers a pair of fun matchups, including a Battle
of Florida that will probably be a Team Chaos favorite no
matter who wins. If the last two games of the regular season
are any indication, these two teams don’t like each other very
much, and it feels like this series is almost guaranteed to
offer up some sort of crazy controversy or two. But here’s a
good rule of thumb for Team Chaos fans: When in doubt,
root for the defending champions to go out in Round 1.
That’s what we’ll do here, which has the nice side effect of
temporarily aligning us with Team Bandwagon. As an added
bonus, it will be fun to see who’s the first to go into the

Lightning Wikipedia page and change the “owner” entry to
“Sergei Bobrovsky in the first round of the playoffs.”
The other matchup is Carolina and Nashville, which should
help answer the age-old hockey question of “What happens
when a bad team with a red-hot goalie faces a great team
with James Reimer?” The answer is that Reimer probably
won’t play much, which is too bad, because he’s a bit of a
Team Chaos legend. It’s tempting to go with the upset here,
and watching Juuse Saros single-handedly dismantle a
Presidents’ Trophy contender would certainly have some
appeal. But there’s too much Team Chaos potential in the
Hurricanes to squander here, so let’s have the Predators
throw a seven-game scare into them before Carolina
advances.
And finally, the West. Absolutely everyone is banking on a
Golden Knights/Avalanche meeting in Round 2, one that
would feature the two best teams in the league slugging it
out in a brutal showdown with a ton of star talent. So, it goes
without saying, Team Chaos will root for at least one of those
teams to go out in the first round. Look, I don’t like it any
more than you do, but every opening round needs at least a
few upsets that make you question whether regular-season
success even means anything. We’ve already knocked out
the Leafs and Lightning, and icing one of the elite West
Division teams would turn the rest of the postseason into one
giant shrug emoji.
But which team? I’m going to say we put the Avs through to
Round 2 and take out the Golden Knights, for two reasons.
First, the Knights are playing the Wild, and while Minnesota
has been just about the least chaotic and/or interesting team
in the league for years, that’s changed now and Kirill
Kaprizov seems like a Team Chaos sort of guy. And while
we’re focused on the playoffs, Team Chaos loves some good
offseason drama too, and Vegas seems like the sort of team
that would respond to a first-round loss by blowing up the
roster to land another big-name star or two. So they’re out,
with bonus points if it happens on a shady five-minute major.
Second and third rounds
The beauty of a really good Team Chaos postseason is that
once you’ve had a chaotic first round, the momentum will
usually carry on until the end. If everything has gone
according to plan so far, the hockey world is already in
tatters. The Golden Knights are finalizing their trade for Jack
Eichel, Bruins fans have turned on Zdeno Chara, the Lighting
are trying to figure out how they just got KO’d by their wimpy
little brother and the Maple Leafs franchise has disbanded.
Everyone is furious, arguments have been raging for weeks,
and Team Chaos fans are all sitting around making this face.
Let’s see if we can keep it going.
A Penguins/Capitals second-round series is one of those
matchups where you just sit back and let Team Chaos do its
work. The focus would of course be on Sidney Crosby and
Alex Ovechkin, which is always fun, but there would be
plenty of star power. That includes Jeff Carter and Anthony
Mantha, meaning we’d get to retroactively declares winners
and losers of the 2021 deadline by the end of the series.
Somebody’s goaltending would implode. And when Tom
Wilson inevitably did something awful and Penguins fans
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were outraged, we could all spend a few days sending them
old Matt Cooke highlights. I’m told they really enjoy that.
Who wins? I’m not sure it matters, but let’s flip a coin and go
with the Penguins.
In the North, Connor McDavid would of course be shut down
by the Canadiens, preventing Oilers fans from actually
feeling good about their season and launching another round
of narratives about how big stars can’t carry teams in the
playoffs. Jeff Petry would of course feature prominently, and
I think we can safely assume that Corey Perry will do
something horrible. In the Central, the Hurricanes/Panthers
series is won almost single-handedly by a dominant
performance by Vincent Trocheck, which frustrates you
because you’re not 100 percent sure which of those teams
he’s on. (It’s Carolina.) And in the West, Kaprizov and the
Wild have served us well, but the Avalanche are just too
loaded with talent to be bowing out yet … especially given
who’d be waiting for them in the next round. Hold that
thought.
On to Round 3. Our first semifinal is Penguins and
Hurricanes. This one is admittedly a little light on backstory
once you get past the Jordan Staal trade and maybe, if you
really want to stretch it, some sort of Ron Francis narrative.
But that’s OK. Not every Team Chaos winner has to feature
a soap opera. Sometimes, you can just have two really fun
teams that spend seven games going end-to-end until
someone drops. Let’s do this, Crosby vs. Svechnikov, first to
pull off the lacrosse move in triple overtime wins. I’m going
with the Hurricanes.
At the other side of the bracket. we’ve got the top-seeded
Avalanche facing the underdog Canadiens, and you know
what that would mean: It’s Patrick Roy time. He’d have to
show up in this series at some point, right? I’m not sure how
and where, but that’s half the fun. Would he appear in the
rafters in Colorado like Crow Sting, berating the Avs’ young
players for celebrating too much? Would he openly lobby for
the Habs coaching job by buying a ticket to sit behind
Dominique Ducharme and make “I wouldn’t have done that”
faces at every opportunity? Would he try to fight one of the
goalies? (Realizes that one’s too obvious.) OK, but which
goalie would he try to fight, and when?
Mix in a potential revenge storyline for longtime Canadiens
legend Devan Dubnyk, plus fans in Quebec City feeling very
conflicted, and Montreal/Colorado looks like a great
matchup. We need another upset to feed the Team Chaos
furnace, so the Habs have to pull it off in seven. And since
these are the two teams who were most responsible for
giving us that stupid offside review rule, here’s hoping they
pay for it by having a blown call decide the winning goal.
Stanley Cup Final
And then there were two. Your Team Chaos ultimate final,
featuring the Carolina Hurricanes and the Montreal
Canadiens.
OK, it’s a bit of a weird matchup, and I’ll admit it doesn’t have
the history of one of the more obvious potential matchups,
like Habs/Bruins. But there’s more connecting these teams
than you might think. There was the Sebastian Aho offer
sheet from a couple of years ago. More recently, this year’s

Canadiens went out and traded for Hurricanes legend Eric
Staal. If you dig back far enough, there are lots of
heartbreaking Hartford Whalers losses to be avenged. And
they have some playoff history, including their 2006 matchup
that saw Montreal take a 2-0 series lead before Carolina
handed the starter’s job to a kid name Cam Ward, stormed
back to take the series in six, and went on to win the Stanley
Cup. Many Montreal fans insist a Justin Williams high stick
that ended Saku Koivu’s season in Game 3 was the series
turning point. And they’re still mad about it, because
Canadian hockey fans do not forget playoff high sticks.
That’s more than enough to give us a good Team Chaos
series. But it’s not what would make this one great. No, the
real chaos factor here is the way this matchup gives us a
nearly perfect distillation between the old and the new. You’d
have the NHL’s oldest franchise, one that predates the
league itself, facing a Hurricanes team that didn’t exist in the
mid-90s. One team has won the Stanley Cup more than
anyone else; the other has just one, and half of us barely
acknowledge that one. The Canadiens are the embodiment
of history and tradition and respect for franchise lore, and
they will insist you sit through a solemn pregame ceremony
where they tell you all about it. The Hurricanes play duck
duck goose after they win and then make a T-shirt about you
getting mad.
I mean, you can see where this would go, right? It would be
hockey’s equivalent of the TikTok teens vs. the old folks
home. The 200 hockey men vs. the part-time Zamboni driver.
To you from failing hands we throw the torch, be yours to …
wait why are you using it to light your pregame tailgate grill?
It would be so, so terrible.
Seriously, this matchup might spell the end of all of us,
especially up here in Canada. You know Don Cherry would
resurface somewhere at some point. Oilers fans would
remind us all that they’re still not over Dwayne Roloson.
Bruins fans would cheer for Dougie Hamilton for the first time
ever. Montreal fans would spend the whole series trying to
figure out if the name “Brind’Amour” is French enough to hire
him.
How does it end? Come on, you know how Team Chaos
rolls. Of course it has to be the Hurricanes winning the
series, taking home the Cup for the second time while
prolonging the Canadiens’ drought. And while I know the
wacky Storm Surge hasn’t really been a thing this year,
they’d absolutely have to bring it back for the Final. Really
twist the knife. Have Justin Williams come back to lead the
first one. Have the second one revolve around the whole
team trying to figure out how to steam an overrated hot dog.
For the third win, have everyone gather around to watch Aho
sign something, then have Don Waddell run out and laugh at
it. And for the clinching fourth win, I think you have to stage a
faithful scene-by-scene re-enactment of the Richard Riots.
All of it. I want costume changes and everything. Heads up in
advance, Carolina, you will need a smoke machine.
Also, at some point in the series, I’m going to need Rod
Brind’Amour to call for a stick measurement. Look, I may
have thought too much about this.
So there’s my path to the ultimate Team Chaos playoff.
Would it be the best possible postseason? Not remotely.
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Would people enjoy it? They would not. Would it grow the
game? It might end it. But that’s what you’re looking for when

you ride with Team Chaos. Your team didn’t make it, so
nobody else gets to be happy either. Bring on the madness.

Why Four Canes Deserve NHL Award Consideration
Making the case for Staal, Slavin, Nedeljkovic and Hamilton
to receive recognition for their seasons

game saw a resurgence this season. Is it enough to earn him
a nomination for the Selke trophy? Maybe. Maybe not.

By Michael Smith

Even still, his head coach and his teammates know just how
valuable he is, and that's really all that matters.

We've already presented the case for Rod Brind'Amour to
win the Jack Adams Award as the NHL's coach of the year,
and of the chances the Carolina Hurricanes have to claim
hardware at the 2021 NHL Awards, that's probably the best
bet.
But there are also a few players who deserve to at least be in
the conversation for some more of the league's annual
awards, so let's take a look at who should be considered for
what.
Jordan Staal: Frank J. Selke Trophy
With 38 points (16g, 22a) in 53 games, Jordan Staal
recorded one of his most prolific offensive seasons in recent
memory. Had this been an 82-game season, Staal would
have been on pace to total 58 points, which would have been
a career high. He was also tracking to reach the 20-goal
threshold for the first time since 2015-16. These are numbers
that would be comparable to Sean Couturier's stats from a
season ago, though it's worth noting that was also a
shortened campaign (Couturier played 69 games in 201920).
After Staal's two-goal performance in Dallas on April 27,
Justin Williams stumped for his former teammate, tweeting
"J. Staal for Selke."
"Willy is biased," Staal smiled. "I'm happy with where I'm at
and where the team is at. It's been a fun season."
Brind'Amour's vote is obvious.
"Yeah, obviously. I've been saying it for a long time," he said.
"You do have to have the numbers. I get it. Clearly he does.
Hopefully he'll get his due."
The NHL defines the award as one given "to the forward who
best excels in the defensive aspects of the game." That's
what Staal does best, and he does it on a nightly basis
against the opposition's best. He's a suffocating defensive
force all over the ice, both at even strength and on the
penalty kill. It's what Brind'Amour did best, too, when he won
the Selke in consecutive seasons in 2006 and 2007.
But, as Brind'Amour noted, there's clearly more to the award,
too, and that's the offensive production. That side of Staal's

"I don't think he ever changes. He just grinds," Sebastian
Aho said. "His level of commitment to the game plan - it's
actually how the Canes are and how we want to play. It's
literally him. It's every night. He doesn't take a night off.
That's awesome to see what kind of pro he is."
Jaccob Slavin: Lady Byng Memorial Trophy
It's fair to wonder why an award for "the player adjudged to
have exhibited the best type of sportsmanship and
gentlemanly conduct combined with a high standard of
playing ability" has not yet been given to Jaccob Slavin
because that, in 22 words, is exactly who Slavin is.
Best type of sportsmanship? Check. Gentlemanly conduct?
Check. High standard of playing ability? Check.
Curiously enough, only three defensemen have ever won the
award. Brian Campbell (Florida Panthers) was the most
recent to do so in 2012. Before that? Red Kelly in 1954.
1954!
Why defensemen are so often overlooked for this award is
an episode of "Unsolved Mysteries" begging to be produced.
In any case, Slavin certainly fits the bill.
In 52 games during the 2020-21 season, Slavin averaged a
team-high 22:59 of ice time and is routinely tasked with
shutting down the opposition's best. Like Staal, he's a critical
part of the team's penalty kill, too. Through it all, Slavin was
whistled for just a single penalty - delay of game (puck over
glass). Obstruction infractions? Zero. Stick infractions? Zero,
and he's often utilizing his stick to interrupt a passing lane or
poke the puck away from an opponent.
Slavin is a defensive wizard, one of the best in the game,
certainly one who has "a high standard of playing ability."
He's a sportsman and a gentleman, and he should no longer
be overlooked for the Lady Byng.
Alex Nedeljkovic: Calder Memorial Trophy
As good as Alex Nedeljkovic was in goal for the Canes this
season - and he was really good - he's not going to win the
Calder Memorial Trophy. In all likelihood, that honor will go to
Kirill Kaprizov or Jason Robertson. But, Nedeljkovic certainly
deserves to be one of the three finalists.
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Nedeljkovic finished the season with a 15-5-3 record and
three shutouts in 23 games. He posted a 1.90 goals-against
average and a .932 save percentage, which rank first in the
NHL among goaltenders who have played at least 20 games.
That's not rookies - that's all goaltenders. He finished out the
season even hotter, with a 7-1-1 record, a 1.55 goals-against
average, a .945 save percentage and a shutout in his last
nine appearances.
Those are cream-of-the-crop numbers not just among
rookies but among all NHL goaltenders, and are deserving of
Calder recognition, even if Nedeljkovic is just a finalist for the
award.
Dougie Hamilton: James Norris Memorial Trophy
This one is probably the biggest longshot of the group, but
let's talk it through.
Before suffering a season-ending leg injury in Columbus last
year, Dougie Hamilton had recorded 40 points (14g, 26a) in
47 games and was widely considered to be firmly in the

Norris Trophy conversation. Through 47 games this season,
Hamilton had totaled 39 points (8g, 31a), but for whatever
reason, it didn't seem like his name was generating the same
buzz in the Norris conversation. Maybe it was the fact that he
had just one goal in his first 25 games, but what about his 17
assists in the same stretch? And what about his 24 points
(9g, 15a) in his last 30 games of the season? Only Sebastian
Aho had more points for the Canes in that stretch, as he was
better than a point-per-game producer.
Hamilton finished the season with 42 points (10g, 32a),
ranking tied for third on the team in scoring, and only six
defensemen in the NHL had more points.
Is it a longshot to consider Hamilton for the award given "to
the defense player who demonstrates throughout the season
the greatest all-around ability in the position"? Maybe. You
could probably even make an argument for Slavin to be
considered, even if his offensive numbers aren't as robust.
But, we probably shouldn't totally ignore the season Hamilton
put together.

Canes to Wear Black Jerseys at Home in 2021 Stanley Cup Playoffs
Canes were 9-1-2 in third jerseys this season
By Michael Smith
Back in black - again.
For the third straight year, the Carolina Hurricanes will wear
their black third jerseys at home during the Stanley Cup
Playoffs.
The Canes were 9-1-2 in their alternate sweaters in the 56game 2020-21 regular season. In total, the Canes are 34-125, which includes a 7-4 record in the postseason, in their
black uniforms, which they unveiled in the summer of 2018.

"It's playoff hockey. It's kind of what you expect. I'm sure
PNC will be very loud," Dougie Hamilton said. "They'll
definitely be buzzing in here, and hopefully we can use that
to our advantage."
The Canes host the Predators in Game 1 of the First Round
on Monday, May 17 at 8 p.m. Game 2 follows on
Wednesday, May 19 at 8 p.m. The series then shifts to
Nashville for Games 3 and 4 on Friday, May 21, and Sunday,
May 23, respectively. A full schedule and additional playoff
details can be found at Hurricanes.com/Playoffs.
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Canes Ramp Up in Preparation for First Round
Brind'Amour: 'We accomplished the one part, which was get
to this level where we get the chance to compete for the
championship'
By Michael Smith
The question of when the Carolina Hurricanes would host
their first playoff game existed even before the team
wrapped up its regular season in Nashville. The Canes had,
after all, clinched their first division title since 2005-06 with
still two games left to play.
Monday, May 17, was the rumor as early as when the Canes
departed Nashville after regular-season game 56 of 56 on
Monday night.
Tuesday was an off day, but when the team arrived at Wake
Competition Center for an off-ice workout on Wednesday,
there still wasn't a concrete answer.
On Thursday morning, as the team walked into the locker
room a couple hours prior to practice, the white board read
"Game 1 is 8 p.m. on Monday."
It's not that the unknown affected the Canes' preparation for
the First Round of the 2021 Stanley Cup Playoffs at all. The
team had a plan going into this week, and extra time whether that's practice time for a team looking to ramp up
energy or rest time for a couple of bruised bodies - isn't a
bad thing. But, having dates and times lined up now gives
the Canes a target at which to take aim.
It all starts Monday, and everything between now and then is
designed for the Canes to be at peak performance when the
puck drops in Game 1.
"We've got to be positive about what we have ahead of us.
It's a chance to reset and get everything back, the sore spots
that we try to fix off and on the ice. It's nice to be able to
have some time to do that," Dougie Hamilton said. "We have
to do our best to take advantage of that."
In the week between games, the Canes want to fine tune the
details of their game on the ice. Breakouts. Neutral zone.
Forecheck. Backcheck. Power play. Penalty kill. A mini
training camp, in a sense.
"We'll practice hard," head coach Rod Brind'Amour said on
Wednesday. "We accomplished the one part, which was get

to this level where we get the chance to compete for the
championship. Now we've got to ramp it up to go get it."
Off the ice, it's an opportunity for the Canes to get healthy.
Jaccob Slavin is nursing a lower-body injury and did not
practice on Thursday, but the Canes are hopeful to have him
back in the lineup for Game 1. The same goes for Cedric
Paquette, who missed the last six games of the season with
a lower-body injury and also didn't practice on Thursday.
Brind'Amour said on Wednesday he was "fairly" confident
the Canes would have a full complement of players by Game
1, and on Thursday, "Nothing has changed, really,"
Brind'Amour said.
Brock McGinn, who missed the last 19 games of the season
with a upper-body injury, skated on a line with Steven
Lorentz and Jordan Martinook on Thursday. Martinook
returned to the lineup in the last game of the regular season
after being sidelined for a few weeks with a lower-body
injury.
"It was good to get in there. Obviously, I wish the results
were better, but even just to get the confidence under my
belt was good," he said. "You get reenergized by this time of
year. It's so much fun to play in these games, especially
when you've seen both sides of it. … I'm pumped to get
going."
Pumped to get going is pretty much the emotion level right
now, even if Game 1 is beyond weekend horizon. The Canes
worked and battled to get to this point, and now they're 16
wins away from accomplishing their ultimate goal.
The journey has just begun, and the preparation the Canes
put in this week is what will guide them further in the next two
months.
"It's been a long, hard - well, it hasn't been that long, but it
feels like it - journey to get to this stage. We didn't start the
season saying we want to make playoffs, but you have to
make playoffs to have a chance to win the whole thing.
We're here … and we're starting over," Brind'Amour said. "In
a way, it's kind of nice to have a little break in there because
it really emphasizes that it's two different things. That's done
and over with, and now we're starting fresh. We've got to get
that energy level back up, and I think a little break will
actually help."
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Stanley Cup Playoffs first-round schedule
First of eight best-of-7 series starts Saturday; North Division
to begin May 19

Friday, May 21, 6:30 p.m.: Capitals at Bruins | NBCSN, SNE,
SNO, SNP, SN360, TVAS

Here are the series-by-series schedules for the first round of
the 2020-21 Stanley Cup Playoffs. The Stanley Cup First
Round will consist of eight best-of-7 series, all played within
the four divisions: MassMutual East, Discover Central,
Honda West and Scotia North.

*Sunday, May 23, TBD: Bruins at Capitals | TBD

The first game of the playoffs will be Saturday when the No.
2 seed Washington Capitals host the No 3 seed Boston
Bruins in the East. The Central schedule begins Sunday
when the No. 2 Florida Panthers host the No. 3 Tampa Bay
Lightning. The North Division playoffs begin May 19 when
the No. 2 seed Edmonton Oilers host the No. 3 seed
Winnipeg Jets.
In the West Division, No. 1 seed Colorado Avalanche,
winners of the Presidents' Trophy, will face the No. 4 seed
St. Louis Blues. Vegas Golden Knights, the No. 2 seed, will
play the No. 3 seed Minnesota Wild.
All times listed are ET and subject to change.
MASSMUTUAL EAST DIVISION
PITTSBURGH PENGUINS (1) VS. NEW YORK ISLANDERS
(4)
Sunday, May 16, Noon: Islanders at Penguins | NBC, SN,
TVAS
Tuesday, May 18, 7:30 p.m.: Islanders at Penguins |
NBCSN, SN, CBC, TVAS
Thursday, May 20, 7 p.m.: Penguins at Islanders | NBCSN,
SN360, TVAS
Saturday, May 22, 3 p.m.: Penguins at Islanders | NBC, SN,
TVAS
*Monday, May 24, TBD: Islanders at Penguins | TBD
*Wednesday, May 26, TBD: Penguins at Islanders | TBD
*Friday, May 28, TBD: Islanders at Penguins | TBD
WASHINGTON CAPITALS (2) VS. BOSTON BRUINS (3)
Saturday, May 15, 7:15 p.m.: Bruins at Capitals | NBC, SN,
CBC, TVAS

*Tuesday, May 25, TBD: Capitals at Bruins | TBD
*Thursday, May 27, TBD: Bruins at Capitals | TBD
DISCOVER CENTRAL DIVISION
CAROLINA HURRICANES (1) VS. NASHVILLLE
PREDATORS (4)
Monday, May 17, 8 p.m.: Predators at Hurricanes | CNBC,
SNE, TVAS
Wednesday, May 19, 8 p.m.: Predators at Hurricanes |
CNBC, FX-CA, TVAS
Friday, May 21, 7 p.m.: Hurricanes at Predators | USA, FXXCA, TVAS
Sunday, May 23, TBD: Hurricanes at Predators | TBD
*Tuesday, May 25, TBD: Predators at Hurricanes | TBD
*Thursday, May 27, TBD: Hurricanes at Predators | TBD
*Saturday, May 29, TBD: Predators at Hurricanes | TBD
FLORIDA PANTHERS (2) VS. TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING (3)
Sunday, May 16, 7:30 p.m.: Lightning at Panthers | NBCSN,
SN, TVAS
Tuesday, May 18, 8 p.m.: Lightning at Panthers | CNBC,
SNE, TVAS
Thursday, May 20, 6:30 p.m.: Panthers at Lightning | USA,
FX-CA, TVAS
Saturday, May 22, 12:30 p.m.: Panthers at Lightning | CNBC,
SN, TVAS
*Monday, May 24, TBD: Lightning at Panthers | TBD
*Wednesday, May 26, TBD: Panthers at Lightning | TBD
*Friday, May 28, TBD: Lightning at Panthers | TBD
HONDA WEST DIVISION
COLORADO AVALANCHE (1) VS. ST. LOUIS BLUES (4)

Monday, May 17, 7:30 p.m.: Bruins at Capitals | NBCSN, SN,
CBC, TVAS

Monday, May 17, 10 p.m.: Blues at Avalanche | NBCSN,
SN1, TVAS

Wednesday, May 19, 6:30 p.m.: Capitals at Bruins | NBCSN,
SNE, SNO, SNP, SN360, TVAS

Wednesday, May 19, 10:30 p.m.: Blues at Avalanche |
CNBC, SN360, TVAS
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Friday, May 21, 9:30 p.m.: Avalanche at Blues | USA,
SN360, TVAS

Saturday, May 22, 7 p.m.: Canadiens at Maple Leafs |
CNBC, SN, CBC, TVAS

Sunday, May 23, TBD: Avalanche at Blues | TBD

Monday, May 24, TBD: Maple Leafs at Canadiens | TBD

*Tuesday, May 25, TBD: Blues at Avalanche | TBD

Tuesday, May 25, TBD: Maple Leafs at Canadiens | TBD

*Thursday, May 27, TBD: Avalanche at Blues | TBD

*Thursday, May 27, TBD: Canadiens at Maple Leafs | TBD

*Saturday, May 29, TBD: Blues at Avalanche | TBD

*Saturday, May 29, TBD: Maple Leafs at Canadiens | TBD

VEGAS GOLDEN KNIGHTS (2) VS. MINNESOTA WILD (3)

*Monday, May 31, TBD: Canadiens at Maple Leafs | TBD

Sunday, May 16, 3 p.m.: Wild at Golden Knights | NBC, SN,
TVAS

EDMONTON OILERS (2) VS. WINNIPEG JETS (3)

Tuesday, May 18, 10 p.m.: Wild at Golden Knights | NBCSN,
SN360, TVAS
Thursday, May 20, 9:30 p.m.: Golden Knights at Wild |
NBCSN, SN360, TVAS

Wednesday, May 19, 9 p.m.: Jets at Oilers | NBCSN, SN,
CBC, TVAS
Friday, May 21, 9 p.m.: Jets at Oilers | NBCSN, SN, CBC,
TVAS
Sunday, May 23, TBD: Oilers at Jets | TBD

Saturday, May 22, 8 p.m.: Golden Knights at Wild | NBC,
SN360, TVAS

Monday, May 24, TBD: Oilers at Jets | TBD

*Monday, May 24, TBD: Wild at Golden Knights | TBD

*Wednesday, May 26, TBD: Jets at Oilers | TBD

*Wednesday, May 26, TBD: Golden Knights at Wild | TBD

*Friday, May 28, TBD: Oilers at Jets | TBD

*Friday, May 28, TBD: Wild at Golden Knights | TBD

*Sunday, May 30, TBD: Jets at Oilers | TBD

SCOTIA NORTH DIVISION

* if necessary
TBD - To Be Determined

TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS (1) VS. MONTREAL
CANADIENS (4)
Thursday, May 20, 7:30 p.m.: Canadiens at Maple Leafs |
NHLN, SN, CBC, TVAS
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NHL postseason: Who’s hot as the playoffs arrive?
By Teresa M. Walker
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Goalie Juuse Saros is the
biggest reason the Nashville Predators went from a potential
NHL draft lottery team to their seventh straight playoff
appearance.
How long they stick around will depend on how well Saros
keeps playing in net.
“You want to just play better for him because he’s been
playing so good,” Predators forward Tanner Jeannot said of
Saros. “It gives you confidence to know he’s going to make
that save when you need it.”
The 26-year-old Finn has put together a season worthy of
Vezina Trophy consideration and maybe even a few Hart
Trophy votes. Saros, who posted a career-high 21 victories,
was at his best since returning in the middle of March from
an upper-body injury. He led the NHL over his last 23 games
with a .945 save percentage and posted all three of his
shutouts since March 23, second-most in the league in that
span.

Saros has plenty of company streaking into the NHL
postseason:
CONNOR MCDAVID
The Edmonton captain is in a class by himself with a leaguehigh 104 points in 55 games as the likely Hart Trophy winner
as the NHL’s MVP. The Oilers will be playing Winnipeg in
their first-round series, the team McDavid had the most
points against this season with 22 in nine games played.
HIGH-SCORING ROOKIE
Kirill Kaprizov not only is the top scoring rookie in the NHL,
he’s also Minnesota’s hottest player as the Wild look to win
their first playoff series since 2015.
He had a career-best six-game point streak with five goals
and five assists snapped in a loss to St. Louis on
Wednesday night. He also just posted a four-game, multipoint streak that’s the longest by a rookie in franchise history.
He has 16 points (11 goals, 5 assists) in his last 13 games.
CANES’ AHO

For the season among NHL goaltenders playing at least 25
games, Saros tied for second in save percentage (.927), tied
for fifth with his three shutouts and fourth with a 2.28 goalsagainst average and sixth in wins. He led NHL goalies with a
.942 even-strength save percentage.

Carolina center Sebastian Aho ranked second only to
McDavid and Brad Marchand for most points since April 6
with 24. He also had a nine-game point streak that ended
May 4, and now he goes into the postseason without a point
in three straight games.

Nashville coach John Hynes credits Saros with learning from
2018 Vezina Trophy winner Pekka Rinne on how to handle
the mental preparation of being the No. 1 goalie. The 5-foot11 Saros, who’s 6 inches shorter than Rinne, also has grown
into understanding how he needs to play in net.

HOT TEAMS

“He is a very smart goalie,” Hynes said. “I think he reads
plays very well, he’s positionally sound. You can see the way
that he can find, at his size, through traffic and tips and
screens, he does a good job of tracking the puck and that’s
something that’s been really important to him.”

Pittsburgh has won eight of its last 10 going into its firstround series with the New York Islanders.

Saros did give up seven goals in back-to-back losses to
Carolina in mid-April before holding the Hurricanes to just
one goal May 8 as Nashville clinched the Central Division’s
No. 4 seed.
The top-seeded Hurricanes host Nashville on Monday night
in Game 1, and defenseman Dougie Hamilton said he’s
heard how well Saros has played down the stretch.
“Everyone has good goalies at this point,” Hamilton said. “To
win games, you need good goaltending. So we’re going to
have to find ways to make it hard for him and see if we can
do that and challenge him., and hopefully we can get some
by him.”

Since acquiring Taylor Hall at the NHL trade deadline, the
Boston Bruins have been the league’s hottest team going 124-1. They’re 15-6-2 over their last 23 games.

And Presidents’ Trophy winner Colorado now has home-ice
advantage through the playoffs. The Avalanche have won
nine straight at home and are 16-0-1 over their last 17
games, matching the franchise record for longest home point
streak set in 2002-03.
Toronto, which opens its first-round series with Montreal on
Thursday, has won four straight at home.
SOMETHING HAS TO GIVE
The Florida Panthers enter the postseason on the NHL’s
longest active winning streak (six games). They also enter on
the longest active streak without a series win (25 years).
Florida’s only three series wins came during its run to the
Stanley Cup Final in 1996. They were swept by Colorado in
that series, one where Joel Quenneville was an assistant
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coach for the Avalanche. He’s now coaching the Panthers,
trying to end the drought .

Florida lost first-round series in 1997, 2000, 2012 and 2016,
then lost to the New York Islanders in the preliminary round
during the season restart last summer.

The lapsed fan's guide to the 2021 NHL playoffs: Top storylines, Stanley Cup
favorites, series watchability rankings
By Greg Wyshynski
We've come a long way since the Tampa Bay Lightning won
the 2020 Stanley Cup in a bubble in Edmonton, Alberta. New
protocols were agreed upon, and many surprises unfolded -both good and bad -- as the NHL embarked on a season like
no other. Playoff darlings from last year like the Dallas Stars
and Vancouver Canucks battled through injuries,
underwhelming performances and a schedule impacted by
the pandemic, but couldn't make the cut. Sixteen teams
managed to emerge from the most untraditional of NHL
seasons.
As a service to fans who have a general interest in the
National Hockey League but have no idea what's happened
since last summer's bubbles, we're happy to provide this
FAQ as a guide to the 2021 Stanley Cup playoffs.
It's the middle of May and the Stanley Cup playoffs are just
starting?
In fairness, it still feels like the last tournament just ended.
The Lightning didn't lift the Cup in the Edmonton bubble until
Sept. 28 of last year. The target date to start a truncated
2021 regular season was Jan. 1, but that became impossible
due to the time needed to develop COVID-19 protocols, hold
proper training camps and because the NHL owners briefly
tried to amend a collective bargaining agreement they had
settled with the players a few months earlier -- which, as you
might imagine, the players weren't too enthused about
amending.
The 56-game season instead started on Jan. 13 and was
expected to end on May 8. Unfortunately, the NHL had to
reschedule 52 games due to COVID-19 outbreaks on teams
-- and another five games involving the Dallas Stars due to
the winter storms that hit Texas -- which pushed the end of
the regular season into the "cushion" the league built into its
schedule in anticipation of such postponements. The regular
season finishes up on May 19.
Wait, isn't the start of the playoffs on May 15?
Welcome to the season where the postseason starts before
the regular season ends, and hamburgers eat people.
The Vancouver Canucks had a major COVID outbreak at the
end of March, causing the postponement of eight games and
keeping the team out of action for 24 days. Instead of just
canceling games that were meaningless to the playoff race
and using points percentage to determine draft lottery

seeding, the Canucks will finish the season with seven
games in 10 days, ending at the Calgary Flames in an
afternoon game on May 19, the same day as Game 3 of the
Boston vs. Washington first-round series. Because of the
Canucks' postponements, the North Division isn't starting its
playoff rounds until the night of May 19.
Sorry, what is a "North Division"?
We have a lot of ground to cover, don't we?
The NHL's 31 teams were realigned into the North, West,
Central and East Divisions, which were created for this
season only. One catalyst was the closure of the Canadian
border for international travel, and the quarantine mandates
that came with it. The NHL's solution was to group all seven
Canadian franchises in the North Division. The other three
divisions had eight U.S.-based teams each, and were
organized geographically.
The usual interdivisional schedule was tossed aside, as
teams played only against the other teams in their division.
This was done to limit travel, both for player safety in the
pandemic and to cut down on travel costs in a season where
the NHL said it would lose over a billion dollars. That's
primarily due to not having fans in arenas for most of the
season -- and when those fans did start to return, not having
anything close to capacity crowds.
What to watch for in the 2021 NHL playoffs
John Buccigross details the major storylines in the NHL
heading into the playoffs.
What's the playoff format with these new divisions?
Since the North Division spans the entirety of Canada, the
NHL dumped the Eastern and Western Conferences for this
season, and with them the wild-card format it has used in the
Stanley Cup playoffs for the past decade. The playoffs are
divisionally based: The top seed plays the No. 4 seed and
the Nos. 2 and 3 seeds face each other.
The winners of those series then play for the division title.
Each division champion advances to the Stanley Cup
semifinals, and that's where things really get interesting: For
the first time since 1981, the NHL is going to reseed its final
four teams. That puts a number of "dream matchups" that
were unattainable in the conference format on the table, like
the Boston Bruins finding a way to prevent the Toronto
Maple Leafs from winning the Stanley Cup, except this time
in the final round. Wherever those games might be played.
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Is there still a travel issue with Canadian teams hosting U.S.
teams in Canada, and traveling to the U.S.?

The Carolina Hurricanes won their division? What is this,
2006?

Yes. The NHL, and specifically deputy commissioner Bill
Daly, have been negotiating with the Canadian government
about getting special dispensations for the North Division
champion and its opponents to be able to travel back and
forth across the U.S. border without mandatory quarantines.
Canada is just emerging from a third wave of COVID, and
allowing that kind of freedom of travel for hockey teams,
while Canadian citizens remain restricted, is a delicate
political issue. The word used by all involved, including the
scientific community, is "optics."

Yeah, and you remember what happened that year.

As of Thursday, there was nothing new to report on the
issue, but an NHL source tells ESPN that a "positive
resolution" to the matter is anticipated. If something can't be
worked out, then the North Division champion will be housed
in a U.S.-based arena, likely one that's geographically close
to its semifinal opponent. (Again, due to travel costs.) If that
happens and fans are allowed at those games, one can only
imagine the lengths a Torontonian would go to see the Leafs
play a "home game" for the Cup in person on American soil.
What is the status for fans at games?
The four Canadian franchises in the playoffs -- Toronto,
Edmonton, Winnipeg and Montreal -- are all still prohibited by
Canadian government guidelines from having fans at games.
By the end of the regular season, all 12 U.S.-based playoff
teams had fans back at their games, and are expected to
increase capacity for the playoffs.
The Pittsburgh Penguins and Vegas Golden Knights will be
at 50% capacity. Capacity at Colorado Avalanche home
games will jump from 22% to over 42%. Nashville will have a
capacity of 12,135 fans for first-round playoff home games.
As the postseason continues, those capacities and others
should increase -- with safety measures in place, of course.
What's the current COVID situation in the NHL?
The 2021 season was a challenging one for the players due
to the social distancing and testing protocols they had to
follow at home and on the road. It was mentally draining, as
many players have discussed openly. Even with those
protocols, well over 100 players missed time after being
placed on the NHL's COVID-related absences list. Yet as of
May 13, there were only three players on that list.
There is still daily testing and protocols are in place, but the
NHL announced this month that the restrictions would be
eased for U.S. teams once 85% of a traveling party is fully
vaccinated. That includes being able to gather in groups,
such as inside hotel rooms on the road; eating at restaurants
with outdoor dining; not having to undergo PCR testing on off
days; and not having masks required in the practice facility or
in nonpublic areas of arenas for fully vaccinated individuals.
"The playoffs are a grind, just like this season has been, so
any type of getting your mind away from it by being around
the guys I think will help," said Rod Brind'Amour, head coach
of the division champion Carolina Hurricanes.

Who are the top contenders for the Stanley Cup this season?
There's a clear top five for the Stanley Cup, both in public
perception and in wagering odds: the Avalanche, Golden
Knights, Maple Leafs, Lightning and Hurricanes.
What are the matchups in the first round that are worth
watching?
Please indulge us with a brief "Watchability Guide" ranking of
the series, from most watchable to least watchable. Keep in
mind that "least watchable" is still a Stanley Cup playoff
series, which means it's more watchable than most things in
life.
1. C2 Florida Panthers vs. C3 Tampa Bay Lightning. The first
ever "Battle of the Sunshine State" between these two
neighbors. The Lightning are a banged-up defending
champion. The Panthers are looking for their first playoff
series win since 1996.
2. W2 Vegas Golden Knights vs. W3 Minnesota Wild. The
Wild went 5-1-2 against Vegas and are a very, very tough
out in this round, thanks to likely Rookie of the Year Kirill
Kaprizov.
3. N1 Toronto Maple Leafs vs. N4 Montreal Canadiens. The
first playoff meeting between these Original Six rivals since
1967, when the Leafs defeated Montreal for the Stanley Cup
-- and haven't won one since. A mismatch on paper, but the
Leafs have an infamous way of making things difficult for
themselves in the playoffs.
4. E2 Washington Capitals vs. E3 Boston Bruins. So many
storylines. The Bruins have been a different team since
trading for star winger Taylor Hall. The Capitals and Alex
Ovechkin are seeking a second Cup in four seasons.
Washington defenseman Zdeno Chara against his old team!
Noted miscreants Tom Wilson and Brad Marchand in the
same series! This should be fun.
5. E1 Pittsburgh Penguins vs. E4 New York Islanders. The
Penguins are trying to win their first playoff series since 2018
and close out the Nassau Coliseum, as the Islanders move
to a new arena next season.
6. W1 Colorado Avalanche vs. W4 St. Louis Blues. The top
seed in the NHL tries to avoid an upset bid from the 2019
champions and redemption-seeking goalie Jordan
Binnington.
7. N2 Edmonton Oilers vs. N3 Winnipeg Jets. Two words:
Connor McDavid. No matter how you feel about these
franchises, McDavid is worth the time investment after
scoring 104 points in 55 games -- 21 more than the nexthighest scorer, his teammate Leon Draisaitl.
8. C1 Carolina Hurricanes vs. C4 Nashville Predators. A
potentially fun matchup, but one that favors the Hurricanes.
Still, it's a kick to see these two hard-partying markets meet
in a playoff series.
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So who wins this postseason?
The Seattle Kraken in the expansion draft, most likely.

Look, if ever there was a time for the Toronto Maple Leafs to
win the Stanley Cup ...

Oh, you mean the Stanley Cup? You want a prediction, in
the single most untraditional, unpredictable, one-of-a-kind
season in modern NHL history, never to be repeated?

Canes-Predators series schedule set
The Canes will open the 2021 Stanley Cup Playoffs Monday
at 8 p.m.

The two teams will play exactly every other day for as long
as the series goes.

By Andrew Schnittker



Our long national nightmare is over, and the Hurricanes have
the full schedule for their first-round series against the
Nashville Predators after a bit of a wait following Monday’s
regular-season finale.

Game 1 Monday, May 17, PNC Arena, 8 p.m.,
BSSO, CNBC, SNE, TVA Sports



Game 2 Wednesday, May 19, PNC Arena, 8 p.m.,
BSSO, CNBC, FX-CA, TVA Sports



Game 3 Friday, May 21, Bridgestone Arena, 7 p.m.,
BSSO, USA, FXX-CA, TVA Sports



Game 4 Sunday, May 23, Bridgestone Arena, TBD



*Game 5 Tuesday, May 25, PNC Arena, TBD



*Game 6, Thursday, May 27, Bridgestone Arena,
TBD



*Game 7, Saturday, May 29, PNC Arena, TBD

The first ever playoff series between these two southern
franchises will get underway Monday at 8 p.m. at PNC
Arena. Following Toronto’s overtime loss last night, the
Hurricanes are guaranteed home-ice advantage through at
least the first three rounds if they advance that far.
As is typical of any first-round series, it appears these games
will be carried on Bally Sports South in addition to any
national broadcasts, though the game times and networks
have only been revealed for the first three games.
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Playoff Preview: Hurricanes defensemen vs. Predators forwards
For years the Carolina Hurricanes defensive unit has been
the talk of the town. But after turnover and trades, how do
they stack up against the Preds’ forward group?
By Zeke Lukow
We finally know when the Hurricanes-Predators series will
start, so let’s keep breaking down the matchup by looking at
the Canes’ blueliners against Nashville’s forwards.
The Nashville Predators forwards have been a tale of two
seasons. Their season long averages have not been great.
Their possession and scoring numbers ranked bottom 10 in
the league. However, as of late their possession numbers
have been covered up by their 10% shooting percentage.
This 10% shooting percentage in their last 20 games
translates to 2.77 goals for per game, which ranks eighth in
the league in that span. This is drastically up from their
season long 2.29 goals for per game that was 21st. The
Predators are coming into the playoffs on a hot streak.
The Preds haven’t needed to score heaps of goals to have
success. They are always in games because of their
goaltending. They have had the league’s highest save
percentage and lowest goals against in the last 20 games
and were top three in both categories over the full season.
They haven’t had to get in scoring contests with other teams.
The good thing for the Canes is that their biggest strength in
the Rod Brind’Amour era has been the defensive unit. The
Canes have had one of the strongest units. The top pairing
can shut down any team’s top line, however, where issues
arise is with teams with forward depth.
They have the league’s best top pairing and three of the best
defensemen in the league. They can get exposed by some
teams with a ton of forward depth, but the Canes, led by their
defense and goaltending, never let games get away from
them.
The Canes do have the unique advantage of having an extra
NHL caliber defenseman in Jake Gardiner ready to go at a
moment's notice. This can allow the Brind’Amour and the
coaches to tailor their strategy each night as they see fit.
This is exactly why their goals against has led the league for
the full season with just 1.78 goals against per game.
Outside of the last game of the season, the Canes only let up
15 goals against the Predators in seven games played. Not
too shabby.
That’s enough of the 10,000-foot view, lets look at each
Preds line.
Filip Forsberg-Ryan Johansen-Eeli Tolvanen
This is clearly the most dangerous line for the Predators that
features two of their top three point scorers per game in
Forsberg and Tolvanen. The most dangerous player on this
line is Forsberg. The winger missed time this season and
played just played 39 games. In those 39 games he still
managed 12 goals and 20 assists for a team-leading .82
points per game. He also leads the forwards in 2.0 Goal
Score Value added.

Ryan Johansen at center is also the teams’s best possession
center with a 51.1% Corsi. The combination of his two-way
play and both Forsberg and Tolvanen make them a complete
line. Johansen also leads all Preds forwards with four points
and is tied for the lead with two goals against the Carolina
Hurricanes.
Forsberg has speed and a wicked shot that enables him to
score from almost anywhere on the ice. He is the most lethal
offensively on the team by far.
However, the good news for the Canes, with home-ice
advantage they are able to call their matchups. The
defensive pairing of Jaccob Slavin and Dougie Hamilton will
be able to shut them down. The top pairing has been one of
the best in the league when it comes to suppressing highdanger chances.
Against the Predators this season, both players have a Corsi
of 52% or higher with a combined positive goal differential of
nine when the two are on the ice.
It would be expected to see the top line of Andrei
Svechnikov, Sebastian Aho, and Teuvo Teravainen face this
line in most circumstances. However, the Canes’ elite top
pairing allows them the flexibility to not have to commit the
top line to match up against this group.
They can always look at putting the third line of Warren
Foegele, Jordan Staal, and Jesper Fast against this group
with the top pairing to shut them down and afford their top
two lines with better opportunities.
Calle Jarnkrok-Mikael Granlund-Luke Kunin
Many thought that Grandlund would have been dealt at the
trade deadline, seeing that he is one of the players on a
single-year deal with the Preds. Despite being the second
line, this line features the two top scorers on the team. Both
Granlund and Jarnkrok lead the team with 13 goals each,
one more than Forsberg, and two more than Tolvanen.
This line is the speediest line on the team. Grandlund is
known for his speed and skating, and as a center, this
means he is able to jump in on rushes better than most other
centers who have to play deep in their own defensive zone.
This allows for him to traditionally turn two-on-twos into oddman rushes while allowing the defensive players to stay
back.
The Canes have been able to absolutely abuse this line this
season. Kunin (59.3%), Granlund (57.1%), and Jarnkrok
(51.7) all rank in the top six of the Preds forwards for
offensive zone starts with Kunin leading the team. These
three forwards all rank in the bottom four in possession
against the Canes with Kunin ranking LAST on the team with
a 33.7% Corsi.
This means that despite starting in the offensive zone 59% of
the time he is on the ice, 66% of the shot attempts that
happen while he is on the ice were shots against….That's
seriously impressive stuff.
This also makes sense when you look at the Canes makeup.
They can throw the second pairing of Brett Pesce and Brady
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Skjei out against this group with either of their top two lines.
Both Canes skill lines have proven to be complete missmatches. A Nino Niederreiter, Vincent Trocheck and Martin
Necas line in combination with Skjei can turn any offensive
zone mistake into an instant scoring chance.
Viktor Arvidsson-Erik Haula-Matt Duchene
This is the most intriguing line in the series. Erik Haula used
to play for the Canes and proved to be an exciting
playmaking center but lacked any sort of physical play. Matt
Duchene has also shown that he can be a high-caliber
player, but has had a rough few seasons, and has had a
minimal impact with 13 points despite a high salary hit of $8
million AAV through 2025-206.
The issue with the line is that they still can pop off and score.
Duchene has been successful in the past, albeit with little
success in the postseason. In just 22 playoff games he has
only six goals. But he does show flashes of a skilled player
and still has an 8.2 shooting percentage.
During the regular season, this line was able to produce 22
goals before the final series against the Canes. In the six
games prior to this week against the Hurricanes, they had
just two goals. This is a line that could take advantage of the
Canes' third pairing of Jani Hakanpaa and Jake Bean if they
were caught out of position.
Bean and Hakanpaa have been growing as a pair ever since
the deadline, their problem is that they show flashes of
brilliance and then flashes of…..badness. The good news
here is that the Canes will be able to limit this group to
offensive zone starts like they have been doing on 63% of
their shifts.
Hakanpaa’s defensive abilities have also proven beneficial
when playing with Bean. Bean is an aggressive defenseman
who is not scared to pinch or go below the goal line in the
offensive zone. This is good when playing against this line
that is not going to be defensively sound.
This kind of wheeling and ability to start the cycle is good
against Duchene who is playing wing, not his traditional
center, and Haula who never looked thrilled to do anything
defensive when he was in Raleigh.

Again, the Canes have handled this line well, they could be a
matchup for either the Nino Niederreiter, Vincent Trocheck
and Martin Necas line or the third line mentioned above.
Either have better defensive capabilities with the Trocheck
line having the better ability to pounce on a weaker line
defensively.
Nick Cousins-Brad Richardson-Colton Sissions
Yes, you read that right, it is Brad Richardson. Richardson
signed with Nashville this past offseason which helps bolster
their team down the middle. This is also the only forward
group that looks on paper better than the line that matches
up with them. The Canes will likely have players rotating in
and out of the fourth line to keep things fresh and have their
emotional leader Jordan Martinook back for the full series.
The fourth line in any team doesn’t provide any real strategic
battle when it comes to the defensive pairings, However, the
fourth line for the Preds has combined for 14 goals this
season, only one of which came against the pre-May Canes.
The Canes’ depth has done well to limit this line, but it is
important that they don’t slack against this trio.
Any matchup against this line will largely be situational, but it
is still important to make sure the Canes avoid any
sloppiness against this line that can make teams pay. In a
series that could very well be low scoring, any fourth-line
goal can break your back.
Overall this season when the Canes played the Predators
with a relatively full lineup and with the motivation they were
able to dominate. Nashville’s ability to escalate physically,
and Jusse Saros’s ability to be a brick wall are both the
biggest differences in the regular season to postseason.
The good news for the Canes is they have the top pairing not
only in this matchup but quite possibly the entire playoffs.
This will allow them the luxury of picking their forward
matchups more favorably at home and to be more creative
on the road. With the confidence that Hamilton/Slavin gives a
coach, Brind’Amour can exploit other miss-matches
throughout the lineup.
Having this solid foundation will go a long way in the playoffs
and in getting the most out of the team, something
Brind’Amour has done all season.
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They said it: Brind’Amour, Martinook, Hamilton on playoffs
Rod Brind’Amour, Jordan Martinook and Dougie
By Andrew Schnittker
The Hurricanes now finally know when their playoff series
against the Nashville Predators will start, and continued their
preparations Thursday with an on-ice practice.
Dougie Hamilton, Jordan Martinook and Rod Brind’Amour
spoke to the media after, here’s a full breakdown of
everything they had to say:
Rod Brind’Amour
On Jaccob Slavin and Cedric Paquette: Nothing’s changed,
really. Both those guys, we’re hopeful to get them back.
Obviously they couldn’t practice today, so hopefully we’ll get
them in here in the next few days.
On if it’s different when the team you’re playing is one you’ve
had success against in the regular season: I think everything
goes out the window, to be honest with you. During the year,
there’s different reasons you might have success vs. teams.
They might be banged up when you play them, they can be a
different group. I think if you look at Nashville, for sure, the
games we played them, earlier in the year, they were not the
same team that they are now. It’s totally different. So
everything goes out the window, I think you start all over at
this point.
On playoff experience: I think having it is good just because
you know how hard it is and you know what you have to do.
You know how every game goes and how every little play
matters. So just being involved in that over time, I think,
helps you. But also, sometimes being new to it is good too
because you don’t know all that stuff and you just go play. I
think there might be less pressure when you’re new to it. I
think the longer you’ve been around, the more the magnitude
grows, because you know how fleeting it is. You never know
if you’re going to get another chance at it, so the pressure
kind of mounts. I think it’s good to have the experience,
especially being kicked in the teeth a couple times. I think
that helps as you move into it.
On going from the hunters to the hunted: I think all that kind
of goes out the window. I feel like everybody’s now hunting
each other. That’s our mentality. I mean, that’s the way we
have to play anyway. I think you’re referring to it as we would
be the hunted, but I think we’re the other way around. When
we’re doing what we do, that’s how we play. So hopefully
that’s the mentality we take.
On his quote about coaching being more about how you
relate to players: I think what it just means is everybody
coaches the systems. Everyone knows how to do that. That’s
kind of basic, in my opinion. How do you get the guys to buy
into that and how do you guys to compete every night?i To
me, it’s all this other stuff than what you’re actually teaching
them how to play. They know how to play. You’re really just
working at other stuff. That seems to be the difference, that
little margin. That’s what coaching, I think, comes in, when
you have a good staff, good people. Getting guys to give that
extra mile, that’s what it really comes down to.

On not being in the bubble: It will become, I think, a factor or
benefit if you can get through a round or two. I think bubble
was fine the first six or seven days, and then it went ‘Oh my
gosh, what are we doing?’ Being at home and seeing your
families, doing all that kind of alleviates that, I think being
around. But that other part about just the guys, if you go long
that grind that comes, it’s nice to have some luxuries or
some normalcy, getting together and doing whatever. So I
think that’s where you’ll see teams benefit that can go on.
On the emotions getting ready for the playoffs as a coach: It
just feels like a lot of stress. As a player, you worry about
yourself. ‘How do I get ready?’ You’re excited to go play.
When you’re a coach, you’re worried about 20 guys. You’re
worried about all of them, where they’re at, are they feeling
good? So you’ve got that little bit of anxiety but also, it’s a
good time of year. This is what they’ve worked for, to have a
chance to play for the Stanley Cup, play in the playoffs. So
it’s all come to this point, so it’s great.
Jordan Martinook
On how he feels going into the playoffs: I’m feeling good. It
was good to get in there. Obviously I wish the results were
better that last game, but to get the confidence under my belt
was good. I think I say this every year, you get re-energized
by this time of year and it’s so much fun to play in these
games, especially when you’ve seen both sides of it when
you haven’t made it and how fortunate you are to play in
these games, it’s a lot of fun and I’m pumped to get going.
On having playoff experience: I think its just knowing what
can happen. There’s going to be times where it’s not going to
be go perfect. I think we had a lot of guys in here that have
experienced that. You’re going to have to dig in and realize
there’s things that aren’t going to go your way. It’s adversity,
overcoming that and you ask any team that wins the Stanley
Cup, their ride is not going to be perfect. You’ve just got to
be able to manage the emotions, manage the ebbs and flows
of all that’s going to happen, and just try and rise above it.
On regular season success against Nashville: I think a lot
gets made up about it. I guess you can take things we did
well in games, but when you come to playoff time, it comes
to one or two plays that’s going to win games. It’s just trying
to figure out how we can be on the right side of those plays
and just, like I said, it’s one or two things that’s going to be
the difference. I think regular-season success, you can kind
of wash that and it’s a whole new animal now.
On getting players pumped up for the postseason: I don’t
know if it changes much from the regular season to the
postseason, but I feel like everybody that we have here has
been around it before. So it’s just knowing how important
every shift, every minute, the way you prepare. Everything
that you do right now is what you need to do to be successful
out there. If I’ve got to scream a little louder, then I’ll be
screaming a little louder, but I probably won’t change too
much.
On the difference between being underdogs and favorites: I
think in any sport, if you’re the underdog, you kind of use that
to help you. But I think we put in a ton of work to get to where
we are. I think if you asked everybody in our room, the end
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goal is to win the Stanley Cup. I think every team thinks that
they’re probably getting rooted against, so I don’t know. I
think our main goal is to win the Stanley Cup, and whatever
we need to do to get there, whatever we need to say to each
other, that’s our main objective. It doesn’t matter if you’re the
under dog or the top dog, we’ve got one thing on our mind.
On Rod Brind’Amour’s leadership and if he should be a
contender for the Jack Adams: I think this has been a unique
year, and I think we’ve been competitive in every single
game except obviously the last one. To have that in your
back pocket to know that we were in every single game and
we could have been on the other side of the ones that we
lost, it’s a big confidence builder. I think Roddy, his message
is you’ve got to do it right 100% of the time. I think he really
pushed us this year and obviously it was a ton of hockey.
Everybody pushed each other and he was obviously the
driving force behind all of it. And yeah, of course, he should
definitely be in the running for the coach of the year.
On Alex Nedeljkovic and his personality: Personality off the
ice, he’s just super positive. I feel like every time you say
good morning and ask him how he’s doing, he’s always
saying ‘It’s great, I’m great’ and it’s just a positive guy to be
around. On the ice, his play speaks for itself. He’s been very
good for us. I think all three of our goalies have been pretty
good this year. Ned’s a good guy to be around, he’s got that
kind of quiet confidence about himself that is nice to see in a
goalie, and he’s been really good this year.
Dougie Hamilton
On if having the extra days to practice helps: I think so.
Obviously we can’t play right now, so we’ve got to be positive
about what we have ahead of us and a chance to reset, get
everything back, the sore spots, try to fix those things off the
ice, and on the ice, work on some stuff. It’s nice to have
some time to be able to do that. So we just have to do our
best to take advantage of that.
On the value of having playoff experience: Two years ago,
we didn’t have any. I don’t know if it matters, to be honest. I
think obviously leadership is huge, I think, to help you

through that stuff. We’ve got guys who have been through it,
and Rod obviously. So I think that helps. But I don’t think it
matters when you’re playing games. So all that other stuff,
the mentality and all that stuff, I think it definitely helps. But
it’s not a huge thing, I think.
On playing Nashville so many times in a row: Everything’s off
this year, so it doesn’t really matter. Playing a team that
much during the season felt weird. I thought it was going to
feel weird, all that stuff. But I think it wasn’t too bad in the
end. We got a little break here, so kind of just try to learn
from those last games we played them, have a chance to get
better in the next couple days and we’ll be ready to go on
Monday.
On Juuse Saros: I heard he’s been really good down the
stretch, and he played really good against us that second to
last game. Great goaltending, I think both their goalies are
great. I think that’s a huge part of their team, and a huge part
of all the playoff teams. I guess everyone has good goalies
at this point. It’s huge. To win games, you need good
goaltending. So we’re going to have to find ways to make it
hard for him and see if we can do that, challenge him and
hopefully we can get some by him.
On the Predators having more fans: Like you said, they had
a lot of excitement there in their arena those last two games.
And we know there’s going to be more. I think that’s just
playoff hockey. I think that’s kind of what you expect, and I’m
sure PNC will be very loud as well. We might not have as
many fans, but they’ll definitely be buzzing in there, and
hopefully we can use that to our advantage to see what we
can do to quiet their crowd in Nashville.
On going back to normal playoffs after the bubble last year:
We played 56 games this year, and I think it should be the
same as that, obviously just way more on the line. But it’s the
same preparations as all season so far here, and we’ll just
have the excitement of playoff hockey. It should be the same
as what we’re used to now. It’s kind of what we’re used to
with this new everything, media on Zoom, all that kind of
stuff. So that’s what we’re used to and we’ll keep it going.
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Playoff Preview: Hurricanes power play vs. Predators penalty kill
The Canes had one of the league’s best power plays
throughout the season and the Predators had one of the
worst PK’s.
By Johnathan Kirkland
By the numbers: 2021 season
Hurricanes power play
42 goals, 83 assists, 125 points
26.41% (Second in NHL)
Hurricanes top power-play performers
Sebastian Aho (7 goals, 11 assists, 18 points)
Vincent Trochek (7 goals. 11 assists, 18 points)
Dougie Hamilton (16 assists, 2 goals, 18 points)
Andrei Svechnikov (4 goals, 13 assists, 17 points)
Jordan Staal (7 goals, 7 assists, 14 points)
Predators Penalty Kill
42 power play goals against on 166 penalty kills.
74.70% (28th in NHL)
On paper, this is one of the most mismatched categories in
the upcoming first-round playoff series. The Hurricanes had
the top-ranked power play in the NHL until a couple of weeks
ago when they fell to second behind Edmonton, and there
are only two teams worse than Nashville in the league on the
penalty kill.
Watching the Canes on the power play this season was a
spectacle to behold on most nights. Puck movement, speed
and execution seemed to click on all cylinders throughout the
season, and the power play became one of the team’s most
lethal weapons.
Nashville struggled out of the gate this season on the kill,
giving up 19 power-play goals barely a month into the
season. They struggled in all aspects on special teams, but
for the purpose of this article we are just focusing on the PK.
The Hurricanes were great on the power play against
Nashville in the regular season, going 9 for 26 (34.6%) with
the man advantage. The nine goals were scored in the first
five matchups, as the Canes didn’t net a power play goal in
the final three games against the Preds.
The Hurricanes were 2 for 3 on the power play in the March
2 matchup, and they went a perfect 3 for 3 in the March 11 51 win.
With the addition of Teuvo Terravinen back in the lineup, the
Hurricanes add another strong goal scoring option to the
power play. Head coach Rod Brind’Amour was still working
Terravinen back into the power play towards the end of the
season after his return from injury, and he spent time with
both the first and second unit.

If Terravinen gets slotted into the top line for the playoffs, he
will join Trochek, Svechnikov, Aho and Hamilton. The second
unit will have Martin Necas, Nino Neiderrieter, Jaccob Slavin,
Jordan Staal and Jake Bean more than likely.
Hamilton and Aho have consistently been reliable on the
power play throughout the season, and Hamilton’s addition
to the unit last season has been a big reason the Hurricanes
have had the success they have. Fans should easily
remember the abysmal power play the Hurricanes had just a
few seasons ago. Any improvement from that would have
made Canes fans happy, but to now have one of the top
power plays in the league is just icing on the cake.
Everyone knows about the chemistry that the SAT line has,
and adding Hamilton to that gives you an elite unit. Their
passing and quickness, along with seemingly always
knowing where the others are and what they are going to do
is something that cannot be taught, it just happens.
Don’t let the rough penalty kill numbers of the Predators fool
you though, the emergence of Jusse Saros has given the
Predators life on special teams. Yes, the beginning of the
season was bad for the Predators on special teams. Really
bad. But since the middle of March, the Preds own the sixthbest penalty kill in the league. Saros has willed his team out
of the Central Division cellar to where they are today.
I don’t think anyone thought Saros would be one of the top
Vezina favorites when the season began, but he has been
that good. With the way he has been playing, it not only
helps make up for lapses on the penalty kill, but it makes the
team around him better.
Injuries have also been a factor for the Predators throughout
the season with guys like Ryan Ellis, Matt Duchene, Eeli
Tolvanen, Luke Kunin and Roman Josi all missing at least a
handful of games. The most impressive thing is that these
players were out during the stretch run over the last month or
two, and the play of Saros and the other Predators who
stepped up kept them in the hunt and into an eventual playoff
spot.
Now that they are back to close to full-strength, the penalty
kill numbers speak for themselves. You never want to rely on
what happened in the regular season to predict what will
happen in the playoffs, and that definitely goes for this
matchup.
It would be easy to look at the numbers and say that the
Hurricanes should score early and often on the power play,
but numbers can be deceiving, and I believe that is the case
with this matchup of the Canes’ power play and the Preds’
penalty kill. That isn’t saying that things will go as they have
during the regular season, but the Predators have hit another
gear with the play of Saros, the return of injured players and
now a spot in the 2021 NHL playoffs.
For the Hurricanes it is simple, play the game that got you to
where you are. Their success on the power play was a big
factor, and continuing their efficiency and success on special
teams will be a big help in getting past the Predators.
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The Canes closed out the regular season Monday at Nashville. Then
began the wait for the NHL to set up the schedule as the North Division
of Canadian teams finished up their games.

Here’s the Carolina Hurricanes’ schedule for the first round of the Stanley
Cup playoffs

Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said the wait would not adversely affect
the team’s playoff preparations. Nor, he said, has the team’s
expectations changed as they enter the playoffs for a third straight
season.

BY CHIP ALEXANDER

It took longer than expected but the National Hockey League on
Thursday finally announced a full schedule for the 2021 Stanley Cup
playoffs.
The Carolina Hurricanes and Nashville Predators will play Game 1 of
their best-of-seven opening-round series Monday at PNC Arena, and
Game 2 is set for Wednesday. Both games have an 8 p.m. starting time.
The series then shifts to Nashville, Tennessee. Game 3 is set for Friday
(May 21) at 7 p.m. and Game 4 will be played Sunday (May 23) at
Bridgestone Arena.
If necessary, Game 5 will be at PNC Arena on May 25 and Game 6 in
Nashville on May 27. If a seventh game is needed, it will be at PNC
Arena on Saturday, May 29.
“You get re-energized by this time of year,” Canes forward Jordan
Martinook said Thursday. “It’s so much fun to play in these games,
especially when you’ve seen both sides of it when you haven’t made it
and how fortunate you are to play in these games.
“It’s a lot of fun. I’m pumped to get going.”
PREPARING FOR THE PLAYOFFS

“It’s no different for me than our first year. Our goal was to win,” he said
Wednesday. “I know people made a big deal because we hadn’t done
anything in forever, but we were disappointed that we didn’t win. The
expectation here is to win. We’ve got a long road ahead of us. We’ve got
a huge challenge but that’s the expectation.
“It has been a long, hard journey to get to this stage. We didn’t start the
season saying we wanted to make the playoffs, but you had to make the
playoffs to have a chance to win the whole thing. We’re here, now
everybody that’s left is here and we’re starting over.“
The Canes, the Central Division champions, also could start over with a
full roster, Brind’Amour said. Forwards Brock McGinn and Cedric
Paquette have been out of the lineup because of injuries, McGinn
missing the last 19 games of the regular season with an upper-body
issue.
FIRST PNC ARENA PLAYOFF GAME IN ALMOST TWO YEARS
Monday’s game will mark the first Stanley Cup playoff game at PNC
Arena in almost two years. On May 18, 2019, the Canes were beaten 4-0
by the Boston Bruins in Game 5 of the Eastern Conference finals, a sour
end to what had been a special season.
The coming of the pandemic suspended the 2019-20 season in March
and left the 2020 Stanley Cup playoffs in jeopardy, with the possibility of
not awarding a Cup. But the league and players agreed on a 24-team
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postseason format and the games were played in the bubble cities of
Toronto and Edmonton, with no fans allowed in the arenas.
With COVID-19 restrictions differing in each state, the Canes will be
limited to about 6,000 fans for their home playoff games. A request made
by the team to the state to increase the allowed capacity before June 1
but it was denied, team president and general manager Don Waddell
said.
The Predators might have as many as 14,000 fans at their games at
Bridgestone Arena, which concerns Brind’Amour.
“That’s a big advantage, there’s no doubt about it,” Brind’Amour said.
“Obviously that’s out of our hands. ... It would be nice if we could
definitely do that. Our fans have been great. They might have to put a
little extra effort in if they don’t have that many people in there.”

Aho again has the numbers. Playing all 56 games in the 2021 regular
season, he led the Canes in goals (24), assists (33) and points (57). He
topped the Canes with seven game-winning goals and was tied for the
team lead with his seven power-play goals and 18 power-play points. He
was at 52 percent on faceoffs.
Since forward Teuvo Teravainen returned from a concussion on April 27,
Aho’s line with Teravainen and Andrei Svechnikov has been as
productive as almost any in the league.
Aho’s hat trick against the Chicago Blackhawks on May 3 was the fourth
of his career and the only one of the season for the Canes. His third goal
that night was an empty-netter but he had to ward off the Blackhawks’
Patrick Kane to score it and get some hats flying at PNC Arena.

The Canes were 6-2-0 against the Predators during the regular season,
winning the first six games.

“It’s funny. You always have the feeling you can be better,” Aho said after
that game. “There are so many situations on the ice where you think, ‘I
could do that better or this better.’ That’s the kind of mindset I have, to
make every shift matter.”
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POSITIVE MINDSET FOR THE PLAYOFFS
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That’s the mindset needed for the playoffs. The Canes and Nashville
Predators are lined up for the best-of-seven opening round.

Sebastian Aho drives the Hurricanes with his production,
competitiveness

Brind’Amour said Wednesday he did not yet know the playoff schedule.
He said he did hope to have a full complement of healthy and available
players whenever the playoffs begin.

BY CHIP ALEXANDER

The Carolina Hurricanes often are portrayed as a team without a true
superstar — no Connor McDavid or Sidney Crosby, Alex Ovechkin or
Auston Matthews.
But the Canes, in the Stanley Cup playoffs for a third consecutive
season, have several players capable of being super and starring in any
game. And perhaps no player has done that any better or more often
than center Sebastian Aho.
Aho is the Canes’ leading scorer. He centers their top line. He’s also their
top-paid player. He’s not very big, but he’s smart and crafty, and he’s
stronger on the ice than one might think.
For a fourth season in a row, Aho has been named the Canes’ Most
Valuable Player in voting by the Carolina chapter of the Professional
Hockey Writers’ Association. That only underscores just how vital he has
been during the team’s return in relevance.

Brind’Amour did not commit to a starting goalie for Game 1 — Alex
Nedeljkovic received the Carolina PHWA chapter’s Joseph Vasicek
Award for his cooperation with the media this season and was the first
Canes rookie to win it.
Aho starred a year ago when the Canes swept the New York Rangers in
a best-of-three qualifier in the 2020 postseason in Toronto. His
undressing of former Rangers defenseman Tony DeAngelo and quick
backhander to beat goalie Igor Shesterkin has been aired on many NHL
highlight packages.
But the Canes then lost to the Boston Bruins in the playoffs for a second
straight year, adding another layer of disappointment.
“Those losses the last couple of years built some hunger,” Aho said
Wednesday. “We are very hungry.”
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“He’s very competitive. I love that about him,” Canes coach Rod
Brind’Amour said recently. “I think his overall game has gotten better.
Just watching him grow as a player has been really a pleasure.”

In this strange Hurricanes season, bad feelings will come prepackaged in
the playoffs

Brind’Amour initially was hesitant in using Aho at center when he took
over as head coach. He’s not the prototypical NHL center with his size,
and the Finn needed work on other aspects of his game. Like faceoffs, to
name one. Aho wasn’t very good on faceoffs.

BY LUKE DECOCK

But Aho, 23, has made a believer of Brind’Amour. His work ethic is
everything his coach would want, and his focus always sharp, both in
practice and games. He’s a player who burns to win, and Aho said
Brind’Amour has continued to push him to be better each year.
“I just want to be a good player and a good leader on this team and do
my best to help the team to win,” Aho said Wednesday when informed of
his PHWA award.
“Getting in the league as a young guy, I expect myself to be physically
stronger every year and build some confidence through that on the ice,
and obviously that’s what has been happening, I feel, every year. Be
stronger and faster, things like that. With earlier experiences, you learn
from those. I think confidence is the biggest thing.”

Who, in the spring of 2001, cared about the New Jersey Devils? David
Puddy, maybe. Certainly not anyone around the Carolina Hurricanes or
any of their fans.
Then, Scott Stevens clobbered Shane Willis coming through the neutral
zone and stood up Ron Francis along the boards, knocking both out of
the first playoff series played at what is now PNC Arena. Suddenly,
everyone had an opinion about the Devils, none of them good.
The Hurricanes got their revenge in 2002 — Francis shrugged off
Stevens to score the series-clinching goal — and drove Martin Brodeur
around the bend in 2006 and produced an improbable Game 7
comeback in 2009.
It got a little weird: If the Hurricanes were in the playoffs, for a while they
were guaranteed to see the Devils.
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And for that while, regular-season games against the Devils had a little
more spice. That can’t be conjured at will. Rivalries aren’t imposed
through marketing or geography. They have to happen organically, and
that almost always happens in the postseason.
For years, people tried to make Canes-Caps happen as a rivalry. It took
seven brutal games in 2019 to take it to the next level. The fact that every
time Montreal visited during the regular season a new Canes-to-Quebec
rumor would start north of the border had as much to do with surliness
over the Habs’ elimination at the hands of the Hurricanes in 2002 and
2006 as anything else.
Or take Buffalo. Please.
In the modern NHL, familiarity doesn’t breed contempt: Elimination
games do. Even if only among fans.
“People outside think more about, is there a rivalry?” Hurricanes center
Sebastian Aho said. “We’ll just go out there and do our best and try to
win some hockey games.”
But this year’s division-focused NHL is a throwback NHL, back to the
days when teams had to make it out of their division first in the playoffs,
when the divisions were more than a way to organize the standings. If
there was a lot of fighting in the old Norris Division, it’s because those
teams really hated each other after eliminating one another year after
year.
Bob Probert and Joe Kocur and Stu Grimson and Al Secord and Basil
McRae weren’t avenging clean hits as the modern code illogically insists,
or putting on a show for their supper like minor-league brawlers; their
fights were bad blood spilling onto the ice, too often literally.
Across the NHL, we may not have seen that kind of old-school bareknuckling this season, but tempers have certainly flared as teams see the
same teams over and over again, and nobody else. All those years in the
Southeast Division never seemed to spark anything between the
Hurricanes and either of the Florida teams, but this season certainly did.
The April games the Hurricanes played at Tampa Bay and Florida were
chippy, to say the least.
The two last-season losses in Nashville raised the stakes, and if the
Hurricanes get past the Predators to face the winner between those two,
the bad feelings will come prepackaged.
There may not be any history between the Hurricanes and any of the
teams they might play in the first two rounds, but there’s more than
enough enmity from the regular season to spill over into the postseason.
“I think so,” Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour said. “Let’s put it this
way: after these series they will for sure.”
In that sense, it’s a partial shame the NHL will move away from these
divisions and this format as cross-border travel becomes possible again.
Keeping the playoffs within the divisions was a throwback solution to a
new problem, and it should have the same consequences: more heated
early series, at the expense of overall competitive equity. (It’s possible
three of the four best teams in the NHL are in this division, but only one
will advance to the third round.)
This was never a long-term thing, but it had short-term benefits as the
NHL played its way through the pandemic. Division play was more
interesting in the regular season; seeing the same teams over and over
again didn’t get old until the Hurricanes and Predators segued right into
their first-round series.
Who, in the spring of 2021, cares about the Predators or the Lightning or
the Panthers? More than there would be otherwise, that’s for sure.
Whatever is going to happen next already has a head start.
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Hurricanes, Predators have hockey history, all the way back to 1998

BY CHIP ALEXANDER

It was Oct. 13, 1998. The game had ended, the Carolina Hurricanes were
angry about it, and it was time to write.
“Second verse, same as the first. Only worse. ...” the News & Observer
reported.
The Hurricanes, in their second game of the 1998-99 season, had lost to
the Nashville Predators, 3-2, in what was then called Nashville Arena.
Beginning their second season in North Carolina, the Hurricanes were
looking for a strong start. Instead, they allowed three third-period goals in
a 4-4 tie with Tampa Bay in their opener in Greensboro, then followed
with the loss to the Predators.
Why worse? The Predators were an NHL expansion team in their first
season. The win over the Hurricanes was the first for the new franchise.
It was a first at home for the Predators, who had lost their opener, and
their first NHL points.
“There’s no excuse for it,” Canes defenseman Steve Chiasson said after
the game. “We’re a veteran team and there’s just no excuse, none.”
The Canes recovered from what would be an 0-1-3 start that season.
They won the Southeast Division — Tampa finished last — and gave the
state its first NHL playoff team.
The Canes lost to the Boston Bruins in five games in the opening round
of the 1999 Stanley Cup playoffs. Chiasson tragically would die in a
traffic accident after the team returned from Boston following Game 5.
Time passed. The Canes won the Stanley Cup in 2006. They had other
playoff teams in 2001, 2002 and 2009, reaching the 2002 Stanley Cup
finals, and are making their third consecutive playoff appearance this
season under head coach Rod Brind’Amour.
The Predators reached the 2017 Stanley Cup finals, losing to the
Pittsburgh Penguins, They won the Presidents’ Trophy for the first time in
2018, then were beaten by the WInnipeg Jets in the second round of the
playoffs.
Until this year, the Hurricanes and Predators have never gone head-tohead in the playoffs. It took a pandemic, a condensed season and a new
Central Division, but the two teams finally will face off in the opening
round of the 2021 postseason. It’s another first.
History was made in October 1998. Will more be made this year?
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The 10 most important Hurricanes for a first-round victory over the
Predators

By Sara Civian May 13, 2021

As Dom Luszczyszyn’s series preview for The Athletic so deftly pointed
out, the Hurricanes have an advantage in pretty much every aspect of
their upcoming first-round playoff series against the Predators. That’s to
be expected of a No. 1 seed — and a top-tier team — and it shouldn’t
come as a shock to anyone. But the Canes are only a year or so
removed from their “underdog” era, and they know as well as anyone not
to sleep on a team in that situation — especially a team coming in hot
like the Predators.
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You expect your best players to be your best players and all the other
cliches, but here are 10 people that specifically need to perform to lift the
Canes past the Predators:

almost half of the game, on April 22? He was in on every situation and
excelled. After the game, Brind’Amour called him the most underrated
player in the league, and he has a serious case.

10. Rod Brind’Amour

With two years of playoff experience under his belt, you get the feeling
Pesce could make a huge impact on this series just by keeping things
stable amidst uncertainty.

The noted Jack Adams frontrunner’s coaching has garnered respect
around the league for a reason.
Vincent Trocheck told me something a month or so ago that sums it up
well.
“I feel like I compliment him so often in the media, but he’s just been
incredible,” he said. “I can’t say enough great things about Roddy. He’s
been awesome to play for. He’s been one of my favorite coaches to play
for, ever. He’s a great player’s coach. He makes sure we’re all prepared
every night. Even just coming into the locker room before the game and
giving his pregame speeches. It seems like every night, he has
something new to fire us out. Every game, it’s like, how does he keep
doing this? He makes me want to run through a brick wall.”
The “How does he keep doing this?” is the key, here. Brind’Amour’s
ability to find unique ways to motivate players has never been more
important than it is during a season that’s been brutal for a laundry list of
reasons.
Aside from the motivation factor, Brind’Amour’s in-game adjustments in
pursuit of ideal matchups have been fascinating this season. They
haven’t always worked, but those regular-season adjustments have been
practice for the playoffs. I’m so curious to see what they’ll look like next
week.

4. Vincent Trocheck
Trocheck has somewhat surprisingly been a gigantic factor in the
Hurricanes’ top-of-the-league success this season. He, Martin Necas and
Nino Niederreiter have provided a level of secondary scoring that has
long been one of the biggest issues with this team.
Trocheck had 17 goals in 47 games, but he’s cooled off with zero goals
(seven assists) in his past 14 games.
The Canes will need him to return to form for an easier time dealing with
the Predators.
3. Nino Niederreiter
The Athletic’s Predators writer Adam Vingan (give him a follow!), Braden
Gall and I discussed Niederreiter on Vingan’s podcast yesterday.
𝗚𝗼𝗹𝗱 𝗦𝘁𝗮𝗻𝗱𝗮𝗿𝗱 @ADAMVINGAN AND I TALK #PREDS W/
SPECIAL GUEST @SARACIVIAN
– BLUEPRINT TO BEATING CAR
– AN HOMAGE TO PEKKA

9. Sebastian Aho

– PLAYOFF PREDICTIONS

Aho is so low on this list because there’s virtually no question or worry
about him at this point. He’s had a sturdy slow-but-sure development into
a full-blown first-line center, and he built on his consistency again this
year with 24 goals and 57 points in 56 games. With Teuvo Teravainen
coming back from injury and crushing it, and Andrei Svechnikov rounding
into form, the SAT line should be the least of anyone’s worries against
Nashville.

– @BRIGIDBRESNIHAN DEBUTS!

Don’t worry about them; worry about how the other skaters will be able to
support them.
8. Cedric Paquette
Aside from his dog, this is why the Hurricanes traded for Cup champion
Paquette. He’s the classic sandpapery fourth-liner every Cup team
needs, with the added benefit of not being 90 years old. The Predators
have clearly been trying to make a toughness statement to the Canes
that a guy like Paquette needs to respond to.
7. Dougie Hamilton
Just score the power-play goals, Dougie.
6. Jordan Staal
Staal’s scoring flare has been a nice touch this season, but his
importance has nothing to do with that.
How will he operate as an extension of Brind’Amour in the motivation
realm? How will he continue to lead by example?
There’s no doubt in my mind that he will, but he simply needs to play the
game the right way — his way — from the first shift, to set that standard
and refuse to lower it for the rest of the team.
5. Brett Pesce
Jaccob Slavin is day-to-day, but Brind’Amour is relatively hopeful he’ll
have his full lineup for Game 1. What if Slavin does come back and isn’t
100 percent, though?
Pesce is going to have to take on a responsibility those who watch him
know he can probably handle. Remember that time he played 28:18, aka

BY @JASPERSNASH
HTTPS://T.CO/8AJWTPNXYM
HTTPS://T.CO/OIMG0PAMPT PIC.TWITTER.COM/CTHRZEGSOV
— BRADEN GALL (@BRADENGALL) MAY 12, 2021
Niederreiter is coming off an excellent regular season featuring 20 goals
and 34 points in 56 games, but Nashville fans probably know him better
for being an absolute pest who refuses to leave the front of the net. He
rarely if ever has to actually drop the gloves, but a few times per game it
seems he has his opponents ready to do so. He’s also super underrated
on the defensive side of things.
This particular set of skills will be crucial playing a team as physical as
the Predators, especially with physicality being a potential weakness for
the Hurricanes and with the way the Predators were clearly trying to set a
tone in game 56.
2. Andrei Svechnikov
Svechnikov has compiled an impressive postseason resume and an
equally elaborate target on his back to match in his third NHL season.
When he’s on, those targeting him look more like cats scratching at a
laser pointer projected onto a wall, but when he’s off, it’s stick-infraction
city.
These are the trials and tribulations of being a young star with a rare
combination of skill and physicality.
Svechnikov generally embraces the big moments, though. Remember
last postseason’s hat trick? Plus, he’s been rounding into form at the end
of the regular season, with two goals and five points in his past five
games. If he can remain unfazed and play his big game, there’s a good
chance he’ll have the most game-breaking impact of any skater in the
series.
1. The starting goaltender
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Remember that “most important” player doesn’t necessarily mean “best”
player for our current purposes. I have a take about the Hurricanes’
three-goalie rotation, and I can’t decide if it’s the stupidest thing I’ve ever
thought in my life or if it actually makes sense, but hear me out.

That's according to the Raleigh News & Observer, which also reported
that the state government had denied a request by the Hurricanes to
allow more fans ahead of North Carolina’s expected loosening of COVID19 restrictions on June 1.

It doesn’t matter if it’s Petr Mrazek or Alex Nedeljkovic in this scenario,
but imagine the Canes roll either one out for Game 1 and it’s a mediocreto-above-average performance, then the next one starts Game 2 and it’s
about the same. You’re probably going to roll with that type of rotation for
at least a few games.

And so, a political uproar is brewing in the Tar Heel State. Two North
Carolina Republican state senators on Thursday publicly implored
Democratic Gov. Roy Cooper to "let North Carolinians celebrate this
championship season and enjoy playoff hockey in the Loudest House in
the NHL by approving the Hurricanes' submitted plans,” according to a
tweet by Andy Specht, a political reporter for WRAL in Raleigh.

I’m not expecting the following to happen because both have been solid
all season, hence the “good problem” the Hurricanes find themselves in.
But what if whomever the Canes roll with for Game 1 has an objectively
terrible game, then the next guy comes in for Game 2 and is mediocre to
above average, then comes back for Game 3 and is above average to
great, then he keeps building on that?
Or what if the goalie the Canes start is amazing off the bat and they keep
riding him?

In making their argument, those senators also talked about you,
Smashville. They stressed that the Predators would have more fans than
the Hurricanes.
These are the types of things, I suppose, that can start to happen when
the NHL makes everyone wait a week after the end of the regular season
to start a playoff series.

It’s almost certainly not going to be that linear, no matter what happens
— that’s the trouble with hard-and-fast goaltending decisions. But you
sort of assume that if the Hurricanes are going to make a long run, they
are going to end up with a 1a and a 1b, and you’d prefer to figure that out
sooner rather than later.

Can’t blame the Hurricanes. Why shouldn’t they seek any advantage at
their disposal? Because what has been happening at Bridgestone this
season – even with smaller crowds – has been “definitely a big
advantage,” Predators forward Ryan Johansen said. He's right. I've been
there, and I don't think it's a coincidence the Predators started playing
much better as more and more fans were allowed at their games.

“It’s good if the goaltending is bad, actually” is probably the galaxy brain
of the year, but is anyone with me on this?

“I can't tell you enough how nice it's been to have a good amount back in
this arena,” Johansen said.
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“Bridgestone is one of the hardest places to play for an opposing team,”
Predators coach John Hynes said. “… It’s going to be a great
environment (in the playoffs).”
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Predators have 'big advantage' over Hurricanes — and politicians hope
to erase it

Gentry Estes
Nashville Tennessean

The Nashville Predators are set to have “a big advantage” in their
upcoming first-round Stanley Cup playoff series against the Carolina
Hurricanes.
Not my words. They are those of Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour.
And he’s not talking about hockey players.
Predators fans, he’s talking about you.
He knows. He just played two games at Bridgestone Arena. He
experienced the lively Smashville crowds that felt larger than its
pandemic-reduced size would suggest.
“It was a big deal playing in there with that amount of fans,” Brind’Amour
told his local media. “The energy level was intense. It felt great, and now
they're saying they are going to have more in there.
“That's a big advantage. There's no doubt about it.”
The advantage being referenced by Brind’Amour wasn’t so much the
fans at Bridgestone as much as the fact his team wasn’t going to be able
to have as many of them in its own building during the upcoming series.
PNC Arena actually seats about 18,860 for hockey games, which is more
than Bridgestone. But while the Predators announced this week that their
attendance would increase to 12,135 during the playoffs, the Hurricanes
were planning to be at about 6,000 when the series begins Monday night
in Raleigh.

Competitively, though, will it really matter that much? For the reputation
that Nashville's hockey fans have earned around the NHL, their
Predators have lost plenty of home playoff games over the years.
I’ve never believed that a home-crowd advantage in the playoffs is as big
a deal in hockey as it might be in other sports. But that’s in normal times,
when every team can expect to enjoy a good postseason environment.
It's a lot different when the playing field isn’t equal to start. This year’s
playoffs are going to be unprecedented in that restrictions won’t be
universal among teams and cities. For instance, the Canadian team that
reaches the semifinals from the North Division might not even get to play
in its own country.
Brind’Amour’s Hurricanes aren’t that unfortunate. They will have fans. As
for bringing in more of them, the coach sure didn't mind being asked by a
reporter about it: “Love that question. I love it. Yes. How do you do it?”
How?
Glad he asked.
This sort of thing has become complicated, more than most realize. It can
be political, involving local and state governments, yes. But teams also
are dealing with NHL guidelines regarding an arena's HVAC systems and
airflow.
That’s why the Predators, while upping attendance, aren’t going to full
capacity at Bridgestone during the playoffs, even as Nashville did ease
its own restrictions.
For the Predators to get to that 12,135 number required a significant
undertaking that delved deep into topics like cooling and
dehumidification. The challenge was that, sure, you can bring more air
from the outside into Bridgestone. But the air in Nashville outside is warm
this time of year and getting warmer by the week. That’s not ideal for
keeping a hockey rink frozen.
“We kind of re-engineered our whole system,” Predators CEO and
president Sean Henry said, “which would allow us to probably double the
amount of outside air we normally bring in, which then replicates almost
an outdoor environment for as many as over 12,000 people.
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"You want to make it the biggest crowd you can have under the safest
possible guidelines. That’s what the league set forth for us, and I give our
engineering staff a lot of credit for coming up with this solution and then
running it through the league and their engineers where we ended up
where we are. I think you're going to see a few other teams do a very
similar system."
I don't know how those NHL regulations would apply to the Hurricanes'
home, but general manager Don Waddell told the News & Observer, “We
think we can do it right if we increase attendance."
In doing so, he was making the team’s case publicly and perhaps
blowing a few political winds in the process.

The seven-game series, which will begin Monday, will follow a 2-2-1-1-1
format, meaning the Predators are guaranteed to host Games 3 and 4 at
Bridgestone Arena and would host Game 6 if necessary.
Last Monday, the Predators announced loosened attendance restrictions
at Bridgestone Arena for the playoffs. The Preds, who had been allowing
40% capacity because of COVID-19 restrictions, will allow a maximum of
12,135 fans to attend games, approximately 70% of the arena's capacity.
The decision to loosen restrictions was made by the Predators, Metro
Public Health Department and the National Hockey League.
The Predators are making their seventh consecutive postseason
appearance.

Perhaps it works. Perhaps the Hurricanes will be able to welcome more
fans for this series
If not, you'd have to think Brind’Amour is right: It’ll be a clear advantage
for the Predators.
But the Predators still feel like they'll have one anyway.
“Nashville always has an advantage over other cities," Henry said,
"because our fans are bigger and louder and better. They just are.”
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Nashville Predators vs. Carolina Hurricanes: Everything you need to
know about the NHL first round playoff series

Nick Gray
Nashville Tennessean
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The 10 most important Hurricanes for a first-round victory over the
Predators

By Sara Civian
May 13, 2021

As Dom Luszczyszyn’s series preview for The Athletic so deftly pointed
out, the Hurricanes have an advantage in pretty much every aspect of
their upcoming first-round playoff series against the Predators. That’s to
be expected of a No. 1 seed — and a top-tier team — and it shouldn’t
come as a shock to anyone. But the Canes are only a year or so
removed from their “underdog” era, and they know as well as anyone not
to sleep on a team in that situation — especially a team coming in hot
like the Predators.

The Nashville Predators are back in the Stanley Cup Playoffs again, and
will face the Carolina Hurricanes in a postseason series for the first time.

You expect your best players to be your best players and all the other
cliches, but here are 10 people that specifically need to perform to lift the
Canes past the Predators:

Nashville's playoffs streak is now at seven seasons, though the last two
have ended in disappointing losses in the opening round.

10. Rod Brind’Amour

But the context around this series will be different than the losses to
Dallas in 2019 and Arizona in 2020. The Predators are the underdogs
and the higher seed this season against Carolina, the regular season
winners of the Central Division, and fared so-so against the Hurricanes
during the season (2-5-1 record).
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Tickets on sale for Nashville Predators playoff series — and here's how
to buy them

Chris Thomas
Nashville Tennessean

Single-game tickets are on sale for the Nashville Predators' openinground series against the Carolina Hurricanes in the 2021 Stanley Cup
playoffs.

The noted Jack Adams frontrunner’s coaching has garnered respect
around the league for a reason.
Vincent Trocheck told me something a month or so ago that sums it up
well.
“I feel like I compliment him so often in the media, but he’s just been
incredible,” he said. “I can’t say enough great things about Roddy. He’s
been awesome to play for. He’s been one of my favorite coaches to play
for, ever. He’s a great player’s coach. He makes sure we’re all prepared
every night. Even just coming into the locker room before the game and
giving his pregame speeches. It seems like every night, he has
something new to fire us out. Every game, it’s like, how does he keep
doing this? He makes me want to run through a brick wall.”
The “How does he keep doing this?” is the key, here. Brind’Amour’s
ability to find unique ways to motivate players has never been more
important than it is during a season that’s been brutal for a laundry list of
reasons.
Aside from the motivation factor, Brind’Amour’s in-game adjustments in
pursuit of ideal matchups have been fascinating this season. They
haven’t always worked, but those regular-season adjustments have been
practice for the playoffs. I’m so curious to see what they’ll look like next
week.
9. Sebastian Aho
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Aho is so low on this list because there’s virtually no question or worry
about him at this point. He’s had a sturdy slow-but-sure development into
a full-blown first-line center, and he built on his consistency again this
year with 24 goals and 57 points in 56 games. With Teuvo Teravainen
coming back from injury and crushing it, and Andrei Svechnikov rounding
into form, the SAT line should be the least of anyone’s worries against
Nashville.
Don’t worry about them; worry about how the other skaters will be able to
support them.
8. Cedric Paquette
Aside from his dog, this is why the Hurricanes traded for Cup champion
Paquette. He’s the classic sandpapery fourth-liner every Cup team
needs, with the added benefit of not being 90 years old. The Predators
have clearly been trying to make a toughness statement to the Canes
that a guy like Paquette needs to respond to.

This particular set of skills will be crucial playing a team as physical as
the Predators, especially with physicality being a potential weakness for
the Hurricanes and with the way the Predators were clearly trying to set a
tone in game 56.
2. Andrei Svechnikov
Svechnikov has compiled an impressive postseason resume and an
equally elaborate target on his back to match in his third NHL season.
When he’s on, those targeting him look more like cats scratching at a
laser pointer projected onto a wall, but when he’s off, it’s stick-infraction
city.
These are the trials and tribulations of being a young star with a rare
combination of skill and physicality.

Just score the power-play goals, Dougie.

Svechnikov generally embraces the big moments, though. Remember
last postseason’s hat trick? Plus, he’s been rounding into form at the end
of the regular season, with two goals and five points in his past five
games. If he can remain unfazed and play his big game, there’s a good
chance he’ll have the most game-breaking impact of any skater in the
series.

6. Jordan Staal

1. The starting goaltender

Staal’s scoring flare has been a nice touch this season, but his
importance has nothing to do with that.

Remember that “most important” player doesn’t necessarily mean “best”
player for our current purposes. I have a take about the Hurricanes’
three-goalie rotation, and I can’t decide if it’s the stupidest thing I’ve ever
thought in my life or if it actually makes sense, but hear me out.

7. Dougie Hamilton

How will he operate as an extension of Brind’Amour in the motivation
realm? How will he continue to lead by example?
There’s no doubt in my mind that he will, but he simply needs to play the
game the right way — his way — from the first shift, to set that standard
and refuse to lower it for the rest of the team.
5. Brett Pesce
Jaccob Slavin is day-to-day, but Brind’Amour is relatively hopeful he’ll
have his full lineup for Game 1. What if Slavin does come back and isn’t
100 percent, though?
Pesce is going to have to take on a responsibility those who watch him
know he can probably handle. Remember that time he played 28:18, aka
almost half of the game, on April 22? He was in on every situation and
excelled. After the game, Brind’Amour called him the most underrated
player in the league, and he has a serious case.
With two years of playoff experience under his belt, you get the feeling
Pesce could make a huge impact on this series just by keeping things
stable amidst uncertainty.
4. Vincent Trocheck
Trocheck has somewhat surprisingly been a gigantic factor in the
Hurricanes’ top-of-the-league success this season. He, Martin Necas and
Nino Niederreiter have provided a level of secondary scoring that has
long been one of the biggest issues with this team.
Trocheck had 17 goals in 47 games, but he’s cooled off with zero goals
(seven assists) in his past 14 games.
The Canes will need him to return to form for an easier time dealing with
the Predators.
3. Nino Niederreiter
The Athletic’s Predators writer Adam Vingan (give him a follow!), Braden
Gall and I discussed Niederreiter on Vingan’s podcast yesterday.
Niederreiter is coming off an excellent regular season featuring 20 goals
and 34 points in 56 games, but Nashville fans probably know him better
for being an absolute pest who refuses to leave the front of the net. He
rarely if ever has to actually drop the gloves, but a few times per game it
seems he has his opponents ready to do so. He’s also super underrated
on the defensive side of things.

It doesn’t matter if it’s Petr Mrazek or Alex Nedeljkovic in this scenario,
but imagine the Canes roll either one out for Game 1 and it’s a mediocreto-above-average performance, then the next one starts Game 2 and it’s
about the same. You’re probably going to roll with that type of rotation for
at least a few games.
I’m not expecting the following to happen because both have been solid
all season, hence the “good problem” the Hurricanes find themselves in.
But what if whomever the Canes roll with for Game 1 has an objectively
terrible game, then the next guy comes in for Game 2 and is mediocre to
above average, then comes back for Game 3 and is above average to
great, then he keeps building on that?
Or what if the goalie the Canes start is amazing off the bat and they keep
riding him?
It’s almost certainly not going to be that linear, no matter what happens
— that’s the trouble with hard-and-fast goaltending decisions. But you
sort of assume that if the Hurricanes are going to make a long run, they
are going to end up with a 1a and a 1b, and you’d prefer to figure that out
sooner rather than later.
“It’s good if the goaltending is bad, actually” is probably the galaxy brain
of the year, but is anyone with me on this?
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2021 NHL Playoffs: Predators vs. Hurricanes schedule, TV channel,
games, scores, guide to the first-round series

By The Athletic NHL Staff
May 13, 2021

In this Central matchup, the No. 4 Nashville Predators will face the No. 1
Carolina Hurricanes in the first round of the 2021 NHL Stanley Cup
playoffs. To find out who has the advantage in the series, check out Dom
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Luszczyszyn’s odds and probabilities, Craig Custance’s playoff tiers and
watch for predictions from our experts in the days to come.
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Schedule/TV/results
Game 1: at Carolina, Monday, May 17, at 8 p.m. ET (CNBC, SNE, TVA
Sports)
Game 2: at Carolina, Wednesday, May 19, at 8 p.m. ET (CNBC, FX-CA,
TVA Sports)
Game 3: at Nashville, Friday, May 21, at 7 p.m. ET (USA, FXX-CA, TVA
Sports)
Game 4: at Nashville, Sunday, May 23, time TBD (TV TBD)
Game 5*: at Carolina, Tuesday, May 25, time TBD (TV TBD)
Game 6*: at Nashville, Thursday, May 27, time TBD (TV TBD)
Game 7*: at Carolina, Saturday, May 29, time TBD (TV TBD)
(* – if necessary)
What to expect from the series?
The 10 most important Hurricanes: Who needs to step up for a first-round
victory over the Predators.
Predators ideal lines: Among other items in Adam Vingan’s mailbag.
Do the Predators actually stand a chance? The Predators’ record against
Central playoff teams during the regular season speaks for itself.
Hurricanes playoff predictions: Among other items in Sara Civian’s Bag
of Jerks.
Hurricanes clinch a playoff berth: What got them here and what
questions must be answered the rest of the way?
Predators-Hurricanes history
Predators rivalry index: Where do the Hurricanes fall in the rankings of
the Predators’ most-hated Central Division opponents?
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It’s All Your Fault: The Pekka Appreciation Pod

STAFF REPORTS
MAY 13, 2021

What's there to talk about this week other than Pekka Rinne's possible
retirement? Co-hosts Michael Gallagher, Geert De Lombaerde and
Megan Seling reminisce on what the goalie has brought to not just the
franchise but also the city of Nashville throughout his career with the
Predators. They also have a few ideas regarding how to immortalize the
man. A statue, of course! Where should it go? What should I look like?
Should there be more than one?
Also discussed: The team is considered the underdogs going into Round
1 of the playoffs against the Hurricanes, but Gallagher has some
impressive numbers that might make fans rethink the team's chances
against Carolina.
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By Sean Shapiro May 13, 2021

The National Hockey League missed out on almost $3.6 billion in
revenue this season from ticket sales and in-arena purchases because of
attendance restrictions.
League and team executives wouldn’t confirm or share financial impacts
specifically, but when The Athletic went over our math on how we
reached that number, we were told, “that’s not far off,” and “that’s the
right ballpark.”
When the NHL regular season for American-based teams comes to a
conclusion on Thursday evening, the league will have welcomed slightly
more than a million fans during the 2020-21 season.
It’s a major, but expected, drop for a league trying to operate during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
During the 2019-20 regular season the NHL had a total attendance of
18,805,362. The 2018-19 season, the last one that wasn’t impacted by
COVID-19, had a total attendance of 22,002,081 with all 31 teams
playing 82 games.
Heading into Wednesday’s games, the NHL has welcomed
approximately 1,002,528 fans this season. That number isn’t entirely
accurate, because four of the teams that had at least some paid
attendance this season, the Nashville Predators, St. Louis Blues, Detroit
Red Wings and Buffalo Sabres, didn’t report attendance on a game-bygame basis on NHL game sheets.
The seven Canadian teams played in front of empty buildings, so this
data compiled by The Athletic is based on attendance totals for 20
teams.
Even with new, more lucrative television deals with ESPN and Turner
Sports, the NHL continues to be a gate-driven league. And missing out
on nearly 21 million fans in the regular season isn’t a fun math exercise
for NHL owners or players.
For example, the average NHL ticket price during the 2019-20 season
was $77.71 across the league. When you multiply that by 21 million, you
start to recognize why the NHL is looking at close to $1.6 billion in lost
revenue this season from ticket sales.
And that’s just ticket sales. As multiple league executives have pointed
out to The Athletic, there are other key revenue streams tied to arena
attendance including food and beverage, parking, merchandise sales and
even some sponsorship deals.
One NHL executive said, on average, it’s smart to plan that each fan is
spending close to $100 per game on things outside of tickets. Another
estimated $125 while another estimated $100 as well. Using that $100 as
a benchmark, it’s a ballpark of close to another $2 billion in lost revenue
for teams that would have been spent with otherwise full buildings.
So when added up between gate and extra spending at games, that’s
how we reached the $3.6 billion number.
NHL attendance is going to go up during the playoffs. Restrictions are
starting to allow for larger crowds, and Vegas owner Bill Foley has even
said he hopes his team will have 100 percent capacity by June 1, which
would be around the start of the second round of the playoffs. It’s an
enticing idea, but as one NHL team executive said, “it doesn’t even start
to make a dent in the amount lost by not having fans in the regular
season.”
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Here is what we learned about hockey attendance this season when
looking at the numbers.
Once allowed to admit fans, the Vegas Golden Knights led the league in
average attendance, drawing an average of 4,362 across 17 games.
Vegas also “sold out” every game, with incremental jumps in attendance
throughout the season, leading to a current max of 7,567 in its final three
games, which stand as the three best-attended games in the NHL this
season.
The Dallas Stars were one of the three teams to open the season with
fans on opening night and drew the most total fans this season, 121,534,
and had the top average, 4,341, for most of the season until Vegas’
capacity was increased in recent weeks. Dallas’ attendance for its final
home game of 6,014 was its top mark for the regular season.
The Florida Panthers and Arizona Coyotes also had fans for 28 home
games. The Panthers averaged 4,196 fans per game while the Coyotes
averaged 3,197.
Using the word “sellout” feels off in a season with limited capacity.
Instead, we’ll use the term “max allowed attendance.”
In addition to Vegas, the Tampa Bay Lightning, New Jersey Devils, New
York Islanders, Carolina Hurricanes, Minnesota Wild, Pittsburgh
Penguins, Boston Bruins, Anaheim Ducks and Washington Capitals all
hit max allowed attendance for each of their home games.
Here is the total average attendance by team, accounting for games
through Tuesday evening.

Vegas
74162
17
4362
Dallas
121534
28
4341
Carolina
89732
21
4272
Florida
117515
28
4196
Colorado
20198
5
4039
Columbus
63477
16

TOTAL ATTENDANCE

Chicago
7737
2
3868
Pittsburgh
74001
21
3523
Tampa Bay
72073
22
3276
Arizona
89527
28
3197
Philadelphia

NHL team attendance
TEAM

3967

GAMES

AVERAGE

52016
17
3059
Minnesota
36300
12
3025
New Jersey
53900
19
2836
Boston
39621
17
2330
Washington
12798
6
2133
Rangers
31900
18
1772
Los Angeles
13906
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hockey careers, while the Defendants and numerous hockey
organizations allowed him to continue to operate from a position of
authority and power.”

1738
Anaheim

“The acts, conduct, and omissions of Defendants, and their policies,
customs, and practices with respect to investigating sexual assault
allegations severely compromised the safety and health of Plaintiffs and
an unknown number of individuals, and have resulted in repeated
instances of sexual assault, abuse and molestation of Plaintiffs by …
Adrahtas, which has been devastating for plaintiffs and their families,
causing post-traumatic stress disorder,” the complaint states.

6868
4
1717
Islanders

The lawsuit claims that the University of Minnesota failed to investigate
concerns about Adrahtas’ conduct and concealed the reason behind
Adrahtas’ abrupt departure from the school in 1985. Before Adrahtas’ exit
for “personal reasons,” multiple people told Giel that they believed
Adrahtas was duping Minnesota players into nonconsensual sexual
activity. The lawsuit also claims the school withdrew the scholarship of
one recruit, Mike Sacks, over concerns that Adrahtas was sexually
abusing Sacks when Adrahtas was coaching the Gophers. A member of
the team’s coaching staff informed Sacks he could no longer play for the
school because of the allegations against Adrahtas and “the negative
press that would cause.”

19200
14
1371
San Jose
6063
6
1010
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The Athletic / Victims of alleged sexual abuse sue USA Hockey and the
University of Minnesota

By Katie Strang May 13, 2021

Multiple men are suing USA Hockey, the University of Minnesota and
Illinois amateur hockey’s state governing body (AHAI) over sexual abuse
they say they suffered while playing for prominent Chicago-area youth
hockey coach Thomas “Chico” Adrahtas.
Among the claims in the federal lawsuit, which will be filed in the U.S.
District Court of Minnesota this week, is that individuals in positions of
authority and multiple governing bodies failed to protect players from
sexual abuse, molestation and unwanted touching, despite concerns,
warnings and complaints about Adrahtas’ conduct. Adrahtas is also
named as a defendant in the lawsuit.
Details of Adrahtas’ sexual abuse, coercion and misconduct became
public in February 2020 when six former players described their
experiences with Adrahtas to The Athletic. That article and others
detailed abuse that began in the early 1980s and continued until at least
2003. The abuse took place in multiple states and occurred at several
clubs.
The players said that Adrahtas cultivated close relationships with them
when they were young and groomed them to become unwitting victims of
sexual abuse. Adrahtas eventually offered to facilitate a woman to
provide oral sex to the players, with the caveat that they would be
blindfolded and sometimes restrained by their wrists and/or ankles. The
players came to believe that it was Adrahtas who performed the oral sex.
Following the initial article, an additional player said he also was abused
by Adrahtas, and that he believes he was unwittingly prostituted out to
others and coerced into making pornographic material.
According to the lawsuit, concerns about Adrahtas’ abuse reached the
now-deceased athletic director at the University of Minnesota, Paul Giel,
the university’s board of regents and the former president of AHAI, Jim
Smith, who is now president of USA Hockey.
The lawsuit says that Adrahtas “carried out his sexual assault under the
guise of providing mentorship, with the promises of further (sic) Plaintiffs’

“UMN bullied Mike Sacks to ensure he would not attend UMN on his full
athletic scholarship,” the lawsuit reads.
Three days after The Athletic reported that Adrahtas abused multiple
members of Minnesota’s 1984-85 men’s hockey team, the university
hired a law firm to conduct an investigation into the allegations. That
probe determined that at least some members of the university’s athletic
department were aware of the allegations and failed to act, both in
investigating the claims and reporting those claims to law enforcement.
“Collectively, based on credible and corroborating firsthand witness
accounts, Perkins found that sexual abuse allegations like those reported
in The Athletic were known by individuals within the university’s athletic
department at or around the time of the former assistant coach’s
departure from the University. Despite this knowledge, available
evidence shows no action taken by the University to conduct an
independent investigation or report the allegations to the authorities. That
is not what the University would do today,” the school said in a statement
in October.
According to the lawsuit, junior hockey team owner Ira Greenberg told
Smith in 1989 that Greenberg believed Adrahtas was sexually abusing
players on Greenberg’s team, but that Smith did not notify local
authorities or investigate the concerns (Smith previously said he does not
recall having that conversation). In 2010, when Adrahtas was nominated
for induction into the Illinois Hockey Hall of Fame, former player Chris
Jensen detailed in a letter to AHAI’s then-president Mike Mullally the
sexual abuse Jensen said he had experienced while playing for Adrahtas
in 1984. According to the lawsuit, Smith and former USA Hockey
executive Tony Rossi were on the Hall of Fame committee and were
aware of the report Mullally drafted to former USA Hockey legal counsel
Peter Lindberg regarding the allegations. Lindberg advised Mullally
and/or AHAI to refer the matter to local authorities, to notify clubs for
which Adrahtas had previously worked, as well as USA Hockey’s
insurance carrier to put them “on notice of a possible claim or claims
arising from the investigation.”
Smith, Rossi and Mullally are not named as defendants in the lawsuit, but
it alleges that they, AHAI and USA Hockey did not investigate or report to
“appropriate prosecuting authorities,” interview past AAA personnel and
parents or contact Robert Morris University’s athletic department
(Adrahtas was an RMU coach at the time).
AHAI, in a statement, denied those claims: “In February 2010, upon
receiving a formal allegation of sexual abuse that occurred 26 years
earlier, AHAI suspended former coach Thomas “Chico” Adrahtas pending
a disciplinary hearing, which Mr. Adrahtas declined to attend, leaving his
suspension in effect indefinitely. . . In 2020, the U.S. Center for SafeSport
opened an investigation of individuals in AHAI’s leadership in 2010 to
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investigate whether they received a report of child sexual abuse by Mr.
Adrahtas and failed to report the information. In April 2021, SafeSport
advised those individuals that it was closing the matter and taking no
further action. SafeSport did not provide any investigation report or
factual findings regarding the AHAI leaders’ actions.”
Adrahtas continued to coach at Illinois-based RMU until September
2018, when Sacks sent his own letter to RMU and the American College
Hockey Association.
That letter, in which Sacks described a 20-month stretch of grooming and
sexual abuse by Adrahtas that began in 1983, prompted an investigation
conducted by the U.S. Center for SafeSport that determined that
Adrahtas had “engaged in a pattern of exploitative and abusive sexual
misconduct with young athletes he coached, egregiously abusing a
position of authority to manipulate and deceive young male athletes he
mentored and coached, for sexual purposes.” Adrahtas received a
lifetime ban in June 2020 and is prohibited from coaching in any USA
Hockey-sanctioned capacity.
USA Hockey declined to comment on the federal lawsuit; a
spokesperson said the organization had not seen the complaint.
A May 2020 article highlighting how AHAI and Jim Smith handled
concerns about Adrahtas’ conduct prompted the U.S. Center for
SafeSport to launch an additional probe “into allegations that people
within AHAI, including (Jim) Smith, were aware of sexual misconduct and
did not take action.”
USA Hockey, when asked about the status of the probe, said: “The U.S.
Center for SafeSport issued administrative closures related to Jim Smith
and the other former or current AHAI representatives that were alleged to
have failed to report Adrahtas’ abuse. The notice closing the matter
contained no negative findings or conclusions related to Jim Smith or any
of the AHAI representatives alleged to have knowledge and that no
action would be taken,” USA Hockey’s senior director of communications
Dave Fischer wrote in an email.
A SafeSport spokesperson took issue with USA Hockey’s
characterization of the probe: “It’s misleading to suggest that an
administrative closure means that the center conducted an investigation
and found no wrongdoing. It’s an action, without findings, that allows the
center to revisit a matter should additional information be made
available.”
Adrahtas, who now lives in St. Petersburg, Florida, did not immediately
return a request for comment. He previously told The Athletic: “I’ve never
sexually abused anyone.”
The Athletic LOADED: 05.14.2021
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The Athletic / Fifteen years, 3 Stanley Cups and a brotherhood: Inside
Sidney Crosby and Evgeni Malkin’s powerful, quiet friendship

Josh Yohe and Rob Rossi May 13, 2021

Sidney Crosby sat beside Evgeni Malkin in a warm locker room a few
hours before facing elimination in Game 6 of the 2016 Eastern
Conference final in Tampa, their respective legacies on the line and the
Penguins waddling toward one-hit-wonder territory.
Usually at this time, Crosby had finished his media obligations and was
left alone to his thoughts while Malkin had long since departed. Not on
this day. In Amalie Arena’s oddly-shaped visitor’s locker room, this lanky
Russian star from a small, industrial town sat with his left shoulder
pressed against the right shoulder of the face of hockey, this sturdy son

of a Canadian harbor town. They came from wildly different backgrounds
but, at this very moment, were a singular force.
In many ways, this is how it should’ve been after a decade together. Two
generational players, gifted to the Penguins one year apart, primed to
leave an indelible mark on hockey’s biggest stage, another championship
within reach. Seven years earlier, when they triumphed in 2009, their
precociousness was exceeded only by their dominance: Crosby, the
leading goal-scorer, Malkin the leading point-getter, and their Penguins
champions after dethroning of the mighty Red Wings on a similarly sticky
day in Detroit.
The presumed dynasty never happened after 2009, though, as the
Penguins stumbled their way through the next six postseasons, the
superstars suddenly in their late 20s, the promise of their youth fading.
In Tampa, the locker room humidity intensified the heat engulfing Crosby
and Malkin. They’d accomplished everything, but not enough. Theirs was
always the burden of oversized expectations, the kind that define a
relationship.
“We had been through a lot together,” Crosby said recently. “I remember
sitting there with him. We knew how important that night was.”
The disappointing years since the 2009 Cup win could have weakened
any bond formed from their early glory days. Instead, Malkin, then soon
to be a father for the first time, and Crosby, then the bearded face of
hockey, became emboldened by a friendship neither expected.
“Sometimes stars aren’t close,” says Rick Tocchet, their former assistant
coach who played with many a star in his time. “But those two, you know,
it made things easier because of how close they are. You don’t see that
every day.”
Malkin arrived in Pittsburgh in 2006 at age 20. Crosby, one year his
junior, was already a star and the established leader of the Penguins
even as a teenager.
While Malkin’s English was limited, his mutual understanding of Crosby
— on and off the ice — was pure instinct from their first days together.
“We’ve been together for a really long time now,” Crosby said. “Now that
I think about it, it’s hard to believe how long it’s been. And to be honest,
we became friends at the very beginning and it’s just always been that
way. His English wasn’t so great at first, but we just always understood
each other from the beginning.”
Crosby is arguably the most-hyped player in hockey history, with Wayne
Gretzky bestowing the moniker “The Next One” as a spinoff of his own
nickname. Malkin didn’t receive that overwhelming brand of fanfare, but
he was one of the great prospects of his time, his departure from Russia
adding to his mystique and promise.
Less than three years after Malkin’s arrival, the young superstars owned
Pittsburgh, the NHL and the Stanley Cup.
Yet that was only the beginning of a long journey.
“I like to think I can relate to the pressure that he deals with and the
expectations that come with all of that pressure,” Crosby said. “We were
both high draft picks and expected to do a lot of big things when we
entered the league. You are happy and excited to be drafted that high,
for sure. But at the same time, there is a different kind of pressure there.
Geno and I have talked about it before and I think we just always have
kind of had a sense for one another, when we’re up, when we’re down,
what we’re dealing with.”
While Malkin’s comfort speaking English kept him from doing interviews
as a rookie, he has understood the language well enough from Day 1 in
Pittsburgh to connect with his teammates. This helped the friendship. So,
too, did Crosby’s natural understanding of his fellow superstar. Crosby
sounds more like a therapist than a friend when analyzing Malkin’s
personality. Perhaps, at times, they have been both of those things for
one another.
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“He’s not someone who is always going to let you know how he’s
feeling,” Crosby explained. “He’s not always going to tell you if
something’s wrong, so you have to get to know him. He’s just got a ton of
pride, more than people realize, I think. I don’t think he’s real comfortable
being open about when something is upsetting him. But the more we’ve
gotten to know each other over the years, the more open we’ve learned
to become. I think it’s just a good, healthy relationship.”
There was plenty of fun along the way, too.
In 2006, many of the young Penguins were together at a bar on
Pittsburgh’s historic South Side. Malkin and Crosby, along with others,
were having some fun after a game when a group of young women
spotted two of Pittsburgh’s most eligible bachelors.
Not knowing many English words, Malkin sheepishly asked Crosby what
to say to one or any of the women. Not knowing quite what advice to
give, Crosby instructed Malkin to approach them and introduce himself.
Already an admirer of Crosby, Malkin’s trust was evident when he quickly
walked toward the group and said, “Hi, I Seven-One.”
Standing a few feet away, Maxime Talbot, Malkin’s traveling roommate,
future playoff linemate and a longtime friend to Crosby, bent over with
laughter. Crosby, himself laughing, approached Talbot and politely
jabbed him with an elbow, worried that Malkin would see them and think
they were making fun of him.
“Sid was looking out for Geno then,” Talbot said. “It’s those little things
that Sid does. He’s the best player in the world. He’s a better guy.”
Malkin agrees. At his apartment in Moscow, his offseason condominium
on Florida’s Fisher Island and at his home in Pittsburgh, Malkin displays
various memorabilia of Crosby. These include Russian nesting dolls
painted in Crosby’s likeness, framed photographs, pucks and sticks from
various games, anything and everything the most serious Crosby fan
would want for his or her collection. Malkin jokes that Nikita, his son, will
probably pick Crosby as his favorite player because of all the stuff.

“As a person, that’s when a teammate becomes a friend.”
Friendship was required for Crosby and Malkin to persevere through
many of those tough times: Crosby’s concussion saga that coincided with
Malkin’s lost season to torn knee ligaments, the Civic Arena’s
disappointing final chapter, a playoff implosion for the ages against
Philadelphia, a playoff whimper against Boston and two embarrassments
on Broadway. Then came Mike Johnston, a junior hockey coach whose
Penguins tenure began with Malkin dodging him on a trip to Russia and
ended with Crosby’s scoring cratering in an overly simplistic system.
For whatever reason, drama seemed to accompany the Penguins after
the won the Cup sooner than anybody expected in 2009. They were the
NHL’s marquee team, with Crosby and Malkin their talked-about co-stars.
The talk shifted to their failures by 2016, how they weren’t really great
anymore, how that mythical championship window was shutting, how
Crosby and Malkin couldn’t really get it done any longer.
In 2016 and in 2017, the narrative changed in every conceivable way.
The boys who raised the Cup seven years earlier did so, twice, as men.
A mangled toe is a small price to pay for hockey immortality. Malkin
gladly paid it.
Despite his toe’s bruised, gnarled appearance, and even with a gash
above his lip that perplexed his then-1-year-old son, Malkin felt no pain a
few weeks after the Penguins celebrated another Stanley Cup win in
2017. His wife, Anna, said the smile had not left his face since this young
family returned to Fisher Island following several days of celebrating in
Pittsburgh. The last day included a small gathering at Malkin’s home in
the Pittsburgh area.
There, the Malkins played host to only the closest people in their lives.
The guest list included:
Malkin’s now-famous parents
Friends from Magnitogorsk

“Is good,” Malkin said. “Of course, I will be his real favorite. But Sid is the
best player, the best teammate. A great friend. I hope Nikita thinks of him
as family. I do.”

Longtime agent Gennady Ushakov

Clearly, Crosby considers Malkin family.

The scene was as Russian as an evening in Sewickley can be.

“Having him around has always made my life better, on and off the ice,”
Crosby said. “He has a way of knowing when to make you laugh,
knowing when to lighten the room. But at the same time, he knows when
to be serious, too. It’s just a great friendship. I just always liked him from
the start. Always have. Always will.”

Except, of course, Crosby was there. So, too, were Crosby’s girlfriend,
Kathy, his sister, Taylor, and his parents.

It wasn’t just Crosby and Malkin, of course. Other young players in that
era became part of the franchise’s fabric, namely Kris Letang and MarcAndre Fleury.
Now in Las Vegas but forever a Penguin, Fleury always appreciated the
locker room fellowship in Pittsburgh, the foundation of which was
Crosby’s relationship with Malkin.
“I think, you know, they were in the same boat,” Fleury said. “It’s a small
boat, you know. Two guys, two star players. And we have a good team.
And you know what they all say about us when we didn’t win for a few
years. I feel like it was expected that we just win every year. That’s the
thing they had on them more than any of us from the early days. They
had to win. When I got drafted, you know, it was like, someday the
Penguins can be good again. When Sid and Geno got drafted, it was like,
the Penguins are going to win the Stanley Cups all the time. How do you
satisfy that?
“Well, Geno and Sid, early on, you could tell what they really cared about
was winning. Not the awards. Not who was the best player. Before
maybe they were even good friends, they were these two guys who
wanted to win. All of us were like that. That’s why we were so close. I
guess that’s why we still are. But like I’ve always said, when you go
through tough, tough times and beat it, overcome it, that’s when you get
respect for another guy on your team.

Sergei Gonchar and his family

The moment meant so much to Malkin that he preserved it by his
preferred method of record-keeping: Instagram. While recalling the
dinner party a few weeks later, Malkin, wearing his Stanley Cup
championship hat backward, said that night is one of many scenes that
should be included if anybody ever decides to make a documentary
about him and Crosby.
Another scene of their brotherhood occurred about a month after the
2014 Olympics in Sochi, Russia, which were intended to be a celebration
of Russian hockey. Those Games represent one of Malkin’s best and
worst periods. His country’s failure to medal still haunts him. However,
that failure, and the frustration with his own performance, is also what
sent Malkin on a retreat to Moscow before the closing ceremonies. And
it’s there where he and Anna became close. But even the exuberance of
young love could not keep Malkin from falling into an emotional hole
when he, Crosby and other Penguins who played in those Olympics
returned to Pittsburgh.
As Malkin grew noticeably detached, Crosby considered talking to him on
several occasions but resisted because “how could anybody really know
what it was like for G to go through that?”
Malkin himself says nobody could — but Crosby might be the closest.
Malkin’s experience at the Olympics in Russia, he said, was “probably,
like, every day for Sid — all the pressure and attention, you have to be
great all the time.”
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When Crosby finally determined the time was right to talk with his friend
about the Sochi experience, Malkin says their conversation “was not
about hockey, but life.”

VIEW THIS POST ON INSTAGRAM

That conversation was not long. Nor was the one a few months later.
This talk followed a turning point in their time with the Penguins, when a
management and coaching shakeup was followed by a trade of their
mutual friend, James Neal, in a move that did not sit well with Crosby or
Malkin. Having failed to bring the Penguins back to a Stanley Cup Final
after playing in two during their first three seasons together, Crosby and
Malkin each sensed their partnership could be the next casualty for
continued postseason failures.

On one level, the ceremony had about it a touch of sadness. There were
no fans to commemorate the evening; fans in Pittsburgh had to watch on
TV due to COVID-19, as did Crosby’s parents and sister. Crosby, usually
stoic in such situations, appeared to take the event in relative stride,
standing beside Kathy while receiving gifts and adulation from his
teammates.

“I of course worry because GM, coach and Nealer are gone,” Malkin said
three years later. “Is not mad, but worry that maybe they say Sid and I
can’t play together too. We have to win again, of course. To stay
together, we have to win again.
“I tell Sid we have to win again because I always want to play with you.”
Gonchar was to Malkin what Mario Lemieux was to Crosby in the mid2000s: an iconic countryman, mentor and landlord.
Though Malkin’s relationship with Gonchar garners much attention,
Crosby is also close with the Penguins’ former defenseman and assistant
coach. The night of their third Cup victory as teammates, Malkin and
Crosby each sought out Gonchar and his family for photographs on the
ice. In doing so, the two players most responsible for the NHL’s only
back-to-back champion during the salary cap era came together after
spending about 15 minutes at different spots on the ice. This is when the
astute Penguins employee shouts at each player, and when failing to get
a response, screams, “Sarge!” — Gonchar’s nickname.
“I hear my name,” Gonchar says. “I look. And I see the cameraman
waving to me. I thought, ‘Maybe he wants to get me with the Cup.’ But he
really wanted for me to get Sidney and Evgeni over to the side to get that
picture. You know the one.”

A POST SHARED BY EVGENI MALKIN (@E.MALKIN71GENO)

And then, a video played. One by one, the biggest of names in hockey
congratulated Crosby. Finally, Malkin’s face appeared on the big screen
at PPG Paints Arena. The captain’s eyes welled. A powerful but quiet
friendship was there, on display, for everyone to see.
Once upon a time, in Tampa, their friendship wasn’t on display for the
world to see.
Rather, it was just those two. Crosby and Malkin. Sidney and Evgeni. Sid
and Geno. The two greatest athletes to grace Pittsburgh in a generation.
Two icons from very different places who, above all else, just decided to
be friends.
“I remember that day well,” Crosby said. “We knew what we had to do.”
That conversation they had at Amalie Arena, that moment in time when it
was just the two of them sitting in an otherwise silent locker room,
triggered everything.
Malkin may be the most decorated hockey player to come from Russia,
and make no mistake, that means so much to him. Crosby was about to
embark on a 12-month tour de force — 2016 Cup champ, 2016 Conn
Smythe winner, 2016 World Cup of Hockey champion, 2016 World Cup
of Hockey MVP, 2017 Cup champ, 2017 Conn Smythe winner — that
would cement him as one of the five greatest players in history.
They had already accomplished much before May 24, 2016.

Oh yes. The picture. That one.

“We just wanted more,” Crosby said. “We still do, too.”

During his rookie season, the one where he introduced himself to girls as
“I Seven-One,” Malkin often caught himself transfixed on a framed
photograph that hung above an entranceway separating the home
dressing room and player’s lounge at the old Civic Arena. The framed
photograph showed Lemieux and Jaromir Jagr each gripping a side of
the Cup that the Penguins won in 1991 and in 1992. On the day before
Game 7 of the 2009 Stanley Cup Final in Detroit, Malkin was one of the
last players to leave Civic Arena. Before he departed for the airport, he
took one last look at that framed photo and told a reporter, “I want one of
me and Sid.”

Their friendship stronger than ever, Crosby and Malkin teamed up and
lifted the Penguins to great heights that season. And the next one. And
maybe more winning remains.

In the euphoric chaos of the on-ice celebration in Detroit the next night,
Malkin and Crosby never managed to get that picture. No big deal. They
were young. They were in charge. They would have many other chances.
Or so they thought. When the Penguins won their long-awaited second
title of the Crosby/Malkin era in San Jose in 2016, they simply forgot
again. Strike 2.
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There would be no Strike 3. Malkin had instructed a team employee on
the morning of Game 6 in Nashville to “get me and Sid with Cup if we
win, no matter what.”
Lounging on a sofa with his injured toe resting on a table, dressed
casually as if he had just warmed up for a tennis match against his actual
brother, Malkin stroked his chin while looking at a digital picture of him
and Crosby posing for the picture that had eluded them twice before.
“The best picture of my life,” Malkin says. “My two friends, and me.”
Many magical moments have followed that third championship in
Nashville. There was the euphoric celebration, personal milestones
shattered, and so much more. To understand the dynamic of Crosby and
Malkin, though, is to watch Crosby during the ceremony that honored his
1,000th game in February.

The duo that bonded because of a ravenous desire to win realized
something along the way.
“I hope we win more,” Crosby said. “That’s always the goal. But no
matter what, he’s my friend for life.”
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The Athletic / Stanley Cup tiers: Anonymous exec, coach, scout and
player rate every playoff team

Craig Custance May 13, 2021

This has the potential to be really fascinating. The tournament for the
Stanley Cup begins and we really have no sense of how some of these
teams match up against one another. Sure, we know that Connor
McDavid and Auston Matthews are super good. But it’d be great if, you
know, they had played at least one game this season against any of the
league’s top 10 defensemen. More than ever, coaches, players and
executives have been laser-focused on the division they’re competing
against on a nightly basis.
“This is going to be different,” said one NHL coach this week. “We know
each other so well, you’re going to have to get to know some other teams
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and the nuances of how you beat certain teams. The pregame meetings
we have now (against division opponents) are almost pointless at this
point. The players should be able to run them now.”
It makes 2021 unique. And harder to predict. And a ton of fun. For the
third consecutive postseason, we’ve assembled a panel to make some
sense of it all. Our anonymous panel includes a current NHL player,
coach, executive, scout and me. Because I like to vote in things. We
asked everyone to place each playoff team into a tier, with a Tier 1 team
a Stanley Cup favorite down to a Tier 5 team as one that should start
making offseason plans now. The results are sorted, with their comments
below.
Let’s dive in.
Tier 1
Vegas Golden Knights
Average rating: 1
One of two perfect scores goes to the Golden Knights. This has the feel
of an elite team that has come close but is driven to finish the job. Vegas’
biggest obstacle is the path to the Stanley Cup Final. It’s going to be a
gauntlet.
The exec: “They’re as good as anybody if they’re healthy.”
The coach: “They’re as deep as any team. They have depth in goal,
which can be a real key factor. They’ve got playoff-type performers, and I
think this year, more than any, the goal has been set that this is all
they’re after. Pete DeBoer does a great job. They play structured, they
play fast, they can play a physical game. As a playoff series grinds along,
they have that ability to grind you down. They have talent on the back
end. Their power play is a bit of an enigma for me. Can it get rolling?”
Colorado Avalanche
Average rating: 1
Our second perfect score went to the Avalanche. Even if you aren’t in
love with the goaltending, this team is so good everywhere else that it’s
forgivable. This is a powerhouse.
The exec: “They’re the scariest team. I don’t trust their goaltending. To
me, he’s a product of how they play and how good they are. But I’ve
seen them when they’re rolling and they’re scary.”
The coach: “Everyone says the same thing about them — can their
goaltending hold up? But their numbers are top five in the league.
They’ve played extremely well. Health is a question in any position, it’s
not something you can plan for. This team has such dynamic speed and
talent, they’re a (Tier 1) all day long. They have special players at just
about every position. They transition the puck so quick, they attack so
quick. If somebody gets them out some way, it’s a minimum six or seven
games.”

you’ll see in the league. Their team structure is almost automated,
everybody plays the same way. If you look at teams that have success in
the playoffs, it doesn’t matter who is out there, every shift looks the
same. It’s over and over again.”
Tier 2
Boston Bruins
Average rating: 1.7
The addition of Taylor Hall gives this team a new dimension. There was a
lot of love for the Bruins among panelists, even if there was a bit of a
hesitancy to put them at the very top.
The exec: “I think Boston is the best team in the division now that they’re
healthy. If (Tuukka) Rask is healthy and invested, that’s a gamechanger.”
The coach: “I really like the additions they made at the deadline. Mike
Reilly was playing really good hockey for the Senators. He became a
steady defender and bolsters the depth of their D. Taylor Hall now gives
them a legitimate second line, so shutting down and matching up with the
Bergeron line is not as easy as it used to be. And you have a third line
that can cause some problems. They’re battle-tested. Have a great
leader in Bergeron. Their PK is the best in the league. They’ve balanced
out their team as good as anybody.”
The player: “I think Boston is good. Their D is questionable. But they
know how to win, which is crucial.”
Tampa Bay Lightning
Average rating: 1.7
This is the lowest rating the Lightning have slotted in this exercise in the
three years it’s been conducted. Health is the biggest reason. Yes, the
Lightning are getting their stars back, but it may take a minute to click.
The exec: “They’re still the team to beat. They’ve got the goalie and now
they get their guys back for the playoffs. And they have guys who can
play in the trenches.”
The scout: “I think Florida has a good chance of upsetting them in the
first round. Tampa has not been good for a while. But they know how to
turn on the switch. Getting (Nikita) Kucherov back is a big thing but can a
player, after missing the whole season, come back and make an
immediate impact? I don’t know. That’s a big question.”

Carolina Hurricanes

The coach: “The reason they’re not a one for me is they’ve got a lot of
questions in terms of their star players coming in at a point in the season
where fitting into roles and finding how that blends itself into a team
game — it can be disruptive. These guys have obviously been a part of
the team, been a part of winning, but there’s an adjustment for players of
that stature coming back to your lineup at that point in time. Especially if
you’re talking two of them. I like their pace, the tenacity the team plays
with and they’ve got the best goaltender in the tournament. They get to
play that X-factor over and over again.”

Average rating: 1.3

Washington Capitals

This team has skill, depth, coaching and complete buy-in from the
players. One concern that surfaced multiple times was whether or not
they have the physicality to grind through a tough series against a bigger
team. But mostly, people really like the Hurricanes.

Average rating: 1.8

The exec: “I think they’re really good. Tampa is the team to beat in the
playoffs down there but Carolina is legit. They have depth, a good back
end. I don’t trust their goaltending. When you get in a heavy series, there
might be a concern. I think Tampa has beef that will make it hard for
Carolina.”

The exec: “They’re Jekyll and Hyde for me. Health, T.J. Oshie’s
hamstring, Ovi’s back, I don’t trust their goaltending. If they’re healthy,
they’re good. They’re heavy. If they’re healthy, it changes everything for
me. Last year, they weren’t really invested.”

The coach: “They play such as smothering game. There’s nights against
this hockey club it’s hard to get shots, let alone scoring chances. They’ve
made some adjustments on their power play and it’s got the ability to win
games for them. The balance on that team, positionally, is as good as

Health, goaltending and depth concerns moved the Capitals a bit down
this list, but their size and experience are big pluses this time of year.

The coach: “They’re a funny team. When they’re on, they smother you
and play a good, hard physical brand of hockey. I don’t know if they play
a fast brand of hockey. They’re a group of guys that are tested. Their
lead horses are going to have to lead, there’s no question about that.
They start losing their matchups as you guys go deeper in their lineup.
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Over a seven-game series, that depth has an effect. Can their young
goaltender hold up? We’ll see. The leadership they have is something
that can make up for some of that. They’ve got a plus in leadership and
can play a physical game.”
The player: “I think Washington is good. Their power play is so potent
with (Alex) Ovechkin, they’re still a (Tier 1). That power play can win
them way more games than they would normally. If they can keep it
somewhat close, that power play can win for them.”
Florida Panthers
Average rating: 1.9
One of the season’s biggest surprises, Florida takes on the reigning
champs in the first playoff series between the two Florida teams. Joel
Quenneville has done an incredible job with this group.
The exec: “It’s been a little bit smoke and mirrors, but they’ve done a
good job. On paper, they shouldn’t be that good, but it’s one of those
teams that everything has gone right for this year. Aleksander Barkov is a
star for sure. But with no (Aaron) Ekblad, you can only go so far with that
D corps. Q is a great coach. He’s the best in-game coach there is.”
The scout: “Barkov might be the most underrated best player in the
league. He might be the best player in the league. If you put him with
Mitch Marner in Toronto or with (Leon) Draisaitl in Edmonton he would
equal (Auston) Matthews and (Connor) McDavid. Look at who he plays
with, he carries those guys around the ice with him. It’s really amazing.
No hard feelings for (Carter) Verhaeghe or whoever else. He literally
carries the other four guys on the ice when he’s out there. He just puts
them on his back and goes.”
The coach: “The depth on the back end is a concern. I give them a three
in large part because they have to come through Tampa Bay. That
almost drops them down a notch for me. I think Q has done an
outstanding job. They have the ability to score and they’ve got one of the
best two-way centermen in the league. Barkov has the ability to control
games by himself. That becomes a tough matchup for Tampa.”
Toronto Maple Leafs
Average rating: 2.1
Everyone was completely comfortable saying this was the best team in
the North Division. But what that meant outside that division is completely
up for debate. The Maple Leafs might be the biggest question mark of
this tournament.
The exec: “I think they’ll come out of that group, but if you’re talking about
winning the whole thing, it’s a different game when they come out of that
division. Defensively, goaltending, we’ll see.”
The scout: “Goaltending. I’m just not sure about it. It could be above
average, it could be below average. I don’t think many people can tell
you for sure, to be honest. Their defense, I’m not totally sold on their
defense. They have a good group of forwards. They’ve mixed in their
veterans. They’ve gotten good results from that. But you have to have
really good goaltending, I just don’t know what to expect.”
The coach: “I’m going (Tier 2) because of the question mark in net. Jack
(Campbell) is an unproven goalie in the playoffs. Freddie Andersen is
unknown. … When they’ve needed to turn it up, they’ve adopted a new
style of play. They always wanted to rush, outscore you. When they were
rolling over teams, they forechecked extremely well. They checked
extremely well. They can build on that process in the first round.”
The player: “Toronto — they’re steamrolling teams in the Canadian
division. Guess what? I don’t think any of the teams in the Canadian
division are good. Any of them. They have no defense. How the fuck can
they win the Stanley Cup when they play no defense?… I just don’t think
their forwards care enough about defense to win. I don’t know if their
goalie is good enough to steal them a series. They’re good against the
Canadian division. I don’t think they’re actually good.”

Pittsburgh Penguins
Average rating: 2.3
As long as Sidney Crosby and Evgeni Malkin are out there trying to win a
Stanley Cup, this team will have respect from those around the league
and will be taken seriously in an exercise like this.
The exec: “I think they’re better than they were a year ago. I don’t think
they have the depth or goaltending to beat other top teams.”
The coach: “Jeff Carter gives them scoring depth. They’ve got some guys
as secondary scorers who can play big roles in the playoffs. That lends
itself well to matchup problems for your opponent. You have (Sidney)
Crosby and (Evgeni) Malkin, and I don’t know how many more runs they
have left in them. It seems like their D has really grown this year. They
have (Kris) Letang and some of the young guys, their level of play has
gone up. They’re really well-rounded.”
The player: “They’re OK. I think their D is a little suspect. Their
goaltending is a little suspect. Kris Letang is on the downswing. Cody
Ceci is meh, Mike Matheson is skilled but does dumb things defensively,
which will bite you in the ass in the playoffs. I’m just very wary of that
group in general. The forwards are still a highly skilled, deep group.”
New York Islanders
Average rating: 2.4
The Islanders’ run last year is a reminder to never underestimate a team
that will defend, play as a group and is willing to grind out a series.
The exec: “They’re built for the playoffs. They’re heavy. They’re going to
make it miserable on teams. They’re good defensively and well-coached.
The division is loaded, there’s no easy out. (Kyle) Palmieri hasn’t been
great there but he’s your typical trade deadline guy who doesn’t do
anything in the regular season who could score big goals in the playoffs.
That’s why they got him. They’re not easy to play against and can wear
you down.”
The coach: “Their game is not where it needs to be going in. It seems like
they’ve got pieces of their game and balance in their ice time and roles
that seem a little out of sorts right now. They’re a stingy team and when
you do that you give yourself a chance. They’re going to play a grinding
game. Their goaltending has been outstanding. That’s a big boost for
them.”
Edmonton Oilers
Average rating: 2.4
You’ve heard all about Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl, but don’t
sleep on the impact of Darnell Nurse in the postseason. But there are
enough questions here to give panelists pause.
The exec: “You have the two superstars up front, but they don’t really
have any depth. I don’t think they’re that good. McDavid can win any
game by himself or a series by himself, but eventually, you’ll get into the
heavy teams and it’ll be a challenge.”
The scout: “I don’t think they have the depth that Toronto has … but
Draisaitl and McDavid could carry a team for a while. If their recent play
continues in the playoffs, look out.”
The coach: “I will say this about their team: Mike Smith has been
outstanding this year. Nurse has played as close to Norris Trophyconsideration hockey as I’ve seen. He’s been a dominant force on the ice
and on both special teams. He’s played great hockey. So has Adam
Larsson. They can shut down top talent. … You used to think their depth
was an issue but that bottom six in their lineup checks so well, it allows
the game to get to the top six.”
The player: “They’re going to score goals but come playoff time, when
guys dial in the defense — especially outside the Canadian division and
I’m thinking big picture here — who is going to win the Stanley Cup? If
you look at it, who is going to win, Colorado or Edmonton? It’d be
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Colorado every time. Or Vegas. I just don’t know how deep they are
offensively and their defense is suspect past Nurse.”
Tier 3
Minnesota Wild

presences in the league. He makes the fourth liner better. He makes the
guys on the ice when he’s out there better. He makes the guy on the
bench sitting next to him better. Not to mention nobody wants to go in the
corner and play against him. He’s a big factor.”

Average rating: 3

The coach: “Gallagher is a critical component. How effective he can be in
the type of game he plays is a concern for me. He’s the straw that stirs
the drink on that team. He elevates their level of play.”

This Wild group has a different DNA than its predecessors. Kirill Kaprizov
provides a game-breaking element that hasn’t existed. The Wild’s biggest
issue may simply be the division in which they compete.

Tier 5

The exec: “They could be a tough out. Their defense is really good. They
have secondary scoring now… They have enough guys who have some
experience that if they get the goaltending they’re going to be tough to
beat. And they play well against Vegas.”
The coach: “They play an attacking game that I was really impressed
with. They continue to come at you and come at you. The one thing I love
about this team is the physical depth they have. The fourth line with
(Marcus) Foligno is one that can make an impact on a series. I think
that’s critical. They have a real identity… they’ve transitioned to a fasterstyle game. As young and as aggressive as they play – I don’t see them
backing down.”
Tier 4
St. Louis Blues
Average rating: 3.7
This team isn’t all that far removed from a Stanley Cup run but there
weren’t a lot of panelists who had much faith they could pull it off again.
The exec: “They lost their swagger. Without (Alex) Pietrangelo, their D
has struggled. They seem to be off to me. I don’t even think they think
they’re any good right now.”
The coach: “I just don’t know that they’ve got all the pieces going at the
same time. I haven’t seen a real dominating stretch from their group that
they can tie this thing together. They’ve got some good championship
experience to rely upon, I don’t think you ever discount that. Today’s
game is played so fast… I have concerns about them keeping up.”
Winnipeg Jets
Average rating: 3.8
This rating would have looked much different a month ago but don’t
discount the impact of a goalie like Connor Hellebuyck in a playoff series.
The exec: “To me, they just lost their way. They look off.”
The coach: “I really like their centermen… they ask Hellebuyck to carry a
lot of weight. Ultimately, their top guys are going to have to play
extremely well. They’ve just been ok here down the stretch. I don’t know
if they’ve got the depth on their back end to sustain any long run.”
Montreal Canadiens
Average rating: 4.3
A healthy Carey Price in the playoffs is a difference-maker. Even if he
hasn’t been great in the regular season, his playoff track record is strong.
Montreal is getting healthy and the importance of Brendan Gallagher’s
return can’t be overstated.
The exec: “If they’re healthy, they can give Toronto trouble, if they get a
couple saves. If Josh Anderson and guys like that start going, Toronto
guys don’t want to play through that shit. I don’t have a lot of confidence
in them but if they’re healthy, I can see them going a little bit.”
The scout: “Gallagher plays such a hard game, if he’s not 100 percent, I
don’t know how he can survive. (Shea) Weber might be the biggest factor
on the whole team. Not necessarily his play, just his presence. He’s one
of the very, very few guys — and you can like him or not — but his
presence on the bench with a team might be one of the greatest

Nashville Predators
Average rating: 4.6
This team probably isn’t going to win the Stanley Cup.
The exec: “They’ve had a good run here to get in. They might be content
to get there and be done.”
The scout: “I just don’t see it. I give them credit for fighting their way
through a pretty rough stretch. I would say Carolina would be a heavy
favorite in that series.”
The coach: They’ve had some outstanding goaltending carry them
through stretches, righted the ship and got them in the playoff hunt. I just
don’t know if they’re as deep as the teams they have to come out
against.”
The Athletic LOADED: 05.14.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / Canucks have opportunity to increase draft odds as losses
pile up

Iain MacIntyre

While others are in the Stanley Cup playoffs, the Vancouver Canucks
and Calgary Flames are in a time machine.
They have been transported by circumstance back to their childhood
days of minor hockey and those big tournaments with a consolation side
of the bracket.
You know that side of the draw, when teams that have been eliminated
from championship contention — rather than driving home after only a
game or two – are allowed to keep playing? But participation comes with
conditions: games will be at strange times, and nobody is going to be
paying much attention except parents.
The Canucks and Flames have basically become two of the worst teams
in a giant National Hockey League tournament. They’re in the loser draw
with three games remaining against each other – after the good teams
start the Stanley Cup playoffs on Saturday – that are meaningless except
for draft-lottery seedings.
In this respect, the Canucks were big winners on Thursday, losing 4-1 to
the Flames, making it extremely difficult for Calgary to duck under
Vancouver near the bottom of the league standings.
With four games remaining in an excruciating season mercilessly
prolonged by last month’s COVID-19 outbreak, the Canucks are 26th in
the league with a .433 winning percentage, but have an excellent chance
to climb under the Detroit Red Wings and Columbus Blue Jackets. Those
teams have completed their 56-game seasons and are three points
ahead of Vancouver, which will help its draft odds immensely if the
Canucks don’t win any more than one of their final games, starting with
Saturday’s matinee against the Edmonton Oilers.
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Lose all four in regulation and the Canucks will sneak into the bottom
three in the standings.
Saturday will be the first time in NHL history that regular-season and
playoff games will be played the same day, as the Boston Bruins and
Washington Capitals open the Stanley Cup tournament after the
Canucks play the Oilers.

12 forwards on Vancouver's roster is injured. On Sunday, as the Comets
season ends, Gadjovich and fellow minor-leaguer Will Lockwood will be
able to join the Canucks for their final three games.
The team could use a boost. Or not.
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 05.14.2021

Also eliminated, the Flames play the Canucks on Sunday, Tuesday and
Wednesday when the opening round of the playoffs will be fully
underway.
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This is the loser bracket, and there are no participation ribbons.

Sportsnet.ca / Stanley Cup Playoffs Power Rankings: Contender or
pretender?

“I never really thought of it like that, but maybe,” Canuck defenceman
Tyler Myers said Thursday when asked about the minor-hockey
tournament analogy. “Our last few games with Calgary, both will be out of
it. But I think we'll see a lot of it just like it was tonight. Both teams still
played hard. It'll certainly be a strange feeling but you can tell both teams
are taking pride in the last few games here.”
The unprecedented season is getting even stranger.
“It'll be different, for sure,” Vancouver coach Travis Green said.
“Whenever you're out of the playoffs, getting the most out of your group,
especially the veteran guys, is a little bit different. But we've talked to our
group about that -- what's expected. I thought we had a much better
effort tonight. We did a lot of good things in the first two periods.”
The Canucks were awful in Tuesday’s 5-0 loss to the Winnipeg Jets,
whose first-round playoff series against the Oilers starts Wednesday
about two hours after Vancouver and Calgary end their seasons with a
noon PT game.
The Canucks were far more engaged against the Flames but no more
successful.
After Matthew Highmore opened scoring at 1:02 with his first Canucks
goal, 14 games after his trade from the Chicago Blackhawks, Vancouver
surrendered four straight goals to lose for the ninth time in 11 games.
Coverage mistakes by Canucks' Tanner Pearson and Olli Juolevi led to
net-front goals by Rasmus Andersson and Andrew Mangiapane. Flame
Elias Lindholm scored on a third-period breakaway before Brad Meier,
who has been selected to officiate 89 NHL playoff games in 22 years,
pretty much ended the contest at 15:59 with a botched elbowing call
against Canuck Jimmy Vesey on which the referee doubled down by
tossing in an unsportsmanlike penalty.
31 Thoughts: The Podcast
Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what
they think about it.
On the resulting power play, Matthew Tkachuk was credited for a goal
that J.T. Miller accidentally directed top-corner on teammate Thatcher
Demko.
“I'm encouraged by our group,” Myers said. “I love the way we're still
battling even though we're out it. A lot of (injured) guys out of the lineup
right now that provide quite a bit of stability for us, within our system. But
guys are battling hard. . . (and) we're still taking a lot of pride in these last
few games.”
In six of their recent nine losses, the Canucks have scored one goal or
less.
Minor-league callup Jonah Gadjovich, who had 15 goals in 19 games for
the Utica Comets, is unable to play until the Canucks can expand their
roster on Sunday because the team, which was left with 19 games in 32
days after its health crisis, has already used the four post-trade-deadline
callups the NHL allows.
But Gadjovich, who quarantined and met the Canucks in Winnipeg, is on
the road trip and would be available on an emergency basis if any of the
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Rory Boylen

Ladies and gentlemen... the Stanley Cup Playoffs.
The final 16 teams are locked in and Round 1 playoff matchups are set in
every division except the West, where Colorado can still pass Vegas for
first (and the Presidents' Trophy) with a win over Los Angeles on
Thursday. So, who are the top contenders now that the dust has settled
on the abbreviated regular season?
Knowing full well there's going to be an upset or two that blows up our
brackets, this week's Power Rankings lists each of the 16 playoff teams
in order of how strong their case is for the Stanley Cup. Injuries are
considered, as are how these teams finished in the regular season. So if
you're banged up and finished the year on a sour note, it'll be reflected
here.
We're on to the second season now, folks, and about two months away
from crowning the next champ.
1. Vegas Golden Knights
The best thing about this time of season for Vegas is that the salary cap
is out the window, so the threat of having to dress a short bench goes
with it. Currently first in the league, Vegas arrives with a top five offence,
defence and the No. 2 team save percentage. It's that last one that leads
to the biggest questions for this team. Who will start Game 1: Marc-Andre
Fleury or Robin Lehner? And then what would need to happen for the
other to get the net? Last season's decision to go to with Lehner after he
was acquired in trade led to the dramatic stabbed-in-the-back moment
with Fleury's agent on Twitter. This year Fleury is a Vezina candidate,
Lehner has the ever so slightly better numbers since returning to the
lineup in March, and they've split duties since then. This is their biggest
issue -- and that's why Vegas tops the list.
2. Carolina Hurricanes
The Canes have been on the precipice of something for a few years and
it's all falling into place in 2021. As high event as ever, Carolina is built
around its deep defence with top-level talent, the offence has blossomed
around Sebastian Aho and Andrei Svechnikov (while Vincent Trocheck
has rebounded for one of his best seasons ever) and now they even
have goaltending. A weakness in the past, the three-deep set of goalies
has led the Canes to the third-best save percentage in the league. They
did lose the last two games of the regular season to Nashville, their first
round opponent, but won each of the previous games against them. And
Carolina finished the season strong overall, going 13-4-5 since April 1.
3. Colorado Avalanche
A pre-season favourite that has met every expectation, the Avs are neckand-neck with Vegas in the division. The gulf in scoring between Nathan
MacKinnon and the rest of the team narrowed this season and the
league's third-best offence can throw a few threats at any opponent. On
the back end, Cale Makar is a Norris contender and leads a young and
impressive group and helped the Avs to the lowest shots against per
game mark in the NHL. Getting Philipp Grubauer back was a critical
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development for Colorado, but they also got concerning news around
MacKinnon as the regular season came to a close. Something to
monitor.
4. Toronto Maple Leafs
One of the best regular season Maple Leafs teams of all time, everyone
knows about the firepower Toronto can throw at you with a top-five
offence. But the biggest and most critical improvement from them this
season is that they are top-five in shots against per game after ranking
19th in the stat last season. The improved team defence is what the
Leafs hope carries over to playoff success, and that one of Jack
Campbell or Frederik Andersen is healthy enough to get them through.
The young players have matured into veterans, who have been
surrounded with older leaders, and the blue line has been gradually
upgraded in the past couple of seasons. This is the best shot the Leafs
have had to get into the final four in years, and from there it's anyone's
guess how the divisional champs will match up to one another.
5. Pittsburgh Penguins
It was a slow first month for the Penguins, but since Feb. 9, they're 3211-2 and have the best points percentage in the league. The offence isn't
any concern, averaging 3.60 goals per game since the turnaround.
However, of all the 16 playoff teams, only Minnesota and Nashville allow
more shots against. Pittsburgh is 14-8-2 against the other three playoff
teams in the East and Jeff Carter has proven to be one of the best trade
deadline pickups, giving the Penguins a fierce 1-2-3 down the middle.
6. Tampa Bay Lightning
Credit to last year's champs, who were one of the best teams all season
even without one game from Nikita Kucherov, who will now be back for
the playoffs. Steven Stamkos has been out since early April, but he too is
expected to return. Victor Hedman, however, had been playing through
an injury for over a month, missed the tail end of the season and has an
unclear status. Still, Andrei Vasilevskiy can be a series-stealer, the depth
throughout the lineup is enviable and they are as well-positioned to
repeat as any team in recent memory.
7. Boston Bruins
One of the top lines in hockey remains that way with Patrice Bergeron,
David Pastrnak and Brad Marchand all finishing over 60 per cent in
Corsi. On top of that, Taylor Hall and David Krejci have found instant
chemistry, Tuukka Rask has been 7-1-0 since returning and the team
allows the second-fewest shots against per game.
Remaining Time -8:58
East Division preview: The NHL’s most physical division will provide
plenty of entertainment
8. Florida Panthers
Offence was Florida's strength a year ago and they continued that in
2021 as the league's No. 3 goal-scoring team. But the defensive
improvement is the story here. The Panthers went from outside the top
20 in shots against per game last season to 16th this year, and one of
the worst units at suppressing high-danger shots in 2020 to the fourthbest in the league in 2021. The goaltending hasn't gone as planned, but
while Sergei Bobrovsky has only seen marginal improvement after a
disastrous first season in Florida, Chris Driedger has been the go-to guy
and makes the situation in net one to watch.
9. Edmonton Oilers
There has been defensive improvement within the Oilers as well, but
there are two notable reasons why they are No. 2 in the North: The first is
that Mike Smith is having one of the best seasons ever for a goalie his
age, and his own personal best since leading the Coyotes to the West
Final in 2012. The second is Connor McDavid having one of the best eraadjusted offensive seasons ever.
10. Washington Capitals

The Caps rank in the bottom half of the league in shots per game and at
5-on-5 generate a similar amount of opportunities as they give up. That
leaves less room for error in net, which also happens to be the biggest
area of concern. Ilya Samsonov has allowed three goals or more in
seven of his past nine starts and was put on the COVID list late in the
season, which makes Vitek Vanecek an intriguing backup. Neither has
started a single Stanley Cup Playoff game. Alex Ovechkin is back and
having Zdeno Chara go against his former Bruins team in Round 1 is a
great storyline.
11. NY Islanders
It's hard to let the Islanders get too low in these rankings, because their
team defence and goaltending translated to a lot of post-season success
in last summer's bubble. It also led them to a strong start to this season,
but the end has been a rough landing with a 10-7-3 record in their last
20. Goal scoring was never a strength, but they've been one of the worst
offensive teams since Anders Lee went down and attempts to mitigate
that at the deadline have not panned out.
12. Minnesota Wild
Buoyed by a great team shooting percentage and goaltending, the Wild
have overperformed some of their underlying numbers and get outshot
more heavily at 5-on-5 than any other playoff team. Kirill Kaprizov is the
headliner, but Joel Eriksson Ek, Jordan Greenway and Kevin Fiala make
up en emerging young core to go along with a defence that has long
been the team's strength. It's been a great season and a big step, but
can they take down the best in their division yet?
13. Nashville Predators
Juuse Saros has made a heck of a push for the Vezina over the past few
months and is the top reason why the Preds didn't sell off at the deadline
and were a top three team by points percentage in the second half of the
season. Surprisingly, Calle Jarnkrok has been the team's top scorer in
that span, while bigger names such as Matt Duchene, Viktor Arvidsson
and Ryan Johansen have each continued to struggle. They're a different
team than when they started, and got Filip Forsberg back in the lineup in
May, but it'll be an uphill battle to get out of the Central.
Remaining Time -5:54
Central Division playoff preview: Tough task ahead for a Lightning repeat
14. St. Louis Blues
Like Nashville, the Blues finished better than they started, wrapping up
10-4-3 in the past month. That got them into a playoff spot, but while the
Preds had to fight off a charging Dallas Stars, the Blues only had to stay
ahead of a fading Arizona Coyotes team. Look, the Blues are that team
that could catch everyone off guard and if Jordan Binnington runs hot, he
could help them steal a series. Binnington has a .924 save percentage in
his past 15 starts, so that's not out of the question. But even as the wins
started to come St. Louis was still being outshot quite heavily at evens
and were considerably outscoring their expected goals rate. Since April 1
the Blues have played 11 games versus Colorado and Vegas, winning
only three of them.
15. Montreal Canadiens
Health is going to be a major factor for the Canadiens because they'll
need all hands on deck to take down the Maple Leafs in Round 1. Could
it happen? Absolutely. If Carey Price is indeed back for Game 1, we have
to consider how historically he improves in the playoffs. Even with his
regular-season struggles being a story for a few years, Price's save
percentage in his past four post-seasons are (in chronological order)
.919, .920, .933 and .936 in last summer's bubble. That's all they'll need
to overachieve in these playoffs, too, and even if Price can't go, Jake
Allen is a solid second option.
16. Winnipeg Jets
They come in ice cold with just 22 goals scored over their past 11 games
-- which includes a five-goal outburst versus Vancouver on Tuesday.
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That offence is supposed to be Winnipeg's strength, because its defence
won't be slowing down Connor McDavid or Leon Draisaitl in Round 1. If
they can get Nikolaj Ehlers back, that'll go a long way to remedying the
situation. Connor Hellebuyck is probably going to have to stand on his
head for the Jets to even get out of Round 1. The Jets beat the Oilers
just twice all season and not at all since Feb. 15.
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 05.14.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / Flames' Mangiapane honoured to represent Canada at
world hockey championship

Eric Francis May 14, 2021, 12:54 AM

The closest Andrew Mangiapane has ever come to representing his
country was when he got a Team Canada jersey for the 2010 Winter
Olympics.
The name stitched on the back was Crosby, and the tiny winger trying to
fill it out was just 14.
The unlikely path he took from there, from OHL walk-on to being
overlooked in his first of two NHL drafts, all led to a phone call from Team
Canada assistant GM Shane Doan earlier this week with an invite to don
the maple leaf at the upcoming 2021 IIHF World Championship.
"I never dreamed of it,” said the soft-spoken Flames winger.
“I mean, you dream of it all the time, but it was so surreal to be called. It
was great to hear from him. It's an honour. It's an honour to get the call
and I was just filled with joy.”
Asked if there was any point in his career he wondered if he was even
being considered for a national camp invite, the 25-year-old Flames sixth
rounder shrugged.
“Honestly, no I wasn’t,” said Mangiapane, whose size likely worked
against him despite posting back-to-back 100-point seasons with the
Barrie Colts.
“Maybe in junior when I started putting up points and all that. When I was
younger, no way. That’s why it’s so surreal to be going. I’ve never been
asked to really do anything. I haven’t been overseas, I haven’t done
anything for Team Canada. I still can’t even believe it. You put in all the
work to win the Stanley Cup and you want to play world juniors and the
world championship and you want to experience the whole hockey
world.”
The invite marks the latest significant step in a career that saw him go
from regular NHLer last year to top six fixture this season.
Given his work ethic, tenacity and finish, some believe he will soon be
amongst the Flames' top scorers.
For proof it’s possible, the five-foot-10, 184-pound forward moved into a
tie for the team lead in even strength goals on Thursday with a nifty
deflection that stood as his third game-winner of the season in a 4-1 win
over Vancouver. Twelve of his 14 goals have come at even strength in a
season where he’s been one of the few bright spots for a team playing
out a string of three more meaningless games against the Canucks
before he packs for Europe.

What makes his feel-good journey even better is that he’ll cross the pond
for the first time while sitting beside long-time teammate and pal Dillon
Dube.
“Dillon and I go way back - even in Penticton days we were roommates
there,” said Mangiapane of the team’s former prospects training camp
site.
“It’s honestly awesome. We grew up in the same kind of role and
competing to make the NHL together. Now going overseas, it’s going to
be fun. When we both got the call and were talking about it, it was ‘You
go if I go, and I go if you go.” We both decided to go and it’s going to be
awesome.”
Mangiapane not only managed to maintain his top-six status all season
long, he also added regular power play and penalty killing duties to make
him one of the most versatile and dependable forwards.
Dube’s season hasn’t been as smooth, as his early season perch on the
top line gave way to a fourth line gig and some tough love under Darryl
Sutter.
His first invite to the worlds is a chance to end the year on a higher note.
“For me, I owe them a lot - they’ve given me a lot throughout my years,”
said Dube, eternally grateful for Team Canada opportunities like the one
that saw him captain the country to world junior gold in 2018.
“I think every time - through U-18, world juniors, and this - it feels like
every time you get a new opportunity and it feels like your first time going
over and playing for them. It’s an honour every time.”
A bigger honour experiencing it with his former roomie and pal.
“When you go to these tournaments it’s a little different, and you don’t
know too many guys,” said Dube, who had 10 goals this year after being
one of the top three Flames players in last year’s playoff bubble.
“If you have a really close friend with you, especially for us for trying to
make Calgary and trying to stay here together, and going to this
tournament together and trying to win a tournament together. It will be
pretty cool just the stuff we’ve been through. It’s going to help each other
out. I think we’ll be able to play better hockey having someone that you’re
this close to.”
There’s someone even closer to Dube who will also be there to share the
experience.
“Probably my biggest thing was my brother got hired by Hockey Canada
about two months ago so we’re actually going together,” said Dube,
joking that Jake will head up team services to ensure “Mang and I aren’t
late for anything.”
“Having a chance to win a medal with your brother is something not too
many people get to do.”
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 05.14.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / 'Pesky and mean' Senators vow to make noise during
2021-22 season
What makes Brady Tkachuk a natural born leader to his teammates
Senators forward Josh Norris discusses what makes Brady Tkachuk
such an important and natural leader and voice in the locker room, and
someone that drags the entire team into battle on the ice.

An opportunity to continue building his confidence in Riga, Latvia starting
May 21 will only help.
Remaining Time -5:43
Lindholm scores twice as Flames down Canucks

Wayne Scanlan May 13, 2021, 2:43 PM
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Players and coaches alike took turns trying to describe this bizarre,
unmatching bookends of a 2020-21 campaign by the Ottawa Senators.

early on, it would have been easy for them to lose all confidence and sink
further. The coaches did not browbeat their young core.

“It was the tale of two seasons,” said head coach D.J. Smith.

Brown says that Smith and the staff “instilled a belief in us. They saw
what we could be as a team before we saw it.”

“NIght and day,” was how veteran forward Nick Paul, Ottawa’s Masterton
Trophy nominee, described the horrendous 2-12-1 start for Ottawa
before a turnaround that sparked a 10-3-1 finish.
“We just wish we could keep going here,” Brady Tkachuk said, the day
after completing the season with a 4-3 overtime victory over the Toronto
Maple Leafs. Ottawa finished 23-28-5, for 51 points in 56 games, eight
points behind the Montreal Canadiens holding down fourth place and the
final playoff spot in the North Division.
Thursday was clean out time, “garbage bag day,” as it is often described
-- players putting their dressing room belongings into green bags to pack
up for the summer. In non-pandemic times, media would be in that room,
witnessing the farewell handshakes and last-minute signing of team
merchandise for the marketing department.
This being the season like no other, media instead were on Zoom calls
with players and Smith, from 8 a.m. until noon, each describing the
season that was and looking ahead to a more normal 82-game, 2021-22
season.
Had there been 82 games this year, who knows what might have been
for Ottawa. There isn’t any racetrack left, so we cannot say if a longer
season could have witnessed the Senators surging into a playoff spot.
Based on games since Feb. 20, the Senators have the third-best record
in the North.
I do know this. As someone who has been around Ottawa teams since
the first game in 1992, I have not seen a more excited group that is NOT
going on to the playoffs. The Senators are so young, especially at
forward and defence, and so enamoured of their play over the past
month or so, their enthusiasm for next season is off the charts.
“All the players and the city of Ottawa have a lot to look forward to next
year,” said winger Connor Brown, the ex-Maple Leaf who had a careeryear with 21 goals, including an NHL-leading five shorthanded goals.
That the fifth came against Toronto put a nifty exclamation mark on
Brown’s remarkable year.
Brown is just one of many Senators who exceeded expectations this
season. Rookies Josh Norris and Tim Stützle were both in Calder Trophy
conversations -- Stützle early on and Norris in the second half. Norris
finished the year tied for second in rookie goals, with 17, and third in
points, with 35. All that while taking on the two-way responsibilities of a
No. 1 centre. Stützle became a fan darling.
Drake Batherson rose up to be a first-line winger, alongside Norris and
the team’s lifeblood, Brady Tkachuk.
Newcomers Shane Pinto and Jacob Bernard-Docker settled in nicely
after joining the Senators from their college hockey season at UND.
Young defencemen Victor Mete, plucked off the waiver wire from
Montreal, and Erik Brannstrom, who came over in the Mark Stone trade
with San Jose, blossomed down the stretch when injuries and departures
thrust them into the spotlight.

At the same time, the accountability shown by young leaders like
Tkachuk and Thomas Chabot, Brown and Paul helped stabilize the kids.
Players encouraged each other on the bench and in the room. They
didn’t want to let each other down.
“We were sick and tired of losing,” Norris said.
Smith, who marked his 44th birthday Thursday, finished the season
enormously proud of what his team did, not merely in beating a Leafs
team that was more or less just trying to remain healthy for their
upcoming playoff series against the Montreal Canadiens.
“It’s great to go out on that note and get rewarded, not just for
(Wednesday’s) effort but for the effort these guys have put in over the
last eight, nine weeks. They barely took a period off . . . didn’t let up one
time.”
Smith envisioned a hard-working physical team here and that’s what he
got in the second half of the season.
“We play hard and finish checks,” Norris said. “Teams really don’t like
playing against us.”
Asked to describe this team's personality, defenceman Josh Brown was
succinct: "We're pesky and we're mean."
We're not sure if Brown is aware that 'Pesky Sens’ was the handle given
to the 2012-13 Senators who snuck into the playoffs with a late charge
behind goalie Andrew 'The Hamburglar' Hammond.
Smith cites goaltending and team culture as factors behind the 2021
turnaround. When Murray and then Marcus Hogberg got injured, goalie
prospects Joey Daccord and Filip Gustavsson stepped in with some big
wins. Daccord suffered a high ankle sprain, but is back on the ice and
says he may get a start with AHL Belleville before the season is out.
Anton Forsberg, another waiver wire pickup, also stabilized things.
Regarding the culture around this young group, they are so close we
would tell them to “get a room” if they didn’t already have one.
“I love these guys,” Batherson said, unabashedly, about his bros. It’s
been like that since 2017 at his first development camp in Ottawa, he
added. He met players like Parker Kelly, an undrafted forward, just taking
a shot with a blue-collar attitude. Talk about a different path, on
Wednesday, Kelly finally made his NHL debut and scored his first goal.
Batherson, like the rest of this upbeat group, was thrilled for him. Just
another young Sen with a career first.
Smith says he’s never been around a closer team, including junior teams
Smith took to the Memorial Cup. He likes the possibilities that can
emerge from a team that is close in the room and battles together on the
ice. It sounds like the worst kind of hockey cliche, but there is truth to it.
“I don’t think there’s enough said about what a good locker room can
bring on the ice and the combination of young players growing together
and holding each other accountable,” Smith said.

Matt Murray, the team’s No. 1 goaltender, had his own “tale of two
seasons.” He was a big part of the early wreckage, but rebounded to play
well in his last five games before getting injured.

Teams that win have that, Smith said.

“We had some struggles early on as a team, and I didn’t play well
enough to keep us in games,” said Murray, bluntly. “But the way we
finished, that’s all you can ask for in a response. It was really inspiring to
see. Obviously it gives everybody a really good feeling going into the
summer and it gives everybody the motivation to come back and make
some noise next year.”

For salty veteran winger Austin Watson, who came over from Nashville,
this is a new experience, missing out on the NHL playoffs. Watson broke
his thumb blocking a shot in late March, but is looking forward to going to
war with these kids next fall.

Smith and his Senators coaching staff deserve credit for keeping this
thing on the rails. With so many young players struggling as a collective

“I think we’re right there now,” he said.

“When I came here, the eagerness and the want to get better impressed
me a lot,” Watson said. “When you see that work come to a head and
you start to have success, you realize how we need to play on a night-to-
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night basis. And that’s the task now, to not forget how hard it is to be
consistent in this league.”
Watson says this is the youngest group he has been with in the NHL.
While he recognizes the league is full of skilled kids, what struck him
about the Senators youthful players was their maturity and ability to get
along.
“The organization has done such a good job getting quality people,”
Watson said. “They’re mature young guys.
“The teams that win buy into the team concept and I’ve seen that from
Day 1 here.”

Think you know how this year's playoffs will unfold? Before every round,
from Round 1 to the Stanley Cup Final, predict the winners and number
of games for each series and answer a few prop questions.
So Edmonton wins, and closes out their regular season with seven
consecutive road wins, something this franchise has not done since
1987. It can’t hurt going into the playoffs on a heater, nor can six
consecutive wins over their Round 1 opponent, the Winnipeg Jets.
Look — on its own, none of that stuff is worth anything come playoff time.
But this time of year is about ticking off the boxes.
Are we confident on the road? Check.

Which one of these guys gets named captain is still to be determined (as
the “Brady!” chants go up in the background). Smith says the matter will
be discussed this summer with GM Pierre Dorion and owner Eugene
Melnyk. It would be easy to muddle along with the status quo and not
stress out a young man with the letter ‘C’, but most NHL teams do have a
captain.

How are the special teams? Check.

“At some point, you’ve got to make the hard decision,” Smith said, adding
that his young leaders like Tkachuk and Chabot are “almost ready for
that, and that’ll be a big part in deciding what we do.”

• Special teams: With a two-for-three afternoon in Montreal, the Oilers
pulled clear of the pack, topping the NHL with a 28.1 per cent power play
unit. The penalty kill, meanwhile, is Top 10 at 82.2 per cent, and best in
the North.

Smith said that the common theme in his exit meeting talks, especially
with the younger players, was to get better and get stronger.
“We’ve got to be ready when the season starts,” Smith said. “We’re not
going to sneak up on anyone as much anymore.”
In Ottawa, September and October can’t come soon enough.
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Sportsnet.ca / Oilers continue to check off boxes as regular season
comes to an end

Mark Spector May 12, 2021, 10:35 PM

If you missed that rare, midweek, afternoon start in the Mountain time
zone on Wednesday, allow Edmonton Oilers head coach Dave Tippett to
summarize it for you.
“Sloppy, nobody got hurt, and we got two points. Other than that it was
good.”
We could spend the next 800 words or so describing a meaningless
game between two teams that have their playoff matchups set, but if
games like this are your thing we’ll point you towards a season-ending
series between Calgary and Vancouver that will mercifully unfold in the
soap opera time slots next week.
This one ended on a lovely Leon Draisaitl feed in overtime, deposited
home by Dominik Kahun, who could barely believe his ears when he
heard his name called for the opening faceoff of overtime. That shift is
generally occupied by one Connor McDavid.
“I was thinking my game was probably over. Then my coach said I’m
going out with Leon,” chuckled Kahun, who scored just 27 seconds into
OT for Edmonton’s second straight overtime win over the Canadiens. “It
gives me confidence when pucks go in.”

Do we have a third line coming along? Check.
So, let’s look at a few of those boxes, as Edmonton closes out what has
been a fantastic regular season, ranked 10th in the NHL in winning
percentage (.655).

• McDavid and Draisaitl cruise into game No. 56 with seven consecutive
multi-point games each. They’ll finish one-two in the NHL scoring race
this season, and McDavid will very likely have more assists than any
other player — except Draisaitl — has points.
“From experience, your top players are going to have to be your top
players going into the playoffs," said Alex Chiasson. "We’re not too
worried about that.”
• How about having a third line that’s coming together, with 21-year-old
Ryan McLeod centering a couple of playoff war horses in Chiasson (29)
and James Neal (32)?
“I feel like me and Nealer have always played well together. We
understand the game and how each other plays. We know where to go,”
Chiasson said, on a night when his line produced another even strength
goal. “Then add in McLeod in the middle. He plays a really mature game
for a guy who doesn’t have a lot of experience in this league.
“We’re just trying to use these last couple of games to figure out how we
can play and be effective as a line.”
Whether or not McDavid and Draisaitl are employed on the same unit or
separate lines versus Winnipeg, a third line that can produce the odd
goal and at least neutralize Adam Lowry’s line will be a big story in this
series.
• How’s Tyson Barrie doing? Check!
With another two assists Wednesday — unless Cale Makar goes wild in
Colorado — Barrie will lead all NHL defencemen in points this season.
He has 8-40-48, which is more than any other player — forward or
defenceman — on a new team this season.
When’s the last time a team had the top two NHL scorers and the leading
defenceman? How about 1985?
• Darnell Nurse. OK, we’ll say it: He reminds us of a 25-year-old Alex
Pietrangelo.

“Why not?” asked Tippett. “We were looking for a little German magic
there, and they came through.”

Nurse’s plus-29 is tied for tops among all NHL players, second only to
Draisaitl at plus-31. He has taken a huge step this season: he’s a Top 15
scorer among NHL blueliners; fourth in the NHL in ice time at 25:42 per
night; and he’s a big part of a Top 10 penalty kill. He rang a shot off the
post late in Wednesday’s game that would have been his 17th goal, a
sign that the offensive awareness we always wondered about has finally
arrived.

Fantasy Hockey Playoffs Bracket

• Goaltending? Well, the starter seems fine…

Why use Kahun ahead of McDavid in overtime?
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If Mike Smith gets Game No. 56 off, this will be the second best season
of his 15-year career, a decade after his best season in Arizona. We
never thought we’d be saying this as the playoffs open, but the Oilers
have the best goaltender in the North this season.
Smith’s .923 saves percentage ranks fifth among NHL starters. His 2.31
goals against average is sixth, and both numbers are better than any
goalie in the North — including Round 1 opponent and reigning Vezina
winner Connor Hellebuyck (.915, 2.60).
Oilers fans had their hearts in their throats when he appeared to get
injured in a crease collision Wednesday, but Tippett shrugged it off.
“Ah, he just got some snow in his eye. He’s all right.”
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about is just getting him through the 60 minutes and feeling good. By all
accounts, it seems that that was the case.”
Andersen finishes 2020-21 — his critical UFA contract campaign — with
a 13-8-3 record, 2.96 goals-against average, and .895 save percentage.
All these numbers are career worsts.
There is no more runway to get Andersen’s knee feeling strong and get
the goaltender feeling confident – two intertwined objectives since his
mid-March hiatus.
If he appears in a Maple Leafs net again, it’ll be under the bright lights of
a pressurized playoff series. Perhaps on the second half of a back-toback.
For the first time in Andersen’s tenure, Toronto will be a heavy favourite
when it opens its series versus Montreal at home next week. And for
once, the defence deployed in front of the Leafs’ crease will rank among
the league’s best.

Sportsnet.ca / Maple Leafs' Andersen feeling confident despite loss in
return from injury

Yet it appears only a significant stumble from Campbell — seizing the
No. 1 role with a franchise-record-breaking 17-2-2 record and a sparkling
.923 save percentage — will pave way for an Andersen redemption tale.

Luke Fox

“He's put in so much work. We've witnessed it every single day at the
rink, just to get himself prepared and back as healthy as possible to
obviously get in the net and get a feel for it,” said close friend Auston
Matthews.

Is this how it ends?
With a whimper, not a bang?
With not the slightest hint of controversy?
Without a single fan in attendance to chant “Fred-die!”?
With the name “Rittich” — a goaltender who didn’t so much as dress
Wednesday night — trending on Toronto Twitter, for goodness sakes?
While we are certainly not ready to proclaim the Frederik Andersen’s
Maple Leafs era over before the puck drops on the post-season —
playoff runs can unravel best-laid goalie plans faster than you say “Jake
Oettinger” — there is no doubt that for the first Leafs series in five years,
the crease will no longer be Andersen’s to lose.
It belongs to Jack Campbell.
And Andersen's harshest critics are ready to have Andersen backing up
backup David Rittich.
Fantasy Hockey Playoffs Bracket
Think you know how this year's playoffs will unfold? Before every round,
from Round 1 to the Stanley Cup Final, predict the winners and number
of games for each series and answer a few prop questions.
ENTER NOW
Making his first NHL appearance in 60 days, the 31-year-old’s
rehabilitation pitch was the most meaningful story in the otherwise lowcalorie game.
Andersen and the organization have gone to great lengths to set him up
as best as possible for success when he is called upon.
First, GM Kyle Dubas made use of an AHL conditioning stint with the
Marlies. Then he stretched the salary cap to its limit (and sacrificed game
reps for skaters Rasmus Sandin, Zach Hyman and Riley Nash) in order
to accommodate one last regular-season NHL look for Andersen, an
overworked anchor in this city for half a decade.
Andersen allowed four goals on 28 shots in a 4-3 overtime loss to the
Ottawa Senators, who squashed the Leafs’ Presidents’ Trophy bid and
deserved full marks for riding out their season on a high note.
“He got through the game. He moved well. I would say that's what stood
out,” coach Sheldon Keefe assessed. “That's really what the game was

“I thought he played really, really well tonight. At times, we weren't good
enough for him. On a couple of those, that's purely on us. I thought he
looked good. He looked confident. I think that's all you can really ask for
from a big piece like him for this team.”
Former Leafs Nikita Zaitsev (a screened point blast) and Connor Brown
(a hardworking shorthanded strike, his NHL-best fifth) solved Andersen
with excusable goals. But rookie call-up Parker Kelly, making his NHL
debut, beat him from a tough angle, and Josh Norris twisted the knife
nine seconds into OT.
Remaining Time -5:00
Andersen still trying to find his form
Andersen chalked up the goals to “some weird plays and some
unfortunate bounces” — but he was caught swimming a bit.
“Maybe that’s rust. Maybe I could do a few things differently [and] those
would be saves, but overall felt really good,” Andersen said. “I felt like I
was moving really well. Felt confident out there making some plays. Just
calm in the net.”
To be fair, the Leafs in front of Andersen were playing cautious. Too
calm.
“Just no life, no energy,” Jake Muzzin said.
Surely, the mind cannot help but wander to Game 1. Self-preservation is
natural.
“That's the biggest mental hurdle right now,” Keefe said. “Guys want to
play well; they want to win the game. But our guys know what's around
the corner here, and nobody wants to be going into it too banged up. So,
you're a little shy on everything that you're doing and you're just not quite
into it mentally. But it's a 56-game season and we're only through 55.
“We don't have the [cap] flexibility to be able to make sweeping changes
and sit multiple people. We've got to find a way to stay in it mentally
enough to make sure that we don't let our guard down. That's when bad
things tend to happen, injuries and such.”
Yes, Keefe only need look at his goaltender to see the toll injuries and
such can exact.
During his five regular seasons in Toronto, Andersen has started 267
games, faced 8,466 shots, made 7,740 saves, and stood in that crease
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for 12,625 minutes. Only Connor Hellebuyck in Winnipeg has seen more
work during that span.

Blackhawks vice president of communications Adam Rogowin told WBEZ
that the lawsuit “lacked merit.”

So, no, Andersen’s Leafs days won’t end like this. If anything, they’ll end
with more labour — even if that’s behind the scenes.

“The Chicago Blackhawks take the allegations asserted by a former
player very seriously," Rogowin told WBEZ. "Based on our investigation,
we believe the allegations against the organization lack merit and we are
confident the team will be absolved of any wrongdoing. As this is a
pending litigation matter, it would be inappropriate for us to comment
further.”

“Just keep working in practice, like I have been,” Andersen said of his
next step.
“I’m looking forward to this journey with this team. Every day is fun to be
around this team and battle with the guys. Everyone can do their best
and contribute. That’s what I’m going to keep doing.”
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TSN.CA / Smith proves hunger and drive still burn bright

TSN.CA / Former Blackhawks player alleges he was sexually assaulted
by coach

The veteran netminder appeared to be out of a job in Edmonton after last
season’s qualifying-round loss, but he bounced back to help save the
Oilers’ season, Frank Seravalli writes.

An unnamed member of the 2010 Stanley Cup-winning team has filed a
lawsuit, accusing the Blackhawks of ignoring allegations against a former
video coach, Rick Westhead writes.

By Frank Seravalli

By Rick Westhead

One word is rarely a window into the soul. But by saying so little, Mike
Smith revealed so much about the competitive fire that rages in him with
a response to a question earlier this month.

An unnamed former Chicago Blackhawks player who was a member of
the 2010 Stanley Cup-winning team has filed a lawsuit accusing the
Blackhawks of ignoring allegations that he and an unidentified teammate
were sexually assaulted by a Blackhawks coach.

Reporter: “Is there extra satisfaction for you putting probably the final nail
in Calgary’s playoff hopes here?”

The plaintiff, who is referred to as “John Doe” in court documents, alleges
that former Blackhawks video coach Brad Aldrich was watching
pornography and began to masturbate in front of him without his consent
in May 2010.

The response was equally as telling as the smouldering smile and nod.

The lawsuit was filed on May 7 in Cook Circuit Court in Chicago. Chicago
radio station WBEZ first reported the litigation.
The former Blackhawks player alleged that Aldrich, who no longer works
for the National Hockey League franchise, also sent him “inappropriate
text messages” and threatened him “physically, financially and
emotionally” if he “did not engage in sexual activity.”
According to WBEZ, Aldrich is now 38 and was convicted in 2013 of an
unrelated fourth-degree criminal sexual conduct involving a student in
Michigan. He is a registered sex offender in that state, WBEZ reported.
The lawsuit claims that the former Blackhawks player reported Aldrich's
alleged misconduct to James F. Gary, the team’s mental skills coach.
“On or about May 2010, plaintiff, John Doe, began seeing Gary for
counselling services after he was sexually assaulted by a team
employee,” the plaintiff’s eight-page statement of claim says. “Prior to the
sexual assault on John Doe, defendant was made aware that the same
team employee had sexually assaulted a teammate of John Doe.”
Gary allegedly convinced the former player “that the sexual assault was
his fault, that he was culpable for what had happened, [and had] made
mistakes during his encounter with the perpetrator and permitted the
sexual assault to occur.”
Susan Loggans, a lawyer for the plaintiff, told WBEZ that her client
reported the alleged incident to the NHL Players’ Association, but
“nothing happened.” Loggans said her client is seeking damages from
the team in excess of $150,000.
Spokesmen for the Blackhawks and the NHLPA did not respond to
requests for comment.

Smith: “Yup.”

“To say Mike Smith is very competitive, that’s probably an
understatement,” said Marty Turco, Smith’s former teammate on the
Dallas Stars and one of his close friends. “He will use any motivation he
can find. He loves to prove people wrong.”
That hunger, that drive to prove people wrong is a big reason why the 39year-old Edmonton Oilers netminder is TSN Hockey’s Comeback Player
of the Year in the non-Oskar Lindblom category.
There is no competing with Lindblom, unto a class of his own after
overcoming Ewing’s Sarcoma – a form of bone cancer – last year and
making it back to score eight goals over 50 games with the Philadelphia
Flyers this season.
Even in the non-Lindblom category, Smith had worthy competition. MarcAndre Fleury recovered from a sword in the back in Vegas to post a
career-best .928 save percentage and sub-2.00 goals against-average
as the Golden Knights allowed the fewest goals in the NHL.
Smith’s teammate Jesse Puljujarvi made his way back to Edmonton after
declaring he would never play for the Oilers again and became a force,
scoring at a 23-goal pace over 82 games.
Drew Doughty, Joe Pavelski and Alex DeBrincat all bounced back with
strong seasons.
But the argument could be made that Fleury never actually had a
downturn in his game.
The same can’t be said for Smith, who appeared to be out of a job when
the Oilers were bounced out of their hometown bubble and upset by the
12th-seeded Chicago Blackhawks last August in the qualifying round.
Smith was tapped for the Game 1 start. He allowed five goals in 26
minutes and was yanked in favour of Mikko Koskinen, who was no better
with a .889 save percentage in the quick series.
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“We didn’t play very well and he didn’t have a great start in Game 1,”
Oilers coach Dave Tippett said this week on TSN 1050 Radio. “Then
boom. We were out.”
It’s no secret that the Oilers targeted Vancouver’s Jacob Markstrom
when free agency opened on Oct. 9. But after Markstrom signed with the
rival Calgary Flames, GM Ken Holland was vilified for sprinkling that $6
million around with Plan B.
The Oilers instead signed Kyle Turris ($1.65 million), Tyson Barrie ($3.75
million) and brought back Smith ($1.5 million) to take another run in
tandem with Koskinen.
To say the move did not inspire the Edmonton market with confidence,
well, that would be as understated as saying Smith is merely “very
competitive.” Oil Country spewed venom.

Smith took it to another level last off-season. His puck-handling prowess
was always a plus for teams breaking up the forecheck, taking pressure
off the Oilers’ defence. But Smith looks more calm this season when in
net. To listen to InGoal Magazine’s Kevin Woodley explain it, Smith’s
“flops per 60” are way down this season.
“Smitty was methodical,” the NHL goaltending coach said. “He worked
out with someone new and it was less a power approach and more of a
supple approach. More flexibility, more agility. His butterfly was wider. He
wasn’t as rigid. He’s let the play come to him – and he’s in his element of
comfort.”
Better than his .923 save percentage, his best mark since 2011-12, the
Oilers have fed off of Smith's personality and mantra, as evidenced by
the “yup” quote.

Barrie went on to lead all defencemen in scoring with 48 points. And
Smith saved the Oilers’ season.

“There’s more to it than just the goaltending,” Tippett said. “He’s been
excellent in goal but he adds a presence to our team that our team has
really dug into and adapted to.”

The Oilers were 6-7-0 before Smith made his first start on Feb. 8.
Edmonton went 29-11-2 after Smith’s return from injury, the fourth-best
record in the NHL during that span based on points percentage.

Smith has already turned back the clock. Now, the Comeback Player of
the Year has one more wrong to right, and that’s last year’s playoff start.
Yup, safe to say there is more than enough fuel for that fire.

“He was a very motivated guy,” Tippett said. “He’s played really well, but
he really wants to help this organization and the players in this
organization get better. He’s a great leader. The guys thrive off of him in
the dressing room. He’s really competitive.”

“What he’s done this year has been remarkable, it’s a heck of a story,”
Turco said. “It’s one thing to think about a 39-year-old playing this well,
it’s another thing to say it out loud. This ole’ partner is thrilled for his
success. Sometimes hard work does pay off.”

An NHL goaltending coach close to Smith, who asked for anonymity
because he works for a competing franchise, described Smith last offseason as “like a shark.”
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“You put a challenge in front of him and he eats that up,” the coach said.
“Sharks don’t swim away. He is fiercely competitive. He has no anxiety.”
That has been Smith’s modus operandi his entire career. He was a fifthround pick of the Dallas Stars in 2001 who had to start his career in the
AHL while the Stars’ first-round pick that season, Jason Bacashihua, got
top billing in the organization.
Bacashihua went on to play 38 games in the NHL. Smith is leading the
Oilers into the playoffs at age 39.
“He’s just not one to roll over and accept his fate,” the coach said.
“There’s been so many ups and downs, times it looked like he was going
to be down and out. He decided he was just not going to be a backup. He
loves the game, he loves competing.”
His first partner, Turco, recognized some of that in Dallas. He invited the
younger Smith to live with him and his family. There was never any
tension between the two, even though they were in competition for the
same job – so much so that when Smith’s second season rolled around,
he moved back in with the Turcos.
“A full fridge goes a long way,” said Turco, who still works for the Stars
and owns Kingsville Brewery in Kingsville, Ont. “I think the relationships
he formed with me and others, including Tipp in Dallas, has gone a long
way for him. There is mutual trust there. He knows how he plays, how he
acts. Tipp knows what he’s getting with Mike. And when you’re a goalie
and you know you don’t have to look over your shoulder when you make
a mistake, that really helps.”
It’s a unique relationship. There aren’t many coaches who have brought
the same goaltender with them to three stops in the league, from Dallas
to Arizona to Edmonton, like Tippett has with Smith.

USA TODAY / NHL first-round playoff schedule released; quest for
Stanley Cup starts Saturday

USA TODAY Sports

The abbreviated 56-game NHL schedule is still going on, but the league
announced dates (along with some times and television) for the best-ofseven postseason series.
The Stanley Cup playoffs will open Saturday with the Boston Bruins at
Washington Capitals as the lone game. There will be three games
Sunday, including the Tampa Bay Lightning visiting the Florida Panthers
to begin defense of their 2020 championship.
Because North Division games will be played until May 19, those series
won't start until the 19th and 20th.
Teams will play the first two rounds within their division, then the division
winners will be seeded based on regular-season points for the semifinal.
The winners will play for the Stanley Cup.
The schedule:
AWARD PICKS:Connor McDavid runs away with MVP, but others are up
for grabs
TROUBLE SIGNS:Victor Hedman's health among potential issues facing
playoff teams

Tippett recently called Smith “one of the best pure athletes I’ve ever
coached.” He's harnessed that athleticism into technique. Turco said
guidance from goaltender guru (and assistant GM) Sean Burke in
Arizona was the major turning point in Smith’s career.

First round

“He played him deeper in the net, used his size to his advantage,” Turco
said. “That’s given his career longevity.”

No 1. Pittsburgh vs. No. 4 NY Islanders

All times p.m. ET. Best of seven. *-if necessary
EAST DIVISION

Sunday, May 16: NY Islanders at Pittsburgh, noon, NBC
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Tuesday, May 18: NY Islanders at Pittsburgh, 7:30, NBCSN

Thursday, May 20: Vegas at Minnesota, 9:30, NBCSN

Thursday, May 20: Pittsburgh at NY Islanders, 7, NBCSN

Saturday, May 22: Vegas at Minnesota, 8, NBC

Saturday, May 22: Pittsburgh at NY Islanders, 3, NBC

*Monday, May 24: Minnesota at Vegas, TBD

*Monday, May 24, NY Islanders at Pittsburgh TBD

*Wednesday, May 26: Vegas at Minnesota, TBD

*Wednesday, May 26 Pittsburgh at NY Islanders TBD

*Friday, May 28: Minnesota at Vegas, TBD

*Friday, May 28 NY Islanders at Pittsburgh TBD

NORTH DIVISION

No. 1 Washington vs. No. 3 Boston

No. 1 Toronto vs. No. 4 Montreal

Saturday, May 15: Boston at Washington, 7:15, NBC

Thursday, May 20: Montreal at Toronto, 7:30, NHL Network

Monday, May 17: Boston at Washington, 7:30, NBCSN

Saturday, May 22: Montreal at Toronto, 7, CNBC

Wednesday, May 19: Washington at Boston, 6:30, NBCSN

Monday, May 24: Toronto at Montreal, TBD

Friday, May 21: Washington at Boston, 6:30, NBCSN

Tuesday, May 25: Toronto at Montreal, TBD

*Sunday, May 23: Boston at Washington TBD

*Thursday, May 27: Montreal at Toronto, TBD

*Tuesday, May 25: Washington at Boston TBD

*Saturday, May 29: Toronto at Montreal, TBD

*Thursday, May 27: Boston at Washington, TBD

*Monday, May 31: Montreal at Toronto, TBD

CENTRAL DIVISION

No. 2 Edmonton vs. No. 3 Winnipeg

No. 1 Carolina vs. No. 4 Nashville

Wednesday, May 19: Winnipeg at Edmonton, 9, NBCSN

Monday, May 17: Nashville at Carolina, 8, CNBC

Friday, May 21: Winnipeg at Edmonton, 9, NBCSN

Wednesday, May 19: Nashville at Carolina, 8, CNBC

Sunday, May 23: Edmonton at Winnipeg TBD

Friday, May 21: Carolina at Nashville, 7, USA

Monday, May 24: Edmonton at Winnipeg TBD

Sunday, May 23: Carolina at Nashville, TBD

*Wednesday, May 26: Winnipeg at Edmonton TBD

*Tuesday, May 25: Nashville at Carolina, TBD

*Friday, May 28: Edmonton at Winnipeg TBD

*Thursday, May 27: Carolina at Nashville, TBD

*Sunday, May 30: Winnipeg at Edmonton TBD

*Saturday, May 29: Nashville at Carolina TBD

USA TODAY LOADED: 05.14.2021

No. 2 Florida vs. No. 3 Tampa Bay
Sunday, May 16: Tampa Bay at Florida, 7:30, NBCSN
Tuesday, May 18: Tampa Bay at Florida, 8 CNBC
Thursday, May 20: Florida at Tampa Bay, 6:30, USA
Saturday, May 22: Florida at Tampa Bay, 12:30, CNBC
*Monday, May 24: Tampa Bay at Florida, TBD
*Wednesday, May 26: Florida at Tampa Bay, TBD
*Friday, May 28: Tampa Bay at Florida, TBD
WEST DIVISION
No. 1 Colorado vs. No. 4 St. Louis
Monday, May 17: St. Louis at Colorado, 10, NBCSN
Wednesday, May 19: St. Louis at Colorado, 10:30, CNBC
Friday, May 21: Colorado at St. Louis, 9:30, USA
Sunday, May 23: Colorado at St. Louis, TBD
*Tuesday, May 25: St. Louis at Colorado, TBD
*Thursday, May 27: Colorado at St. Louis TBD
*Saturday, May 29: St. Louis at Colorado, TBD
No. 2 Vegas vs. No. 3 Minnesota
Sunday, May 16: Minnesota at Vegas, 3, NBC
Tuesday, May 18: Minnesota at Vegas, 10, NBCSN

